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1. Introduction
1.1. The Draft Sector Guidance (“SG”)
1.1.1.

This document comprises the draft Sector Guidance that companies holding an instrument
of appointment as water supply undertakers under Sections 6 or 7 of the Water Industry
Act 1991 (“Water Companies”) recommend Ofwat enables under its Code for Adoption
which came into effect on 13 November 2017 (the Code). It also contains a draft Model
Adoption Agreement.

1.2. Purpose and Scope
1.2.1.

This SG applies where Developers appoint Self-Lay Providers (SLPs) to lay new water mains
and services to supply premises on their developments. The practices covered in this
document are those needed for the operation of the competitive water connections market
whilst taking into account the long-term operation of the water distribution system. It
details the delivery processes and the requirements for the work and also specifies the
roles of Developers, SLPs and Water Companies.

1.2.2.

The industry uses the terms “self-lay” or “water asset adoption” to mean projects that are
providing new assets other than through the undertaker.

1.2.3.

Water Companies are obliged by the Code to comply with the Sector Guidance once it has
been approved by Ofwat pursuant to the Code. Any failure to do so may result in
investigation and sanction by Ofwat under its regulatory powers. Individual water
companies are mindful of their broader obligations under competition law to ensure fair
competition between their own services and those supplied by SLPs.

1.2.4.

Under the Code, this guidance applies to infrastructure in respect of which an agreement is
entered into pursuant to S51A WIA. It applies to companies the areas of operation for
which are wholly or mainly in England.

1.2.5.

The guidance requires water companies to publish information at specific intervals, deliver
work in accordance with standard set of procedures, report on their performance, and
provide redress where things go wrong.

1.2.6.

This guidance covers the design and installation of Contestable work, as defined in the
Sector Guidance. This can include new on-site water mains plus associated works and
communication pipes including boundary boxes and/or meter chambers
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1.2.7.

This SG covers the following stages:
Stage 1:

Pre-planning & Point of connection enquiries
Stage 2:

Design new mains
Stage 3:

Review design / execute agreement
Stage 4:

Construct water mains
Stage 5:

Connect mains
Stage 6:

Vesting new mains & correct any defects
Stage 7:

Make service connections
1.2.8.

This SG shall not affect water companies obligations to set charges in accordance with
Ofwat’s Charging Rules for New Connection Services (English Undertakers), August 2017.

1.2.9.

In the event of any conflict between SG and MAA, the following hierarchy shall apply:

· Model Adoption Agreement (Appendix F). The MAA will take precedence over other SG
·
·
·
·
·

documents.
The SG document (main text and Appendix A)
Procedures (Appendix C), LoS and Reporting (Appendix G)
Design and Construction Standards (Appendix D)
Minimum Information (Appendix E)
Connection Options (Appendix B)

1.3. Responsibilities
1.3.1.

All parties have a responsibility to comply with all national legislation and any Code of
Practice referred to by that legislation, the provisions of which take precedence over this
SG.

1.3.2.

All parties and personnel involved in the self-lay process shall be competent to carry-out
the design, project management, construction, testing, commissioning and connection
activities they are responsible for.
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1.3.3.

Any party that becomes aware of any pollution risk or potential contamination incident
involving the operational water supply network shall inform the water company as soon as
possible to safeguard public health.

1.3.4.

All parties shall recognise that the delivery of the self-lay process requires the mutual
cooperation of the parties, and all parties shall work in that spirit.

1.4. Terminology
1.4.1.

For clarity and consistency this SG uses defined terms in key areas and these are listed in
appendix A.

1.4.2.

The term “self-lay process” or “self-lay journey” shall be construed to mean the process and
procedures set out by this SG.

2. Connections Options
The delivery options available to a Customer for the new connections infrastructure they
require, including self-lay, requisition from the Water Company, or the use of New
Appointees are outlined on Ofwat’s website:
https://www.ofwat.gov.uk/regulated-companies/markets/connections-market/.
There is also the option to use a retailer and details of retailers are also available on Ofwat’s
website:
https://www.ofwat.gov.uk/regulated-companies/markets/business-retail-market/

3. Contestability
3.1. Introduction
3.1.1.

The connection work that is open to competition is known as “contestable” work. This
category includes the majority of work a developer needs to serve a new development and
includes all work to lay and test new mains and services. Because water companies have a
responsibility to maintain wholesome water supplies to customers, some higher risk work
may be defined as “non-contestable” and can normally only be carried out by the water
company itself.

3.2. Annual Contestability Summary
3.2.1.

Upon first implementation of the Sector Guidance, and each year thereafter, each Water
Company shall publish on its website a statement regarding the activities which it will
consider to be contestable. This will be known as an “Annual Contestability Summary
(“ACS”) and will be published using a standard format that includes table 3.2, duly
completed by the water company.
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3.2.2.

Each water company’s ACS will be accompanied by supporting information about why
activities have been categorised in particular ways and the steps that an SLP would need to
take to carry-out higher risk tasks.

3.2.3.

The Water Company’s ACS shall refer to the Standard Procedures (see section 4 of this
guidance) although where a local practice is in place, this shall instead be referred to.

3.2.4.

To maximise the amount of work available for SLPs to carry-out, the ACS includes three
work categories as below.

3.2.5.

The activities appearing in green on table 3.2 shall always be contestable (ie, marked
green) on individual Water Companies’ ACS.

3.3. Contestable work (green shading used on the ACS)
3.3.1.

All Water Companies will allow SLPs to carry out the development-related activities shaded
green on their ACS. The Standard Procedures (or any published local practice) shall apply
whenever suitably competent developers or SLPs carry out the activities shown in green
shading.

3.3.2.

The activities noted green in water companies ACS tables will align with the accreditation
provided by WIRS (see section 7 of this document) and where further activities are
accredited by WIRS or another competent body, all water companies’ ACS tables shall be
revised to include such activities as shaded green. Changes will be brought about by the
procedures set out in section 11-Governance.
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Table 3.2: Standard ACS publishing format (contestability)
Existing number of properties potentially affected by work
>49
50-199
200-499
500+
Construction of new mains and service
connection assets in accordance with
WIRS scope
Construction of new mains as part of
reinforcement, mains extension or
diversion work
Design of new water network (subject
to SLP achieving design accreditation)
Chlorination and pressure testing
Meter installation (physical)
Taking WQ samples
Analysing WQ samples
CRMC connections (subject to SLP
holding suitable CRMC accreditation)
Water
· Connection: up to 63mm
company to
PE/Barrier pipe
shade amber
· Parent main: <12”
or red
DI/CI/SI/PE/Barrier pipe/steel
· Permanent Connections (Piece
through)
Water
Water
Water
Water
· Connection: 63mm to 300mm PE /
company to
company to
company to
company to
Barrier Pipe
shade amber
shade amber
shade amber
shade amber
· Parent main: <12”
or red
or red
or red
or red
CI/SI/DI/AC/PE/Barrier pipe/steel
· Operational pressure: up to 50m
Water
Water
Water
Water
· Connections: 63mm to 300mm PE /
company to
company to
company to
company to
Barrier pipe
shade amber
shade amber
shade amber
shade amber
· Parent main: 12” to 18” / 300mm
or red
or red
or red
or red
to 450mm DI/CI/SI/AC/PE/Barrier
pipe/Steel
· Operational pressure: 50m to 75m
Water
Water
Water
Water
· Connections: over 300mm
company to
company to
company to
company to
· Parent main: 18” & above, or high
shade amber
shade amber
shade amber
shade amber
risk parent main material (such as
or red
or red
or red
or red
steel)
· Operational pressure: above 75m
Any size connection to GRP / PVC
mains
Design of Network Reinforcement
(upsizing of existing assets)
Pipe sizing criteria, and the approval of
design by others
Assessment of network risk, &
operating live network
Commission telemetry links (meters /
field equipment)
Connection and decommissioning of
diverted mains
Notes: All pipe sizes OD, PE refers to all Polyethylene pipe materials. Please also refer to individual water
company Design and Construction Standards
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3.4. Non-contestable work (amber & red shading used on the ACS)
3.4.1.

Water Companies shall have discretion over contestability in areas not covered by WIRS,
and they may choose to also allow SLPs to carry out certain higher risk activities by applying
amber shading to those in their ACS.

3.4.2.

Restrictions on SLPs undertaking work apply when the Water Company assesses that the
construction works significantly heighten either the risk of damage being caused to their
existing assets or the works interrupting supplies to existing customers. The thresholds for
this assessment will be set in accordance with the Water Company’s policies for all work on
their water distribution systems.

3.4.3.

For tasks shaded amber on their ACS, the Water Company may require additional evidence
of competence to carry out activity and/or require the SLP to follow an operational process
equivalent to one that the Water Company’s Direct Labour or Term contractor would be
required to follow.

3.4.4.

Each company’s ACS shall also set out, in red shading, the higher risk activities it does not
envisage allowing SLPs to carry out. If an SLP wishes to carry out this work, it must contact
the Water Company directly to determine whether conditions can be agreed that enable
the SLP to carry out the requested activity.

3.4.5.

In the case of activities shaded amber and red on the water companies ACS, the water
company shall be entitled to set extra requirements or process steps providing they are
outlined in their ACS, and the arrangements for any associated charges are included in the
water companies charging arrangements.

3.4.6.

The activities permitted by a Water Company under the preceding paragraphs shall not
reduce the scope of works permitted to be carried out by SLPs in that company’s area
before the date on which this guidance comes into effect.

3.4.7.

In advance of publication, the Annual Contestability Summary will be discussed with
relevant customers in a Water Company’s area. Water Companies shall publish their ACS
on their website no later than 4 weeks before it takes effect, to allow sufficient time for
SLPs to amend their processes if required. In and from 2020 , each ACS shall take effect on
1 April and remain valid for 12 months.

3.4.8.

A Water Company will explain within its ACS where it has used its discretion to include an
activity within the red category and ensure this is published on their website.

3.4.9.

Where providing an adequate site supply requires main laying works to extend beyond the
Charging Point of Connection this work shall be considered as contestable.

3.4.10. Where the SLP has the necessary access permissions, installing the new part of diversions
made necessary by a development shall be considered as contestable work.

3.5. Subcontracting
3.5.1.

The SLP may subcontract some or all of the activities referred to in this section provided
that the subcontractor meets the requirements (whether as to accreditation or otherwise)
that the SLP would be required to meet in respect of the particular task.
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4. Procedures
4.1. Introduction
4.1.1.

The procedures that Water Companies and Customers shall follow where it is proposed that
certain water supply assets are to be supplied using the self-lay process are illustrated in
Appendix C and should be read in conjunction with the “information required” section of
this guidance (Section 6) and the Model Adoption Agreement.

4.1.2.

The procedures cover the full self-lay journey from pre-planning to adoption and are
arranged in stages as shown in table 4.1.

4.2. Methodology
4.2.1.

The procedures are presented in a swim-lane style, with columns for each of the three
primary parties typically involved in self-lay work. In the context of the procedures the
unaccredited entity is usually a Developer, a Developer’s project manager, or a utilities
agent appointed by the Developer. The accredited entity is usually an SLP accredited by
WIRS, or a plumber accredited under a recognised industry scheme. (NB-for clarity, the
Water Company is either a regional Water Company or a NAV that holds the licence for the
development being connected).

4.2.2.

The activities these procedures require are shown in rectangular boxes which are colour
coded to illustrate the degree of contestability (see elsewhere in the SG), and the thin black
arrows leading between activity boxes represents the anticipated sequence of events for a
typical self-lay project. Extensive supplementary notes are provided on the flow charts to
provide additional clarity or explain the activity in the wider context of the connections
market. The activities represent the minimum level of interaction between the parties and
also recognise that additional coordination may be helpful throughout the journey.

4.2.3.

Additional thick pink arrows indicate where levels of service are measured and reported on
nationally.

4.2.4.

The procedures outline in detail the sequential processes that the parties shall follow for a
typical self-lay connection and show the activities in context with other related activities
(such as the delivery of network reinforcement). This guidance also recognises that
engineering work can be complex, multi-phased, and on occasion it may be necessary for
some work to be delivered by an alternate route, or to return to earlier stages to
accommodate phasing or changes in the development parameters. For clarity, such
phasing has not been shown on the flow-charts, and there is no intention to overlyconstrain complex connection work into a “standardised journey” where the needs of the
connection work may mean that a standardised journey could not or should not apply.

4.2.5.

Irrespective of the procedures, all parties shall take prompt action to control or mitigate
safety risk.
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Table 4.1: The Stages of the self-lay journey
Stage 1:
Pre-planning & Point of connection
enquiries

Stage 2:
Design new mains

Stage 3:
Review design / execute agreement

Stage 4:
Construct water mains
Stage 5:
Connect mains

Stage 6:
Vesting new mains & correct any defects
Stage 7:
Make service connections

This stage may be carried out by the Developer or
the SLP acting on their behalf to establish the
feasibility of supplying the site. These stages are
intended to provide sufficient detail to allow the
Developer to choose who should develop a more
detailed design of the water assets.
The design of new mains can be carried out by an
SLP, a suitable sub-contractor to the SLP, or the
Water Company and shall identify the works that
the SLP is proposing to carry-out. Design work
carried out by SLPs may be checked by the Water
Company during this stage.
Before executing a binding agreement, the
Customer reviews the completed mains design and
determines their preferred allocation of
contestable duties under cover of a draft
agreement. The Water Company reviews the
proposals, and if agreeable, executes the legal
agreement so the mains work can proceed to
construction.
Mains construction progresses in accordance with
the legal agreement in readiness for connection to
the parent main.
Mains connections can comprise a single
connection to the parent main or phased “back-toback” connections on large sites. SLPs are
permitted to make a range of such connections as
outlined in this stage.
Shortly after mains enter service, they can be
adopted by the Water Company through a process
known as vesting.
Upon successful vesting, service connections to
individual premises can be made to the public
main. In parallel, any residual defects are
addressed by the Water Company or Customer.

4.3. Deviation
4.3.1.

Deviation from these procedures is permitted where:

· it is not possible to avoid it, for example because the development is phased, or facts on the
ground have changed, or it would be unsafe not to. In such instances, the standard
procedure shall be re-started at a defined point as agreed between the Customer and
Water Company;
© Water UK 2019
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· the Customer or Water Company has identified a more suitable process for delivering a
particular scheme, and both parties have agreed in writing to deviate. This includes cases
of innovation as described below;
· the Water Company has established a local practice to reflect particular circumstances in its
area (see further section 4.7)
· an area of innovation is being tested, for example on a pilot basis (see below).

4.4. Application of Levels of Service (“LOS”)
4.4.1.

LOS measures are shown on the procedures for clarity and are to be treated as
measurement stages that apply to all work progressing through the activities shown
alongside the pink arrows.

4.4.2.

Where mains are built and connected in stages, each stage will be measured and reported
on as each stage progresses. Further detail on LOS is included in section 9.

4.5. Convertible quotations
4.5.1.

While the self-lay journey is distinctly different to the requisition route, the two options coexist during the Stages 1 and 2 of these procedures, and Customers of either route shall be
offered an equivalent process during those stages.

[NB-please note comment in section 2.1 above. The issue noted there may affect this section.]
4.5.2.

The start of Stage 3 allows the Developer to make an informed choice over who will provide
the contestable connection activities. Stages 3 to Stage 7 illustrate the activities required
under self-lay provision and these stages are not directly comparable to the other
connection routes because the underlying statutory basis is significantly different.

4.6. Innovation
4.6.1.

Innovation to the procedures is permitted in the following ways:

· Water Companies and Customers may agree to outperform the procedures at any time, eg
combine steps together or add in extra communication or coordination activities, providing
they do not affect the measurement and consistent reporting of the LOS;
· Water companies may also facilitate innovation by establishing a local practice in
accordance with Ofwat’s Code, providing it does not affect the LOS. Once a Water
Company has established a local practice for a part of the self-lay process, all work in its
area shall follow that new procedure.

4.7. Local practices
4.7.1.

Local practices are only permitted in the following areas of the Standard Procedures:

· Meter pairing or commissioning procedures during Stage 7 of the Standard Procedures
(note 7.10 refers);
· Plot reference numbers ie Stages 3 & 7 of the Standard Procedures (notes 3.5 & 7.4 refer);
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· Water Company service offered to provide the design for new mains. i.e. Stage 2 and note
2.4 refer);
· Design self-certification scheme and design approval criteria offered by Water Company i.e.
Stage 2 of the Standard Procedures (note 2.4 refers).
4.7.2.

These are considered to be local practices pursuant to paragraph 3.1.3 (i) of the Code and
shall be published by a Water Company as part of its Standard Procedures.

4.7.3.

A Water Company wishing to implement a local practice in one of the permitted areas must
first publish its proposals and give customers an opportunity to comment before
implementation. Such proposals must be justified under the principles of the Code.

4.7.4.

Local practices may not be relied on for the purposes of excusing non-performance under
any LOS measure set out in this Sector Guidance and/or reported on nationally as part of DMeX.

4.7.5.

Commissioning Procedures are required to comply with Water UK published standards (i.e.
Technical Guidance Notes (“TGN”) and therefore a local practice relating to commissioning
procedures is not considered required. However, given that the same interpretation of
Water UK TGN’s and the Hygiene Code of Practice should be consistent across the Industry
the option for interpretation of TGN02, where such makes reference to “Companies and
SLP’s developing their own operating policies and procedures for good operating practice“ is
subservient to the note under.
Note:- An interpretation of TGN02 in respect of the commissioning procedures may require
a Water Company to opt to take its own secondary sample(s) at its own cost on a newly
commissioned main(s) post final connection to fully satisfy itself as to the water quality.
Therefore, in the event that the Water UK Technical Guidance Note 02 (“TGN02”) is not
amended to reflect the above option the Water UK final published version of the National
Standard Procedures to be issued as part of the new sector guidance shall be amended to
include a suitable note which confirms that the National Standard Procedures relative to
Stage 4 (note 4.4) and Stage 5A (note 5.3) and Stage 5B (note 5.7), is amended to suit; so
obviating the need for a local practice in this instance, with related consideration as may be
necessary to Levels of Service applying.

4.7.6.

If a Water Company requires a local practice to its Standard Procedures it is to be published
as follows:

·

in the template Design and Construction standards document where so indicated in the
template for design and Construction standards provided with the water sector guidance;

·

within a minimum of 3 months of the “go live” date of the national standard procedures and
sector guidance; publish such on the Water Company website (as confirmation of the
consultation made with its customers through national and local consultation events)
together with an extract of the relevant stage of the National Standard Procedure showing
where the local practice applies to its Standard Procedures;

·

prior to the “go live” date of the water sector guidance, issue a list of required local practices
that the Water Company is to employ to Water UK; who will publish such for all Water
Companies on its website.
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5. Design and Construction Standards
5.1. Compliance with water company requirements
5.1.1.

All design and construction work shall be carried out in accordance with the prevailing
Design and Construction Standards published by the relevant adopting water company.

5.2. Standard format for Design and Construction Standards
5.2.1.

While individual water companies shall have discretion over the technical aspects of their
design and construction standards, all water companies shall provide their requirements in
a standard format.

5.2.2.

The Self-lay Design and Construction Standards template set out in Appendix D shall be
completed and published by each Water Company at least annually, and at any other time
any change becomes necessary.

5.2.3.

Much of the content of the template is common across all companies but standards
are not completely harmonised. There are therefore areas in this documentation
which will be completed on an individual basis by companies.

6. Minimum information and forms
6.1.1.

Appendix E contains a series of tables setting out the minimum information to be provided
by all parties throughout the adoption process.

7. Competency and Accreditation
7.1.1.

References in this document to accreditation shall be interpreted as follows.

7.1.2.

An SLPs’ competence can be demonstrated either through:-

· WIRS where, the Accreditation Body awards scope specific accreditation against the criteria
detailed in the Water Industry Registration Scheme Requirements Document. (Details of
the WIRS scheme can be found at http://www.lr.org/en/utilities-building-assuranceschemes/uk-schemes/water-industry-registration-scheme/ ); or,
· In the case of communications pipes, or internal plumbing, those accreditation schemes
recognised by WRAS;
· Local accreditation arrangements specified by the Water Companies in their ACS.

8. Model agreement
8.1.1.

The model adoption agreement that must be used by Water Companies is set out in
Appendix F. This may only be amended where this is agreed with the SLP.
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9. Levels of service and reporting
9.1.1.

Water Companies must adhere to Ofwat’s Information Principles when reporting or
publishing information in relation to the code: https://www.ofwat.gov.uk/regulatedcompanies/company-obligations/engaging-with-customers/

9.1.2.

Water Companies shall measure their levels of service in accordance with the requirements
in appendix G1 and in line with the Water UK Levels of Service manual-this can be found at
https://www.dropbox.com/s/mef4zvpuhwl5viq/Water%20UK%20Developer%20Services%2
0los%20metrics%2022%20July%202017.pdf?dl=0. Data shall be uploaded monthly to the
central Water UK LOS system and to enable it to be reported on in accordance with the
interval specified in appendix G2. For clarity, the levels of service metrics are also
annotated on the procedures flow charts in appendix C.

9.1.3.

In addition, Water Companies shall publish the information specified in appendix G2 at the
intervals shown.

9.1.4.

The information required by appendix G2 shall be published on water companies’ websites
and made available in other appropriate formats as necessary to meet the requirements of
the Code.

9.1.5.

All measures are in calendar days with the exception of those SLAs which have a one day
turnaround time, these are measured in working days.

10. Redress
10.1.1. Where the Water Company fails to comply with a Relevant Metric, without prejudice to any
liability on part of the Water Company under an Adoption Agreement, the consequences
shall be as follows.
10.1.2. Where the failure arises in relation to a Category One metric, the company shall within
thirty working days of the failure arising and without any requirement on the part of the
SLP to notify the company of the failure, send to the customer a refund for the fee in
question.
10.1.3. Where the failure arises in relation to a Category Two metric, without any requirement on
the part of the SLP to notify the Water Company of the failure, the following procedure
shall apply:-

· Within one working day of the failure, the Water Company shall email the SLP with such
information as shall reasonably be available to it regarding the nature and cause of the
failure with relevant supporting evidence, and an indication of the proposed remedial
action;
· That email shall also contain a new date for the performance of the service in question;
· The SLP may either confirm acceptance of this information or request escalation to the
Compliance Manager;
· Where the SLP requests such escalation, the Compliance Manager shall within five working
days of receipt of such notification, report in writing on the causes of the failure and on
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how the failure can be corrected, if this has not already occurred and whether there any
lessons for either party arising out of the failure which might prevent a recurrence of similar
failures.
10.1.4. Where in any case referred to in this clause, the SLP considers that it has suffered direct
financial loss as a result of the failure, it may make a complaint to the Water Company in
question and the Water Companies shall all ensure that their complaints processes are able
to handle complaints of this nature and able to make ex gratia payments where SLPs are
able to demonstrate such financial loss.
10.1.5. The above provisions represent a minimum level of redress and where individual companies
consider it appropriate, they may adopt other forms of redress in addition to those set out.
10.1.6. Repeated failure may raise questions about the compliance of the company with its
competition law obligations and may result in legal/regulatory consequences.

11. Governance
Appendix H contains terms of reference for the Code Panel, as required by paragraph 3.8 of the
Code.
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Appendix A - Glossary of Terms
Accredited

Accreditation Body

Adoption
Adoption Agreement
ACS or Annual
Contestability
Summary
Asset Payment
Covers
- Gross Asset
Payment
- Net Asset Payment

Associated Works (at
the Point of
Connection)
Capacity
Apportionment
Category 1 metrics
Category 2 Metrics
Charging
Arrangements
Code

© Water UK 2019

Means, in respect of Contestable Works:
- Accredited under WIRS; or
- Accredited by a Water Company in relation to its own water
distribution system, in respect of a specified activity.
Means, in respect of plumbing:
- Accredited under a WRAS recognised scheme
An organisation appointed by Water Companies (through Water UK)
from time to time to accredit SLPs as being competent to undertake
self-lay works (against the specific accreditation scopes held by the SLP).
The process by which Water Companies take over responsibility for
infrastructure such as water mains and services.
Means an agreement in the form of the Model Adoption Agreement
under which the Water Company is to adopt certain works
the document to be published each year by each Water Company in
standard format and containing the information described in section 3
of this document;
[In England] companies may choose to make an Income Offset payment,
or credit, rather than declaring an Asset Payment. Alternatively, the
resultant allowance can be used by a company to fund Infrastructure
Charge reductions.
[In Wales, and in England where detailed in the company charging
arrangements] the payment made on adoption of the mains to the
party who has entered into the self-lay agreement with the Water
Company for supplies of water for domestic purposes taking into
account any income offset due when the mains are adopted.
Part payments apply as each section of main is connected.
Gross Asset Payment is the amount calculated before any NonContestable Works costs are deducted.
Net Asset Payment is the amount payable to the SLP after deduction of
any costs and uplifted by any credits (such as Application Deposits and
pre-commencement payments).
Any necessary works, typically to connect new mains or to provide a
short connecting spur, which the Water Company does to supply selflaid mains.
Sharing of cost of providing upsized provision (typically for multiple
developments or phases) which determines costs on the basis of the
proportion of capacity needed to supply each development (or phase).
those metrics so classified in Appendix [ ]
those metrics so classified in Appendix [ ]
a Water Company document adopted in accordance with Ofwat’s
Charging Rules for New Connection Services (English Undertakers),
August 2017
the Code for Adoption Agreements adopted by Ofwat and which came
into effect on 13 November 2017, as amended from time to time;
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Commissioned Pipe

Communication Pipe

Compliance Manager

Construction
Allowance
Contestable Services
and Work

Customer
Damage

Defect
Defects Liability Period

Local DCS/Local Design
and Construction
Standards
Developer
Diversion
Domestic Purposes

Easement
Extension

Fire and Rescue Service
Highway
Household Premises
Income Offset
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A pipe which has passed pressure and chlorination tests and been
brought permanently into use by means of connecting it to a water
distribution system operated by the Water Company.
That part of the service pipe which is owned by the Water Company and
laid in the same street as the main to which it is connected. (See Figure
1).
a person nominated by a Water Company for the purposes of the
redress procedures of the Sector Guidance, whose email address shall
be published by the Water Company and who shall be at the level of
Regulation Director or other equivalent within the company hierarchy.
[In Wales] and [in England] where specified in charging arrangements
the assessed amount to construct the works (used in the asset payment
calculation and thereby forming the basis of payments to the SLP).
in relation to any activity shall mean those appearing in green in the
Water Company’s Annual Contestability Summary or in relation to
which the SLP satisfies the requirements of the Water Company in its
Annual Contestability Summary.
shall have the meaning given in the Code
Physical harm caused after commissioning that impairs the value,
usefulness, or normal function of installed mains, services and
associated works.
A fault caused by poor workmanship or flaw in the installed materials
Twelve months from the date when the water main was satisfactorily
commissioned and connected to the public water supply network or, in
the case of a communication pipe, 12 months from the date of the
communication pipe connection.
The water company-specific version of the Template DCS in which all
areas of the document have been completed
Shall have the meaning given in the Code
Re-routed pipeline.
In relation to water supplies, domestic purposes includes the use of
water for drinking, washing, cooking, central heating and sanitary
purposes (with certain exceptions). This term is defined fully in the
Water Industry Act 1991.
A legal right of way over another person’s property to install and
maintain pipework.
A main laid from the existing water distribution system to supply a
development. (Short connecting spurs, associated with connecting selflay works, are not classed as ‘extensions’).
The relevant Fire and Rescue Service responsible for the area supplied.
That part of the street including the carriageway, verge and footpath (as
defined by the Highways Act 1980).
(Defined by Ofwat ) as premises in which, or in any part of which, a
person has his home.
Is a sum of money offset against the charges that would otherwise be
applied for the provision of a Water Main in recognition of revenue
likely to be received by the Water Company in future years for the
provision of supplies of water to premises connected to the new Water
Main.
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Main Under
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Model Adoption
Agreement
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Enhancements

New Development
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Non-Contestable
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Point of Connection

Pre-commencement
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Relevant Metric
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Holder of a water supply and/or sewerage licence with a retail
authorisation under sections 17A and 17BA WIA91.
Any pipe currently under construction and not yet connected which will
be adopted as a main.
The works necessary just to supply the proposed development and
meet required service standards either through a single feed or, where
it reduces the size of that feed, multiple connections.
the agreement set out in Appendix [ ], as the same may be modified in
accordance with the Code;
[In England] work, funded by the water company from Infrastructure
Charges, to provide or modify such other water infrastructure as is
necessary beyond the site Point of Connection in consequence of
providing an adequate supply to a development.
[In Wales] work to provide or modify such other water infrastructure as
is necessary in consequence of providing an adequate supply to a
development.
Are premises on which there are buildings, or on which there will be
buildings when proposals made by any person for the erection of any
buildings are carried out, and which require connection with, and/or
modification of, existing water distribution systems.
Recoverable costs, payable by the SLP, for Non-Contestable Services
and/or Works done by the Water Company.
Services and/or work (see Section 1.8) which is the responsibility of the
Water Company but may, when agreed with the water company, be
undertaken by the SLP.
Those mains contained in a public highway or in land owned by people
other than the Developer.
The Water Services Regulation Authority which is the economic
regulator of the Water and Sewerage Companies in England and Wales.
Discrete parts of a New Development which the Developer chooses to
separately progress.
[In England] For charging The point, determined in agreement with the
Water Company, as the nearest practical point to the development
where the connecting pipework is of a nominal bore internal diameter
no larger than that of the existing Water Distribution System.
Note – the Physical Point of Connection may be beyond (i.e. ‘deeper’
into the water distribution system) than the, above’ charging Point of
Connection.
[In Wales] The point, determined by the Water Company, on an existing
water distribution system capable of providing supplies (possibly only
after enhancement) to a New Development.
Payments, capped at the level of any advanced monies that would apply
had the works been requisitioned, which a Water Company may require
to provide surety on any Non-Contestable Work.
the performance standards included in Appendix [ ] relating to activity
to be carried out by a Water Company
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Requisitioning

Routine/In-Line Mains
Connection
Safe Construction of
Routine Mains
Connections (SCRMC)
procedure
Service Connection

Self-Lay Provider (SLP)
Site-Specific Works
Source of Water
Connection

Standard Procedures
or SP
Street
(as defined by the
New Roads and Street
Works Act 1991)

Street Furniture

Supply Pipe

Surety

Template DCS
Terms offer
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The process, as detailed in the Water Industry Act 1991, by which an
owner or occupier or local authority, who owns buildings or proposes to
construct buildings on their land and requiring a supply of water for
domestic purposes, can apply to the Water Company to provide
supplies of water (via an extension of the mains system) to those
buildings.
A connection made to a newly laid main that does not supply customers
and where the supplying main can be controlled by a valve, or can be
squeezed off, without affecting existing customers.
Procedure to be followed by a SLP wishing to undertake Routine/In-Line
Mains Connections.

Pipe connection between a water main and the premises being
supplied. (See Figure 1). The service pipe includes accessories such as
the ferrule, boundary box or other apparatus.
Shall have the meaning given in the Code
Works necessary to supply a development, i.e. from the Point of
Connection through to the premises being supplied.
Connection of the new mains to the existing mains network. (Usually
this is a branch connection which may feed a spur, or an extension,
from which the SLP may make a Routine/In-line Mains Connection).
Note – Source of Water Connections may not be required to supply
phased New Developments (where connection through Routine/In-line
Mains Connections could be appropriate).
the procedures set out in Appendix [ ];
The whole or any part of any of the following, irrespective of whether it
is a thoroughfare:
(a) any highway, road, lane, footway, alley or passage;
(b) any square or court; or
(c) any land laid out as a way whether it is for the time being formed as
a way or not.
Any associated chamber, frame and cover, for example on valves, fire
hydrants, washouts, stop taps and meter chambers installed as part of a
Water Distribution System.
That part of the service pipe which is not the communication pipe and is
owned by the property owner whose premises are supplied by that
pipe. (See Figure 1).
Any financial security reasonably required, by means of a bond or cash
deposit, by the Water Company to fulfil any obligation within the legal
agreement to provide Non-Contestable Works. (See also PreCommencement Payments).
The document set out in Appendix D
A formal offer by a Water Company in response to an application by a
SLP for self-lay water mains and/or services setting out the Water
Company's costs and conditions and any payments it will make to the
SLP for the assets which are provided by the SLP and are to vested by
the Water Company. It also includes an approval of the SLPs design
where the SLP has undertaken this.
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The date which confirms the date of transfer of ownership to the Water
Company as the date of permanent connection.
A document, due on mains connection, confirming the transfer of
ownership of the self-laid works to the Water Company. (See Section
1.9).
a company holding an instrument of appointment under Section 6 or 7
of the Water Industry Act 1991 (ie, whether a regional Water Company
or a New Appointment and Variation);
The network of pipes, storage, boosting facilities and ancillaries
necessary to deliver water from a supply source to customer premises.
Any pipe owned by a Water Company which is (or is to be) used by the
Water Company for the purpose of making a general supply of water
available to customers or potential customers of the Water Company,
as distinct from for the purpose of providing a supply to particular
customers and as defined in the Water Industry Act 1991.
Regulations made under the Water Industry Act 1991 applying to any
water fittings installed or used for domestic or food production in
premises to which water is supplied by a Water Company.
Regulations made under the Water Industry Act 1991 covering the
supply, quality, monitoring, recording and responsibilities with respect
to the supply of water for domestic purposes.
Water complying with the requirements of the Water Supply (Water
Quality) Regulations for domestic purposes and/or food production. The
term ‘wholesome water’ and ‘potable water’ are the same, i.e. fit to
drink.
An assessment scheme, operated by the Accreditation Body, on behalf
of Water UK and the Water Companies, which technically assesses SLPs
wishing to undertake contestable works associated with the installation
of water infrastructure under self-lay. SLPs who hold WIRS accreditation
are recognised by all Water Companies as being technically competent
to do work appropriate to their accreditation scope(s).
The performance of activities (contestable and non-contestable) needed
to supply New Developments.
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Appendix B – Connection Options
Flow charts to outline the developers’ connection option will be included here once completed
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Version: DRAFT (P6)

Draft Adoption Procedures – (Version P6)

These procedures should be read in conjunction with the other SG and MAA documentation.

Defined Terms used in these procedures:
Accredited Activity

activity for which a form of accreditation is anticipated, for example WIRS accreditation for service pipe
commissioning or WRAS accreditation for private supply pipe laying.

Un-Accredited Activity

activity for which accreditation is not necessarily expected, for example trenching works

Source of Water for
Testing

A point on the water supply network at which water can be made available for commissioning a new
main. Such a point can be either temporarily available, or a Mains Connection for the site

Mains Connection

A point on the water supply network at which a new main can be connected for the purposes of ongoing
water supply to the development. This point may in some circumstances be used as a Source of Water

Key to colours denoting contestability (for more detail see the Contestability section of the SG for more detail on contestability)
Green

the work would be contestable in most circumstances

Red

these procedures anticipate that the water company would normally carry out the activity on a noncontestable basis

Dashed Orange

the task is not applicable (i.e. in cases where the customer has chosen an alternative service), or that
Customers with the appropriate competency my have the option to carryout some or all of the task (see
water company Annual Contestability Summary for full details).
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Appendix C - 1

Stage 1a: Pre-planning enquiry (planning liaison)
Developer

Version: DRAFT (P6)

Water Company
(NAV or Regional)

Self-Lay Provider
(SLP)

Comments & Service Standard

Submit Pre-planning enquiry
based on initial parameters for
the development

Submit missing information

No

Check
application
is complete
Yes

Determine nature of appraisal
and response (time) category

Acknowledge application and
confirm response time

Receive Pre-planning Report.
If desirable refer to water
companies published Charging
Arrangements to develop a
budget estimate for spur main
construction

If appropriate at this stage, make a
LPA planning application and if
appropriate refer to the preplanning enquiry responses from
one of more water companies

Consult internally, carry out
technical appraisal and provide
Pre-planning Report (see note 1.1)

Note 1.1: Pre-planning Reports should:
1. be based on the expected development parameters
2. indicate the nearest point on the existing network of an
equivalent size or larger (if the customer has not indicated a
preferred point of connection)
3. recommend an alternative or technically preferred point(s) of
connection (if one is evident at this early stage). If the report
highlights multiple options, the rationale for any
recommended option should be provided
4. indicate how the water company will review any technical
constraints and minimise the impact on development
programme
5. specify the validity period of Pre-planning Report

Monitor development progress.
Prioritise & plan Network
Reinforcement in conjunction
with other development
forecasts

If a self-lay route is preferred,
proceed to Stage 1b as outlined
in this guide
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Appendix C - 2

Stage 1b: Choose delivery route & allocate self-lay duties
Developer

Self-Lay Provider
(SLP)

Choose a connection design &
delivery route

Water Company
(NAV or Regional)

Version: DRAFT (P6)

Comments & Service Standard

Note 1.2:
Refer to the Connections Options section of the Sector Guidance
for more information on other potential connection routes

If pursuing a self-lay delivery
route, refer to list of potential
self-lay providers:
https://www.lr.org/en/utilities/
water-industry-registrationscheme-wirs-wirsae/search

Choose an SLP and appoint a
competent Principal Designer in
accordance with the CDM 2015
regulations (see note 1.3)

Note 1.3:
More detail on the Principal Designer role can be found at:
http://www.hse.gov.uk/construction/cdm/2015/principaldesigners.htm

Choose an SLP, and agree an initial allocation of asset adoption duties
between the Developer and chosen SLP (see note 1.4).

Unaccredited Activity
Construction activity that
can be done by
developers or their
contractors (such as
trenching, final levels)

Accredited Activity
(SLP)
Water asset construction
such as pipelaying,
connection work etc that
can typically only be done
by specialist resources
(SLPs)

Note 1.4:
To ensure this Sector Guidance allows Customers a high degree of
choice, these flow charts categorise activities as Unaccredited &
Accredited.
Unaccredited Activities can be carried out by a developer or SLP.
Accredited Activities are typically only carried out by SLPs that
have demonstrated competence through recognised schemes,
such as the Water Industry Registration Scheme
(https://www.lr.org/en/utilities/water-industry-registrationscheme-wirs-wirsae/)

Proceed to Stage 1c to identify or confirm the appropriate Point of
Connection(s)
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Appendix C - 3

Version: DRAFT (P6)

Stage 1c: Point of Connection (assessment and confirmation)
Unaccredited Activity

Accredited Activity
(SLP)

Water Company
(NAV or Regional)

Comments & Service Standard

This stage is designed to confirm the point(s) on the existing network where a connection can be made. It also allows the developer to determine reasonable cost estimate “at
the outset” for the spur main(s). This stage will also confirm specifically which elements of the work will be non-contestable using a table format.
Note 1.5: On a case by case basis, straightforward developments may
proceed with Stages 1c and 2 concurrently.
Receive application (see note 1.5)

“clock-start
or re-start”

Check
application
is complete

No
Submit missing information

“clock-stop ”

SLPM – 1/1

Self-serve a Point of Connection or make an application to water company
(see Sector Guidance for information required)
Provide information about the development as identified in the Minimum
Information section of the Sector Guidance

Yes

Acknowledge application and determine nature of
appraisal and response (time) category
Check records for previous preplanning enquiries & validity

Submit POC proposal to Water Company

Hold an appropriate POC report . If desirable refer to water companies published
Charging Arrangements to develop an estimate (see note), or request a quotation
if the water company offers this.

Confirm development viability & final parameters. Confirm build programme to
allow companies to programme any necessary Network Reinforcement.

Proceed to Stage 2 (Design new mains)
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Generate a POC based on available information that includes:
1. Nearest practicable point(s) of connection, including rationale for any options
2. Indicative route of spur mains
Validate third party POC
Review POC proposal and outline:
1. any connection work that is likely to be non-contestable in this
instance (Final contestability will be confirmed through the
design process in Stage 2)
2. any requirement for Network Reinforcement / upsizing for
future use, or requirement to use any special fittings.
3. the validity period.
4. *If the water company offers one at this stage, provide a
convertible quotation (see note 1.6)

Assess development profile and
deploy the appropriate
programme for Network
Reinforcement

Consult with network
operator regarding
operational aspects of
the network such as
deposition / asset
condition

SLPM – 1/2

Self-serve a POC based on available
network information that indicates:
1. Nearest practicable point(s) of
connection and / or preferred point.
2. Indicative route of spur mains

Note 1.6:
In accordance with Ofwats requirements companies must publish charging
information so that “a Developer or other customer can confidently work
out a reasonable estimate of the charges payable if they know the relevant
parameters of a Development. “ Source: Ofwat New connection charging
rules.
As part of transition arrangements some water companies provide
quotations either at POC or mains design stage.
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Stage 2: Design new mains
Unaccredited Activity

Accredited Activity
(SLP)

Water Company
(NAV or Regional)

Comments & Service Standard

This stage: (1) develops the detailed onsite mains design in line with the developer’s agreed site layout; (2) refines the design of the spur mains(s); (3) confirms the non-contestable
work; (4) confirms any requirements for upsizing new mains for future capacity under 51A 7 (c).
See note 2.4

Utilise Point of Connection Report (See Stage 1c) or a self-served POC

Commission design of contestable works (if not already determined by the as part
of POC / Pre-development process). See note 2.2

Carry out accredited design work
and if necessary request design
approval(see note 2.3)

No
See note 2.5

SLPM -S2/2a
Yes

Acknowledge complete request and carry out design
work (if service is offered). Consult internally

Liaise with Fire and
Rescue Authority
See note
Design in
2.4
scope for an SLP
to
‘self-certify’
Yes

Liaise with
Fire and
Rescue
Service

SLPM -S2/2b

Coordinate design with other utilities
and development layout. Commission
and share necessary surveys and site
investigations

Note 2.1: Simple mains for smaller sites may benefit from an
outline design generated during Stage 1c

Check
application
is complete?

No
Request design approval and draft
agreement

Submit missing
information

Receive proposed design

No

Check
application
is complete

See note 2.5
Yes

SLPM -S2/1a

See note 2.5
Yes

Receive the design output commissioned via the water company (including a
quotation), ensure mains design is compatible with design of development, and
complete integrated design for the development. Proceed to Stage 3
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SLPM - S2/1b

No
Amend design

Note 2.3: Design shall be based on a valid POC report, and be
carried out in line with the water companies requirements. SLPs
may carry out the design work themselves or sub-contract the work
to a suitable Designer.
Under the Fire and Rescue Services Act a minimum of 42 days
notice should be given to the Fire and Rescue Authority. The
Designer is responsible for all Fire and Rescue Authority Service
liaison, and should send copies of the mains design to the Fire and
Rescue Authority Service to ascertain if fire hydrants are required.
The SLP should send a copy of the Fire and Rescue Services
response to the Water Company prior to mains construction
starting. Water Companies may refuse to connect any new main
where the required fire fighting equipment has not been installed in
accordance with the Fire and Rescue Service request, or where a
Fire and Rescue Service has not been provided with adequate
opportunity to detail their requirements.
Note 2.4: Some water companies offer a design service for SLPs,
and/ or operate a self-certification scheme for design work carried
out by others. In this instance CDM responsibility for design must
be made clear as set out in the Water Company’s Design and
construction Standards. See individual company local practices and
Charging Arrangements for more detail.

Acknowledge application, and
provide Water Company reference.
Check design and consult internally

Design
to Company
specification?

Note 2.2: The developer shall appoint a competent Principle
Designer in accordance with CDM 2015 regulations. It is the
responsibility of the Principal Designer to ensure oversight and
appointment of all competent Designers for the development
scheme (whichever party is undertaking the water asset design),
liaise with the Principal Contractor, and provide the relevant section
of the H&S file. See also the Water Company’s Design and
Construction Standards document.

Note 2.5: Water companies shall specify the reasons for rejecting
applications or designs
Note 2.6: In providing or certifying a design, the water company
shall also confirm its assessment of the likely risk categorisation for
the mains connection work (see Stage 5 for further detail on the
mains connection risk categorisation).

Provide design or design approval. Refer customers to published charges
or provide a convertible quotation / revised quotation. Ensure phasing,
and contestable / non-contestable split is defined (see note 2.6)
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Stage 3: Review design / execute adoption agreement
Unaccredited Activity

Hold a design approval or a draft
adoption agreement
(See Stage 2)

Accredited Activity
(SLP)

Water Company
(NAV or Regional)

Note 3.1: Some companies may issue a draft adoption agreement
during stage 2

Hold valid Convertible Quotation
(from separate requisition
or
application)

Note 3.2:Taking into account the information available from Stage
1c, the developer and SLP should propose a preferred mains
connection Target Date and include it in the draft agreement

Review the design in conjunction with the water companies Charging Arrangements
and quotations from alternative providers (such as SLPs).
If the allocation of
duties is already
sufficiently defined
in the draft
agreement

Review the final mains design and confirm the scope of
work to be delivered by the Developer, SLP & water
company. Either create a draft adoption agreement, or
contact the water company to obtain an adoption
agreement that reflects the customers preferred
allocation of contestable works

Agree mains connection Target Date (see note 3.2) and include the date in the
agreement. Accept offer, arrange for landowner(s) in which there are works, and
developer(s), and the SLP to execute the agreement

(For SLP design) Confirm final Fire
Authority requirements

If required update on-site mains
drawing and submit to Water
Company with Fire & Rescue
Service Requirements

Programme work start and notify Water Company via weekly whereabouts
schedule. Provide any remaining information

Receive draft agreement or request for an
adoption agreements
Review customers proposed allocation of
contestable work and provide a draft or
revised Adoption Agreement (see note 3.1).
If necessary, amend any quotations.

Receive signed adoption agreement including
an agreed mains connection Target Date
(see note 3.3)

Acknowledge signed agreement and return
countersigned copy (see note 3.4)

Progress detailed design of
non-contestable works and
programme any necessary
Network Reinforcement

Provide any remaining
information, including
confirming dates for source of
water availability for testing, etc

Work coordination can be through a pre-start meeting. This is not always needed (especially where SLP has previously done
work in the Water Company area). Any of the three parties can request a meeting to assist coordination. See note 3.5

Proceed to mains construction
(Stage 4)
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Comments & Service Standard

If necessary create plot
references (see note 3.6)

Note 3.3:Water companies accept the customers proposed mains
connection Target Date or suggest an alternate date based on the
information available in Stage 1c.

SLPM –S3/1

Note: Water company performance

“Right day”
metric.

SLPM –S3/2 measured on a right day basis as shown
in Stage 4

Note 3.4: Any physical work to lay adoptable assets prior to the
execution of the agreement are carried out at the Customers Risk,
Any subsequent adoption may be dependent on opening-up / or
altering those assets at the Customer’s expense
Note 3.5: Pre-start meeting will comprise as a minimum:
1. Confirm arrangements for CDM 2015 Regulations and other
H&S requirements
2. Future contact arrangements and authorised parties for giving
instructions, agreeing “right day” for SLA’s, making variations,
and exchanging information regarding progress with all parties
works.
3. Confirmation of line and level
4. Adherence to national and local design requirements
5. Overview of process for dealing with variations / drawing
revision / design co-ordination
6. Reconfirm SoW for testing and mains connection Target Date
7. Confirm latest design drawing and status
8. Process for submitting as-laid drawings
9. Potential site hazards (such as existing services)
10. Land Rights and Third Party Consents
(See meeting Scope for more details)
Note 3.6: These procedures anticipate that plot references will
typically be provided to the Customer during stage 7, but water
companies are permitted to vary the timing (see permitted Local
Practices in the sector guidance).
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Stage 4: Construct water mains (part 1 of 2)
Accredited Activity
(SLP)

Unaccredited Activity

Water Company
(NAV or Regional)

Progress provision of any
unaccredited works, control
premises, and coordinate overall
development programme

Progress provision of any accredited
works. Update weekly whereabouts
(see note 4.1 and 4.2)

Progress provision of any water
company works (such as designing and
installing any new branch or spur) in
accordance with Target Date / location
(see note 4.2)

Provide access for works

Construct water main(s) in accordance
with final design and adoption
agreement (see note 4.3)

If appropriate, carry-out coordination
and compliance visits to support design
coordination and alignment with the
adoption agreement (see note 4.4)

If included within the agreement
provide or procure Land Rights
and/or Statutory Consents
(see note 4.2)

If site conditions dictate, agree design
amendments to overcome site issues.
Should a change to the mains connection
location be unavoidable, notify the water
company as soon as possible

Depending on design route used in Stage
3, either review design or agree
appropriate design amendments. If
necessary re-consult with network
owner for any alternative mains
connection location via Stage 1c

In advance of drawing water from the
existing network for flushing, disinfection
or testing, give notice and provide
method statement (see note 4.5)
If there is no available spur, or end
hydrant already, seek further guidance

Confirm availability of water for flushing
and testing including operational
information on parent asset (such as
restriction to flow rate, or unusual
pressures) . If water is not available at
the anticipated location or date, confirm
an alternative source of water / date

SLPM –S4/1

Carry out pressure test in accordance
with agreed method / programme and
provide results.
Flush & disinfect (Chlorinate) mains in
accordance with agreed method &
provide records. Take water quality
sample (see note 4.6) or ask water
company to sample

Submit construction records
(unaccredited works)
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Arrange for sample analysis at an UKAS
accredited laboratory in line with DWI
specifications (DWTS). Provide results

Submit construction records (accredited
works) and photographs (see note 4.7)

Witness or audit pressure tests using a
risk based approach
Witness or audit disinfection using a risk
based approach. Specify any additional water
quality parameter testing necessary

Assess sample results expediently, and
in line with the water companies
obligation to supply wholesome water.
Repeat if necessary to confirm
compliance

Record as-built information on asset
management database to assist with any
subsequent works

Comments & Service Standard
Note 4.1: To assist coordination during stages 4 & 7, SLPs must provide
water companies with a weekly whereabouts schedule in advance (as
required in the adoption agreement). Subsequent changes to the timing
of activities may result in abortive, additional inspection, re-connection,
or opening-up charges – see adoption agreement and water company
charging arrangements for more detail.
Note 4.2: In some cases the water company may be providing a new
branch as a SoW and/or mains connection. Where this is the case, the
new branch should be provided in line with the agreed SoW programme,
or mains connection Target Date (whichever occurs first).
Changes to the mains connection Target Date may be necessary due to
unforeseen events (such as Special Engineering Difficulties, or issues with
obtaining third party consents). Changes to the date should only be
made in accordance with the change control arrangements in the
adoption agreement, and where possible with customer consent. Any
changes to the Target Date must be notified to the Developer and SLP
customer in writing as soon as known and in accordance with the redress
requirements.
The adoption agreement may require the developer to provide or
procure Land Rights and/or Statutory Consents so that the work of the
parties can progress.

Note 4.3: The mains construction activities shown on this page may
also include the construction of water main diversions, providing those
assets are included within an adoption agreement.
Note 4.4: Undertake random coordination and compliance visits using
a risk based approach that takes WIRS accreditation status and recent
Network Events into account. Visits may be made on a sample of sites,
and unannounced. Customer shall be notified if follow up work is
necessary either at this stage, or as part of final walk-over
Note 4.5: The method statement shall confirm who is responsible for
ensuring that all required permits and agreements are in place, for
identifying where water can be flushed to, for disposal of flushing
water, and confirm whether flushing water is required to be dechlorinated first
Note 4.6: All WQ samples must be collected, submitted and analysed
in accordance with DWTS 17025.
Note 4.7: The requirement to supply construction records and
photographs shall be defined by individual water companies and be
broadly equivalent to that required of its own supply chain.
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Stage 4: Construct water mains (part 2 of 2)
Unaccredited Activity

Accredited Activity
(SLP)

Water Company
(NAV or Regional)

Comments & Service Standard

Progress provision of any
unaccredited works, control
premises, and coordinate overall
development programme

Note 4.8:
Site walk-overs (if the water company requires one) may
include other interested parties such as Fire and Rescue
Services if they are able to attend within the necessary
timeframe

Provide access for works
Submit any outstanding
construction records
(unaccredited works). If the
development programme has
changed, update SLP

Submit any outstanding
construction records (accredited
works), sample & testing results,
and latest development programme

Review provided information and own site walkover checks (see note 4.8). Review development
programme, and if necessary define a flushing
programme

No

Remedy defects
(unaccredited works)

Remedy defects
(accredited works)

Site mains
approved for
connection (with no
outstanding
defects)?
Yes

Right day metric S3/2 may not apply if construction
records are not received 9 days before the Target Date.
(Note: this interval is also subject also to a maximum SLA
of 28 days unless the customer agrees otherwise)

Update customer according to
connection type below (see note 4.9)

Progress connection to parent
main via Stage 5A

If a double spade valve is fitted,
agree a date for water company
to attend to switch valve to
permanent supply configuration

Low risk

Connection
type?

High risk or otherwise in
scope for the water
company

Medium
risk
Agree date and attend
site to switch valve.
(see note 4.1)

Progress connection to parent
main via Stage 5B
Arrange and carry out mains connection.
Vest assets via Stage 6
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Note 4.9:
Connection type is determined in accordance with
each water companies published contestability
table

Water company performance on
this activity will be measured on a
(SLPM –S3/2) right day basis, compared with the
Target Date established during
“Right day”
Stage 3 & 4.
metric.
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Stage 5A: Connect mains (low risk connection or routine inline connection)
Accredited Activity
(SLP)

Unaccredited Activity
Progress provision of any
unaccredited works

Water Company
(NAV or Regional)

Version: DRAFT (P6)

Comments & Service Standard

Self-laid main approved for connection (see
Stage 4)
Note 5.1:. Since as built records for the mains will have been
supplied during Stage 4, only records for final connection work
are required at this stage

Prepare application with method statements
and risk assessments documents
Provide access for works

Review reasons for
rejection

Note 5.2:
Water companies may authorise a connection using a Safe
control of operations process (i.e. permit to work).

Reviews application and supporting
documents

No

SLPM – S5A/1

Senior Competent Person (SCP) verifies
connection arrangements and submits

Connection
Approved?
Yes

On-site work planning (with Competent
Person on the site). See note 5.3

No

Site conditions
different to those
expected?

Yes

Notify water company that connection will
progress

Yes

Agree connection date with SLP and
issue authorisation (see note 5.2)

Inform Water Company and agree how
to proceed

Agree approach with SLP

Continue

SLPM – S5A/2

Notify water company that work is complete
Provide as-built records and photographs
(see note 5.1)

Note 5.4:
Periodic flushing may be necessary if the likely demand on the
new main is insufficient to maintain a suitable level of turnover.
The Water Company and Customer agree the anticipated
programme and activites prior to consenting the mains
connection. If the SLP is to carry out periodic flushing, this
should be done in accordance with the flushing procedure
outlined in Stage 4.
In advance of drawing water from the existing network for
flushing, disinfection or testing, give notice and provide method
statement.
If there is no available spur, or end hydrant already, seek further
guidance from the water company

Confirms network status and logs work
is underway. Advises internal
colleagues and supply chain.

Work
able to be done
No
to plan without any
technical
issues?

Complete connection (see note 5.3)

Note 5.3:
If the connection involves works within a highway, obtain a suitable
licence or permit from the relevant Permit or Highways Authority
before undertaking work.

Continue, or
abort connection?

Abort

Close log – noting work
aborted. Investigate reason
and reschedule if appropriate.

Close log – connection work completed
(see note 5.4)
Update asset management records

Proceed to Vesting via Stage 6
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Stage 5B: Connect mains (medium risk connection) (Part 1 of 2) (where offered by water companies)
Accredited Activity
(SLP)

Unaccredited Activity
Progress provision of any
unaccredited works

Water Company
(NAV or Regional)

Version: DRAFT (P6)

Comments & Service Standard

Self-laid main approved for connection
(see Stage 4)

Prepare method statements and risk
assessments documents
Provide access for works
Senior Competent Person (SCP) verifies
connection arrangements and submits
details.

Review water company
requirements and decide whether
to proceed with SLP connection

Review application and supporting
documents to determine how SLP could
evidence competency for activities that
lie outside of WIRS scope. Set out any
particular requirements regarding
connection method, standby resources,
or materials etc. Set out any additional
terms or costs that would apply.
See note 5.5

Wherever possible, the review should be carried out earlier (for example
during Stage 2 or 3 if the connection is already identified as medium risk

Proceed?
Yes

No
Request water
company connection

Provide suitable evidence to confirm
suitability for carrying out medium risk
connections that is out of scope for
WIRS. Incorporate water company
requirements into method statement
and risk assessment. Confirm
additional terms are acceptable.
(See notes 5.6 & 5.8).

Review reasons for
rejection

Note 5.5:
Existing forms of accreditation are aligned to specific activities and
training. Where both Customers and water companies want to agree to
allow SLPs to carry out bespoke or more complex work, additional
methods of confirming competency may be required. Stage 5B should
be used where a bespoke review of competency is necessary
Note: The review could also be carried out earlier (for example during
Stage 2 or 3) if the connection is already identified as medium risk.

If no agreement is reached add
this work to the water company
scope as a variation to the
agreement. Proceed as “High
Risk” connection in Stage 4.

Review evidence, method statement,
risk assessment and supporting
evidence in accordance with this
Sector Guidance (see note 5.6)

No

Connection
Approved?

Note 5.6:
Each company holds an individual Drinking Water Safety Plan that
defines its approach to risk assessment and work management practices.
Each company will publish its approach to assessing connection risk to
allow SLPs to provide suitable evidence in advance of connection

Note 5.7:
Water companies may authorise a connection using a Safe control of
operations process (i.e. permit to work).

Note 5.8:
If the connection involves works within a highway, obtain a suitable
licence or permit from the relevant Permit or Highways Authority before
undertaking work.

Yes
On-site work planning (with
Competent Person on the site)

Agree connection date and issue
authorisation (see note 5.7)

Proceed as below
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Stage 5B: Connect mains (medium risk connection) (Part 2 of 2) (where offered by water companies)

Progress provision of any
unaccredited works

Accredited Activity
(SLP)

Water Company
(NAV or Regional)

Comments & Service Standard

On-site work planning (with Competent
Person on the site)

Note 5.7:
In accordance with these procedures, connection dates will be
agreed between the SLP and water company in advance (i.e. during
Stage 5).

Programme appropriate standby resources

Subject to the above, Water companies will be aware of the
connection having been made, either: (1) by being notified of a
completed SLP connection, or (2) in rare circumstances because the
water company were onsite whilst the connection works were
carried out by the SLP

Provide access for works
Proceed with connection work

Site conditions
different to those
expected?

Yes

Water Company notified. Agree whether to
proceed, update standby arrangements, or
abort. If aborted, agree a connection route
via Stage 4.

No
Notify Water Company that connection is
being done

Confirms network unchanged and logs work
is underway

Proceed with connection work

Work
able to be done
to plan without any
technical
issues?

No

Water Company notified. Agree whether to
proceed or abort

Yes
Continue
Complete connection.
If water company is not onsite during the
final mains connection work, notify Water
Company that site work is complete

Provide as-built records and photographs
for the final connection element
(see note 5.8).
Take WQ sample (see note 5.9)

SLPM – S6/2
© Water UK 2019

Continue, or
abort connection?

Abort

Note 5.9:
As outlined in the Water Company’s Design and Construction
Standards, water companies may require analysis of a postcommissioning sample taken from the new main to confirm Water
Quality. WQ samples must be collected, submitted and analysed in
accordance with DWTS 17025 using a UKAS accredited laboratory.
Some Water Companies may offer a sampling / analysis service (see
Water Company’s Charging Arrangements for more details).
Mains asset vesting is not conditional upon the result of a postcommissioning sample from the new main. However to protect
End-user service, service connection consent may be delayed if the
sample result is not available or indicates poor quality.

Close log – noting work
aborted. Investigate reason
and reschedule if appropriate.

Water Company aware of connection having
been made (see note 5.7)
Close network log – work completed.
Update asset management records

Note 5.8:
Since as built records for the mains will have been supplied during
Stage 4, only records for final connection work are required at this
stage. The Water Company is under no obligation to adopt the new
water distribution system or allow the connection of the new water
mains and communication pipes unless appropriate evidence of
compliance is provided.

SLPM – S6/1

Unaccredited Activity

Version: DRAFT (P6)

Proceed to Vesting via Stage 6
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Stage 6: Vest new mains and correct any defects
Unaccredited Activity

Accredited Activity
(SLP)

Water Company
(NAV or Regional)

Comments & Service Standard

Note – This procedure applies to each section of main that is brought into use

(For SLP design) Notify (and
invoice) Fire and Rescue Authority
in relation to connected hydrants

Await vesting certificate, before
making service connections.

If appropriate, Licence Holders should notify the Highways Authority of the
change of responsibility in accordance with Section 50 of NRSWA
(if not completed earlier in the process)

Once each section of main(s) have
successfully entered service, declare
the mains assets vested (see note
6.1). Maintenance period starts.

SLPM – S6/2

Ensure final cover levels are
achieved / maintained throughout
any remaining landscaping or
carriageway works

SLPM – S6/1

Mains Connected by SLP or Water Company (See Stage 5)
Provide access for works

Issue Vesting Certificate to confirm
date of vesting

The vesting process should start once the water
company is aware of the connection having been made
during Stage 5.
Service connections can only be made to a vested water
main, and for this reason, the physical work to make
service connections follows the issuing of the
declaration of vesting.

Confirm final Asset Value
(if required for an Asset Payment
claim)

If shown in the water company charging
arrangements, make Asset Payment. Keep
SLP updated on when they can expect
payment

SLPM – S6/3

Take responsibility for the operation and
maintenance of the asset and update
records (see note 6.2)
If appropriate, submit Asset Payment claim
(in line with water company Charging Arrangements)

Note 6.1:
The vesting process legally transfers appropriately
constructed assets to the ownership of the water
company as part of the adoption process. Legal transfer
via vesting can only occur when a Declaration is made
by the water company. These processes assume that
will be done in writing by the water company as a result
of it becoming aware that the conditions of the
agreement have been satisfied, and that the asset has
entered service successfully.

Note 6.2:
Ensure that leakage and accidental damage is
responded to by the water company. If necessary,
ensure that suitable periodic flushing is carried either by
the water company, or if required in the adoption
agreement, the SLP, to maintain water quality.
Liaise with the Fire and Rescue Service regarding the
commissioning and maintenance of Fire Hydrants
associated with the new assets as necessary

At appropriate points during the maintenance period, visit site and provide the SLP
and developer with a schedule of any necessary remedial works without delay

Carry out remedial works
(which do not affect supplies)

Carry out remedial works
(which do not affect supplies)

Notify water company should accidental damage occur to vested assets
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Carry out remedial works
(which affect supplies) and invoice
developer / SLP

Arrange repair of any
failures, defects, or damage
to vested apparatus
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Stage 7: Make service connections (part 1 of 3)
Accredited Activity
(SLP or plumber)

Unaccredited Activity
Progress provision of any
unaccredited works, control
premises, and coordinate overall
development programme

Maintain a stock of suitable water
meters. Requests meters as
necessary from potential suppliers

Water Company
(NAV or Regional)
If requested, supply suitable meters
in accordance with water company
terms and charges
(see note 7.0)

Choose resources for internal
plumbing and private supply
pipe installation

Internal
plumbing (see note
7.1)

Accredited

Unaccredited
Install internal
plumbing

Private
Accredited
supply pipe (see note
7.3)

Install internal plumbing using a
WRAS accredited installer, and if
the water company requires notify
the water company on completion
(see note 7.1)

Install internal plumbing in
accordance with a type-approval
obtained from the water company
and if the water company requires
it notify the water company
(See note 7.1)

SLP requests a coordination and
compliance visit if the water
company requires these where an
unaccredited plumber has been
used
Install private service pipe using a
suitably accredited installer
(for example WRAS)

Unaccredited
Install private
service pipe
SLP submits service pipe installers
certification if the water company
requires this
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Monitor development activity and
programme Coordination &
Compliance Visits based on
appropriate risk factors (see note 7.2)
that takes into account WRAS
plumbing approval schemes, WIRS
accreditation status, type approval,
and recent events.
Visits may be made on a sample of
sites, and unannounced either at this
stage or when the internal plumbing
is complete and ready for occupation.

Customer notified if follow up work is
necessary either at this stage, or as
part of final walk-over

Comments & Service Standard
Note 7.0: Water companies may specify a particular type and
manufacturer of meter that the Water Company requires to be
installed and may offer a procurement link to suit. Water
companies may offer to supply meters that meet its specification
and/or provide details of the meter type and the Water company
standard asset supplier/ manufacturer for SLP’s to procure direct.
See water company charging arrangements for more details.
Note 7.1: The national minimum “internal” plumbing suitable for
making service connections is a stop tap that will facilitate (1)
flushing, (2) residual chlorine testing, (3) meter proving, and (4)
isolation (5) periodic flushing to maintain water quality. All
plumbing must comply with WQ(WF)1999.
The minimum level internal plumbing can be fitted by any
competent person. If the installer is able to evidence competency
through a suitable WRAS or WIRS accreditation scheme, the water
company may take this into account when deciding whether to
undertake subsequent due diligence checks on the site.
Note 7.2: WQ Due Diligence checks – See Water Regulations Act
1999 for more detail on this aspect of the process.
Where internal plumbing does not have signed-off type approval,
or has not been installed by an approved plumber, the water
company may require an internal plumbing inspection to confirm
that internal plumbing meets the Water Regs.
Refer to latest WRAS Water Fittings Enforcement Report for more
detail.
Not all plumbing inspections are necessarily timed to coincide
with service connection.
Note 7.3: Private supply pipes can be laid by any party providing
they meet the requirements of the water company when doing so.
Private supply pipes should be: (1) laid to the correct depth, (2)
ducted through walls, (3) appropriately insulated internally (4)
have an end plug at the meter end to prevent contamination prior
to connection (5) be the appropriate material (6) and have the
minimum internal plumbing. See water company local
requirements for more detail
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Stage 7: Make service connections (part 2 of 3)

Call-off service connections as
required by the development
programme

Coordinate other utilities and
ensure NJUG separation is
achieved between water assets
and any other utility

Provide access for works

SLP Notifies intention to connect a private
service pipe to a vested main (see notes 5.9
& 7.4). Water companies may require SLPs to
use a plot reference if their Local Practice
dictates (see note 7.4)
Either make payment, or commit to making
payment later for the Administration Fees
associated with self-lay service connections
(see note 7.5)

Before making connections, the SLP satisfies
themselves that minimum internal plumbing
is present and that the private supply pipe is
appropriately installed (see note 7.6). If
necessary, obtain a road opening permit.

Provide occupier billing details if
not provided earlier

SLPM – S7/2

SLP updates weekly whereabouts, and
makes service connections (see note 7.8)

Ensure final cover levels are
achieved / maintained
throughout any remaining
landscaping or carriageway
works. Maintain NJUG
separations

SLP fits meter and sends
connection notification to
Water Company with
address, customer, and
meter details.
(see note 7.9)

Note 7.4: Stage 7 procedures apply to both service connections
from new mains, and service connections to old mains providing
an appropriate adoption agreement is in place for the site.
Notification received

Process payment for admin fees
or: (1) set fee against remaining
asset payment; (2) set fee
against SLP funds taken on
account; (3) invoice after
completion of service connection

If a water company has a local practice that issues plot references
to Customers during the mains connection journey, customers
may be required to provide it at this stage.

Validate notification & provide SLP
with consent to progress
connections. If not provided already
allocate plot references

Note 7.7: Manage network to maintain water quality. If
necessary carryout work to turn-over network, or agree suitable
turn-over / periodic flushing regime with Developer / SLP
Note 7.8: SLPs should include the tapping of service connections
in their weekly whereabouts reports (see note 4.1). Customers
choose whether to install the meter themselves, or request a
“screw-in” meter fitting service from the water company (see
water company charging arrangements for any meter fitting
services offered to SLPs).

Water Company verifies data
received and arranges any followon meter validation (see 7.10)
SLP submits a “screw-in” meter request to
Water Company for SLP service
connections, with property address and
customer details (see note 7.8)

Water Company technician
visits site to install ‘screw in’
meter and records meter
details

Note 7.5: In accordance with their individual published Charging
Arrangements, water companies charge an Administration Fee to
cover the cost of creating a new account for each property. See
each water companies published Charging Arrangements for
further detail of the fees, timing, and payment methods.
Some companies may require developer / SLP details for any
interim bill to cover pre-occupancy period. NOTE: Connections
made pre-occupation may be deemed NHH for water revenue
purposes.
Note 7.6: Earlier parts of this process establish that minimum
plumbing and an appropriate private supply pipe is installed. SLPs
should satisfy themselves that those standards are still met before
proceeding with connection work (in accordance with WIRS
commissioning procedure)

Monitor development activity and
programme Coordination &
Compliance Visits based on
appropriate risk factors that take into
account WIRS accreditation status,
and recent Network Events
(see note 7.7)
Visits may be made on a sample of
sites, and unannounced
(see note 7.8)
SLP notified if follow up work is
necessary either at this stage, or as
part of final walk-over

See next page
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Comments & Service Standard

Responsibility for the operation and maintenance of
communications pipes transfer to the water company’s ownership
at the time of connection

SLPM S7/3

Progress provision of any
unaccredited works, control
premises, and coordinate overall
development programme

Water Company
(NAV or Regional)

SLPM – S7/1

Accredited Activity
(SLP)

Unaccredited Activity

Note 7.9: Meter information to be provided in accordance with
the “minimum information” specified in the sector guidance, and
water company’s design and construction standards.
Note 7.10: Some metering equipment includes a telemetry link
that forwards consumption data over a data network in near realtime. Some meters of this type require a separate visit to
establish a data transfer signal (see permitted local practices in
the Sector Guidance).
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Stage 7: Make service connections (part 3 of 3)
Unaccredited Activity

Accredited Activity
(SLP)

Progress provision of any
unaccredited works, control
premises, and coordinate overall
development programme

Water Company
(NAV or Regional)
Water Company verifies that
process followed with notification
received within SLA

Water Company creates End-user
customer billing account & updates
GIS to reflect connection status (see
notes 7.11)

Raise an invoice for net infrastructure
charges (if the developer has not
already settled these).
(see note 7.12)

Settle infrastructure charges if
not already settled

Provide access for works

Make payment within required
period

Ensure final cover levels are
achieved / maintained
throughout any remaining
landscaping or carriageway
works. Maintain appropriate
utility separations
(see note 7.15)
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Water company raises invoice for any
“Defects Arising with the self-laid
Works” that were corrected by the
water company (see note 7.13)

Water company raises invoice for any
Water Company follow up works
necessary (see note 7.14)

Make payment within required
period

If necessary raise requests to
adjust asset line and level of
vested assets

Comments & Service Standard

Carryout joint site visit (“walk-off”) to
confirm that the final installation
complies with the adoption
agreement. Highlight any defects
identified within the defects period

Receive requests, and agree with
water company who should carryout
amendments to any vested assets

Note 7.11: The internal process for creating End-user accounts
varies between companies. This stage of the process is included
here to indicate where the Customer can expect interaction

Note 7.12: Some companies offer a reduction in infrastructure
charges if certain criteria are met, such as water efficiency.

Note 7.13: Subject to suitable risk controls, and SLPs being
available in the required timescale, SLPs should be allowed an
opportunity to address defects. If the water company has carried
out defect correction work that is chargeable against the SLP, an
invoice is raised to facilitate payment

Note 7.14: If the water company has carried out defect correction
work that is chargeable against the developer, an invoice is raised
to facilitate payment.
Note 7.15: Refer to Street Works UK for more detail:
“Street Works UK: Guidelines on the Positioning and Colour
Coding of Underground Utilities' Apparatus”

Receive requests, and agree with SLP
who should carryout amendments to
any vested assets
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Appendix D – Template Design and Construction Standards
The following template is to be used by companies when publishing their design and
construction standards in accordance with this SG
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Scope
The purpose of this document is to assist practitioners with the planning and design
of water networks; it covers the design of mains and services to supply domestic and
industrial / commercial properties. This document is to be the template that each
Adopting Water Company is to use as its Design and Construction Standards
document relevant to the delivery of self-lay works by Self-Lay Providers. The text
here-in reflects as much as possible a standardised approach that may be currently
delivered. This document is not exhaustive and is not intended to capture all
separate Adopting Water Company requirements for delivery of a self-lay scheme to
a compliant standard by an SLP and hence the ability to insert additional text,
references or appendices to this document is provided and anticipated.
This document shall be read in conjunction with all other parts of the Sector
Guidance for delivery of work to a compliant standard to the satisfaction of the
Adopting Water Company.
Each Adopting Water Company shall publish a completed statement of its
requirements which incorporates the text of this document and completes those
elements which are left for individual companies to complete.

Responsibilities
It is the responsibility of the Adopting Water Company to ensure that the relevant
sections of the document confirm to its design standards, completing the sections
highlighted in yellow with their own parameters and inserting text where instructed by
the square brackets. Completing these sections will create an Adopting Water
Company’s Design and Construction Standards document which shall be published
on the company’s website.
Within this document the words "include" and "including" are to be construed without
limitation.
To ensure the Template Design and Construction Standards document reads
sensibly in some cases the yellow highlighted text is shown as an example
suggestion and in others as a blank space denoted by “XXX” or such. In either case,
the Adopting Water Company may change what is written to suit their policy in that
area of design.
It is the responsibility of the SLP to ensure that they access the relevant and current
Design and Construction Standards document for the Adopting Water Company’s
area in which they are carrying out work and to comply with all of the standards and
requirements stated in that document and with all requirements for work carried out
within that Adopting Water Company’s area.

Terminology
In this document the following terms have the stated meanings:
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Shall:

Indicates a mandatory requirement

Should: Indicates a strong preference or best practice
May:

Indicates an option which is not mandatory

Definitions
Accreditation Body – An organisation which provides accreditation to SLPs as
being competent to undertake self-lay works.
Adopting Water Company – the Water Company which will be adopting the
constructed asset. For assets not to be adopted this is the water company to whose
system the asset being worked on is either already connected or is to be connected.
Approving Design Engineer – person within the Adopting Water Company with
responsibility for agreeing and approving a design for adoption proposed by an SLP.
Contestable Work – work defined as such in the Adopting Water Company’s Annual
Contestability Summary (ACS)
Designer – this is the Designer appointed under CDM by the Principal Designer.
Non-Contestable work – work otherwise not classified as Contestable Work.
Principal Designer – competent person appointed by the developer under CDM
Regulations (2015), responsible for oversight of competent Designers and, in the
case of clean water adoptions work, highlighting all relevant health and safety risks
to the Designer(s).
SLP - a company meeting the requirements for accreditation under the Water
Industry Registration Scheme (WIRS) and which has been assessed as competent
in accordance with the scheme requirements.
SLP Designer – accredited SLP representative responsible for designing the water
network to be adopted.
Sector Guidance – the document so entitled published by the Water Companies
under the Ofwat Code for Adoption Agreements as from time to time amended.
Water Company(ies) – generic term referring to water company(ies) in general
WIRS - An assessment scheme, operated by the Accreditation Body, on behalf of
Water UK and the Water Companies, which technically assesses companies wishing
to undertake Contestable Works associated with the installation of water
infrastructure under self-lay.

Abbreviations
PE/AL/PE
AC
© Water UK 2019
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CDM
CESWI
CI
COSHH
DEFRA
DI
DMA
DWI
EA
EUSR
HAUC
HPPE
HSE
HSWA
ICE
IGN
IWater
LR
MDPE
NCO(W)
NRSWA
NVQ
OFWAT
PE
PE80
PE100
PPE
PPM
PVC

Construction, Design and Management Regulations
Civil engineering Specification for the Water Industry
Cast Iron
Control of Substances Hazardous to Health
Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs
Ductile Iron
District Metered Area
Drinking Water Inspectorate
Environment Agency
Energy and Utility Skills Register
Highway Authorities and Utilities Committee
High Performance Polyethylene
Health and Safety Executive
Health and Safety at Work Act
Institution of Civil Engineers
Information & Guidance Notes
Institute of Water
Lloyd’s Register EMEA
(PE80) medium Density Polyethylene
Water Network Construction Operations
New Roads and Street Works Act
National Vocational Qualification
the Water Services Regulatory Authority
Polyethylene
Medium Density Polyethylene
High Density Polyethylene
Personal Protective Equipment
Parts Per Million
Poly Vinyl Chloride
Standard Dimension Ration - Outside diameter / Wall
SDR
Thickness
COMPETENCY Safety and Technical Competency
TA
Technical Advisor
SDR
Standard Dimension Ratio
WIA
Water Industry Act
WIRS
Water Industry Regulation Scheme
WIS
Water Industry Specifications
WRAS
Water Regulation Advisory Service

Nomenclature
v
Volume, Litres
A
Area, metres squared
V
Velocity, metres per second
Q
Flow, litres per second
t
Time, in seconds
P
Pressure, in Bar
H
Static Head, in metres
hL
Head loss due to Friction, metres
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L
G
D
i
q
Ks
Qt
LU
E
Ω
Where:

Length in meteres
Gravitational acceleration, ms-2
Diameter, metres
Hydraulic Gradient, metres per metre
Kinematic viscosity of fluid, m²/s
Effective roughness value, millimetres
Design Flow, l/s
Loading Units
Equivalent length, metres
Soil Resistivity, Ohm -cm

Reference Documents
Legislation
Title
The Water Act 2014
Water Industry Act 1991
The Public Water Supplies (Scotland) Regulations 2014
Water Supply (Water Quality) Regulations 2016
Water Supply (Water Fittings) Regulations 1999
WIS & IGN’s
Number
IGN 4-37-02.
R128

Title
Design against surge and fatigue conditions for thermoplastic pipes
CIRIA Report "Guide to the Design of Thrust Blocks for Buried
Pressure Pipelines".

BS & BS EN Standards
Number
Title
BS EN 805 Water Supply – Requirements for systems and components outside
buildings
BS EN 806 Specifications for installations inside buildings conveying water for
human consumption
Other
Number
Title
10/WM/03/21 Guidance for the Selection of Water Supply Pipes to be used in
Brownfield Sites
Published
Contaminated Land Assessment Guidance: Protocols Published
January
by Agreement Between Water UK and the Home Builders
2014
Federation
R128
CIRIA Report "Guide to the Design of Thrust Blocks for Buried
Pressure Pipelines".

Construction (Design & Management) Regulations
2015 (CDM)
General
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The relevant sections of the CDM Regulations (2015) apply to all design works
carried out by or on behalf of the Adopting Water Company – both the Adopting
Water Company’s representative (Approving Design Engineer) and the SLP’s
representative (SLP Designer) are Designers under CDM Regulations when the
design of onsite mains is being generated and approved for adoption. When
carrying out work specific to a development site, neither the SLP Designer nor the
Approving Design Engineer would be expected to be the Principal Designer. The
Client (developer) has a responsibility to formally appoint a competent Principal
Designer and Principal Contractor for the site. The Principal Designer shall provide
oversight of all design activity in accordance with the Regulations.
To comply with CDM Regulations (2015) it is expected that, prior to release for
construction, the SLP Designer shall: –
·
·
·

·
·
·
·

Ensure that the design avoids or addresses at source foreseeable risks to
health and safety.
Give priority in the design to measures which will protect all people associated
/ or affected by the project.
Ensure that the design includes adequate information about any aspect of the
project, structure, and all materials which may affect the health and safety of
persons during construction.
Record residual risks, which cannot be designed out, in the project file and a
copy passed to the Principal Designer.
Co-operate with all parties concerned with planning and design for the project.
Ensure that the Client is aware of their duties, and
Complies with this Design and Construction Standards to the satisfaction of
the Adopting Water Company.

The contractor responsible for the proposed construction shall be made aware of the
risks identified by the Designer and the control measures required to reduce the risks
to an acceptable level. CDM regulations also require the HSE be notified (where the
contractor is not already working on a developers site under their notification) of
works which last longer than a total of 30 days and has more than 20 workers,
working simultaneously at any one point or exceeds 500 person days.
In this case the HSE will be notified by the Client who will complete an F10 form.
Typically this may only apply to off-site works which meet the aforementioned
criteria.
Design which is prepared or modified outside Great Britain, for use in work to which
CDM 2015 applies, must comply with “Regulation 9 – Duties of Designers” and the
person who commissions the work is responsible for ensuring Regulation 9 is
complied with.

Pre-Construction Phase Plan
A Pre-construction Phase Plan shall be created at the design stage. This plan shall
include the following: –
· Description of works.
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·
·
·
·

Proposed time scales of works within the project.
Details of risk and required control measures.
Information required by Principal Contractor to demonstrate competence of
resources.
Information for preparing the health and safety plan for the construction phase

The Pre-construction Phase Plan shall be passed to the Principal Contractor for
inclusion and development of their Construction Phase Plan before work
commences on site.
.

Collaborative Design
Some Adopting Water Companies or SLPs may produce design drawings for
indicative purposes, for example for costing, routing or tendering purposes. In these
instances, the design drawing should be clearly marked as “Not For Construction”
and / or an accompanying document produced which states precisely what has been
taken into account when producing that layout drawing. This is to ensure that no
drawing is mistaken for a design and misused for construction without all site risks
being identified and designed out / highlighted.

Adopting Water Company Design Liability
The Adopting Water Company may provide a design service for mains to be
constructed by an SLP and subsequently adopted as per Stage 2 of the Procedures
(Note 2.4) and See under page 28, paragraph 19. Where this service is offered, the
Adopting Water Company shall detail the services supplied and the rates chargeable
in its published charging arrangements.

Non-Contestable Work – installation of District Meter or
Pressure Reduction Equipment
Sites may require a source of water connection from a trunk main and, as such, the
Adopting Water Company may require a Pressure Reducing Valve (“PRV”) or District
Meter (“DM”) installation as part of the non-contestable works (typically with branch
connection). In this instance, the Adopting Water Company shall assume Designer
responsibility under CDM Regulations for this element of the work solely where it is
off site (outwith the development site boundary) and out of scope of the contestable
activity to be undertaken by the SLP. In the event that this installation is required to
be installed within the development site boundary due to the proximity of the
connection to the source water main design responsibility will be agreed between the
parties by written agreement.

Design Process
Information Required from Developers
An application form shall be completed which is used to identify the minimum inflow
of information to begin the design process.
Minimum information shall include:
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a) Domestic supply requirements i.e. property type schedule.
b) Multi Occupancy building supply: requirements, pumps, storage internal
manifolds.
c) Commercial supply requirements including; internal fitments, flow rates,
details of storage tanks, process water requirements.
d) Details of any requirement for water for fire-fighting.
e) History and details of previous land usage, copies of Geo-Environmental
Reports, Site Investigation details.
f) Details of land/site ownership.
g) Details of any phasing of the development.
h) Site layout plan (approved planning layout) to include topography.
i) Preferred building entry positions
j) Details of watercourses within the area to be developed / site or adjacent to
such.
k) Details of Engineering Difficulties e.g. bridges or culverts the new water pipes
must cross or other constraints that may impact on the design and
construction work.
l) Section 38 drawing detailing the roads and footpaths to be adopted by the
Local Authority,
m) Details of service strips/service corridors where applicable.
n) Details of any known future developments adjoining the site.

Point of Connection (“POC”) Requests
[Adopting Water Company to set out methodology for determining a POC at Stage
1c of the Procedures]
At the determined specific POC the connection is typically made by an underpressure connection (UPC) to ensure disruption to existing customers is minimised.
However operational considerations may dictate that the connection is a tee using
mechanical fittings with the main isolated. This usually involves taking a section of
existing main out and inserting a new piece of pipe in order to install additional
valves and the like on the existing main.
Where additional valves on the existing pipework, typically installed at the same time
as a connection, are not specifically required in the design for the new mains (i.e. to
supply a development) but which the Adopting Water Company requires to be
installed for operational reasons; then such shall be considered as network
reinforcement work at no cost to the SLP. Therefore, a non-UPC connection to an
existing water main that requires additional valves to be installed on the line of said
main, to the side of said connection, will be considered as network reinforcement
works for the purposes of the Annual Contestability Summary (ACS).

Agreeing Contestability
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Any work that is considered to be non-contestable shall be highlighted to the SLP by
the Adopting Water Company upon the issuing of a POC in accordance with Stage
1c of the National Procedures.
Contestability will be determined in accordance with the ACS. The ACS for the year
[DATE] is inserted below for reference by SLP Designers.
[Adopting Water Company to insert Company ACS table]
The following classified connection activities have been so classed by the Adopting
Water Company for the reasons listed under. Note the activities categorised as
Amber will be reviewed annually and published on the Adopting Water Company
website for developers and SLPs.

Activities classified as Green in ACS
All water companies will allow SLPs to carry out the development-related activities
shaded green in their ACS. The Standard Procedures (or any published local
practice) shall apply whenever suitably competent developers or SLPs carry out the
activities shown in green shading.
The activities noted green in water company ACS tables will align with the
accreditation provided by WIRS (see section 7 of the Sector Guidance) and where
further activities are accredited by WIRS or another competent body, all water
companies’ ACS tables shall be revised to include such activities as shaded
green. Changes will be brought about by the procedures set out in the Sector
Guidance Section 11 – Governance.

Activities classified as Amber in ACS
The Adopting Water Company’s shall have discretion over contestability in areas not
covered by WIRS, and they may choose to also allow SLPs to carry out certain
higher risk activities by applying amber shading to those in their ACS. The Adopting
Water Company is to publish details of activities classified as Amber in their ACS,
including circumstances under which these activities would be contestable, control
measures required and rationale for not making an activity contestable.

Activities classified as Red in ACS
The Adopting Water Company’s ACS shall also set out, in red shading, the higher
risk activities it does not envisage allowing SLPs to carry out. If an SLP wishes to
carry out this work, it must contact the Water Company directly to determine whether
conditions can be agreed that enable the SLP to carry out the requested activity.
Adopting Water Company to publish details of activities classified as Red in their
ACS, circumstances under which these activities would be contestable, control
measures required and rationale for not making an activity contestable.

Design Submissions to Adopting Water Company
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Design submissions shall be submitted to the Adopting Water Company along with
any supporting information, such information may include:
a) Application to Self-Lay Water Mains and Services
b) Desktop study (Phase 1 geo-environmental risk assessment)
c) Subject to b) full ground investigation report, quantitative risk assessment,
remediation strategy and verification report as appropriate in accordance with
UKWIR Guidance for the Selection of Water Pipes to be used in Brownfield
Sites and the Contaminated Land Assessment Guidance
Link to the above document:
https://www.water.org.uk/guidance/contaminated-land-assessmentguidance/
d) Section 38 Plan.
e) Materials Schedules.
f) Land Registry Ownership.
g) Fire and Rescue Service Liaison Documentation.
h) Payment of Fees.
i) Letter of Appointment.
j) Development site layout drawing showing mains and service routing
proposals.
[Adopting Water Company may require further information for the scheme related to
sustainable development e.g. were a water efficiency discount is available]

Design Proposal
When preparing a water network design proposal in accordance with paragraph 9.4
(j) above the SLP Designer shall:
a) Select an appropriate material for the mains and services.
b) Scale the drawing to an approved scale to allow a drawing to be produced.
c) Highlight the legal land ownership boundary of the developer’s site on the
drawing.
d) Highlight the water service building entry points.
e) Calculate demands and size all service connections in line with this
manual.
f) Specify all metering arrangements for supplied properties.
g) Size the mains across the site and if required calculate min/max pressure
and velocity.
h) Route all the mains in accordance with this manual.
i) Label all road crossing ducts on the design drawing or specify in the
technical report.
j) Specify the Point of Connection and show what work is non-contestable /
contestable.
k) Label any service connections to existing mains as contestable / noncontestable.
l) Design the appropriate number of mains fittings to control the network.
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m) Label all the sizes and specifications of connections / pipes and fittings on
the drawing.
n) Label any sections of mains that require easements or wayleaves.
o) Clearly mark adoptable hydrants that must be retained for the Fire and
Rescue Services.
p) Identify any engineering difficulties as appropriate.
q) Show site topography on the drawing.
r) Cleary show any points of connection for future development on the
drawing.
Any construction work that is likely to be non-contestable shall be confirmed
following discussion between the Adopting Water Company and SLP upon the
issuing of a design approval in accordance with Stage 2 of the National Procedures.

Design Variations
Changes to the design/construction of a network (including those due to site
conditions, amendments to the site made by the developer, etc.) shall be notified to
the Adopting Water Company.
All variations shall be formally documented (by application/letter/email) and a record
kept showing the agreed changes.
The SLP will classify the variations to the accepted design/method of construction
and action as required; these variations can be classified as minor or major.

Minor Variations
Minor Changes shall be formally agreed in writing with the Adopting Water
Company’s site representative.
Minor variations shall be classed as changes to the proposed mains and / or
services design with no significant impact on the maximum scope of work measured
by the number of plots on the development i.e. if there is no change in the number of
plots, the change is classed as minor.
[Adopting Water Company to insert further policy on Minor Variations if required]

Major Variations
Major Changes shall be re-submitted with a new design to be approved by the
Adopting Water Company prior to any works taking place.
Examples of Major Variations are, but not limited to; changes to the proposed mains
and / or services design for the development that increase the scope of the work
measured by the Net Asset Value sum relative to the final approved design (where
one is to be paid) or that change the number of plots or otherwise impacts on any
part of the Adopting Water Company’s existing mains distribution network such that
other work may be necessary (i.e. a diversion or renewal of an existing main).
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[Adopting Water Company to insert further policy on Major Variations if required]

Pipe Sizing Methodology
This section covers permitted pipe sizes and methodology of pipe size
determination.

Permitted Pipe Diameters and Pressure Ratings
The Adopting Water Company approved permissible materials for use in the design
shall be as stated under: [Adopting Water Company to amend bullets under to suit]
·
·
·
·
·
·

PE80 Pipe
PE100 Pipe
Multi-Layer Skinned PE100 Pipe
PE/AL/PE PE80 Type A Barrier Pipe
PE/AL/PE PE100 Type A Barrier Pipe
Class 40 or K9 Cement Lined Ductile Iron

The below table specifies the Adopting Water Company’s accepted size and
pressure ratings for water pipes, requests to use sizes and materials other than
those listed below must be approved by the Adopting Water Company.
Size

Material

SDR

Pressure Rating

Table 10.1 Permitted pipes sizes, materials, SDR and pressure ratings to be used
within the Adopting Water Company area
For designing networks larger than those specified in the above table the principles
in section 14.1 shall be followed to size principle spine mains and calculations shall
be saved in the project file.
For the Adopting Water Company approved permissible materials, see page 17,
section 11, Pipe Material Selection

Principles of Sizing of Mains
Mains shall be sized to meet peak hydraulic demands and shall be not oversized
such that they fail to satisfy all requirements or conditions to protect water quality.
Mains shall be sized such that all known future developments within a site are taken
into consideration to avoid unnecessary upsizing at a later date such that the pipes
shall be sized to supply the entire development notwithstanding any phasing.
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The Adopting Water Company may identify a supply need relative to future
development that means that it requires network reinforcement to be incorporated
within the SLP’s design (i.e. via the planning system, local authority development
plans or developer engagement). In such instances the Adopting Water Company
shall initiate suitable discussions with the SLP in accordance with Stage 1c of the
National Procedures within the Sector Guidance, when a Point of Connection is
issued, or at the earliest opportunity if a Point of Connection has already been
issued.
Similarly, the Adopting Water Company may identify a need for the betterment of
existing mains or associated activity required on the existing network. In such
instances the Adopting Water Company shall initiate suitable discussions with the
SLP in accordance with Stage 1c of the National Procedures within the Sector
Guidance, when a Point of Connection is issued, or at the earliest opportunity if a
Point of Connection has already been issued. These requirements may be
incorporated into the design created by the SLP by agreement.
In the event that the Adopting Water Company identifies a need for the betterment of
existing mains or associated activity required on the existing network and have
agreed with the SLP that they will undertake this work, or part thereof, then this
proposal shall be shown as part of the detailed design of the mains and services to
supply the development.
Funding of any work over and above that which is required to supply the site in
question will be in accordance with Ofwat’s published Charging Rules for New
Connection Services (English Undertakers), published December 2016.
The sizing of pipes for indicative design purposes (e.g. for cost estimates or
tendering may be done using a simple table method for number of properties)
however no reliance shall be placed on this indicative assessment for the purposes
of any final design as pipes shall be designed in accordance with the principles and
criteria stated under.
The sizing of pipes for detailed final design should be based upon a hydraulic
calculation using the calculated peak demand and the [Hazen Williams Equation].

Indicative Pipe Diameter Selection
As an indicative initial assessment of the water network pipe size requirements for a
development site Table 10.1 may be used for understanding the size of pipe to
supply an indicative number of individual residential dwellings. It may also be used
as a method of determination of source of water requirements on the existing
network.
The Adopting Water Company hydraulic assessment model shall take precedence in
terms of determining a detailed water network design for adoption.
Number of Individual
Residential Dwellings
0-20
© Water UK 2019

Typical Mains Pipe
Outside Diameter (PE
Pipes)
63mm

Nominal Bore (Other
Mains Pipe Materials)
80mm
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20-40
40-95
95-300
300-700

90mm
110mm/125mm
160mm/180mm
225mm/250mm

80mm
100mm
150mm
200mm

Table 10.2: Derived from section A.12 of BS 805:2000

Domestic Hydraulic Demand Calculations
In this section the Adopting Water Company shall specify the following constants:
X = Average demand per capita
Y = Average household occupancy rate
Z = Peak flow factor
Demand per capita per day shall be taken as X Litres unless evidence to the
contrary is provided for the specific development.
Calculation for household occupancy shall be taken as Y persons per household on
average unless evidence to the contrary is provided for the specific development..
Average daily demand per household is therefore X x Y = XY l/s
To account for diversity in the network Peak Flow Factors for domestic scenarios
shall be taken to be Z.
Peak Demand may be calculated then by multiplying the average day demand per
household by the peaking factor.
A site of n Domestic units has a daily demand of XY x n = nXY l/s
This must be multiplied by the peaking factor Z. Therefore peak demand in litres per
second can be estimated at nXY x Z = Peak demand in l/s

Calculations for Multi-Occupancy Building and Industrial and
Commercial Domestic Use
[Adopting Water Company may publish alternative methodology or peaking factors
for different build types such as flats, retail units, etc.]

Process Water
It is expected that the client should provide peak demands given their individual
knowledge of their own process. The connection and mains that are to be installed
should then be selected based on their peak demand.

Pressure and Flow
Source Pressure
The SLP may, for the purposes of designing the network, wish to assume reference
level pressure at source of 20 meters head (2 Bar). Any source pressures below this
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or above 40 meters (4 Bar) shall be confirmed as acceptable by the Approving
Design Engineer.

Pressure and Flow
Reference levels of service shall be used to ensure that networks can supply all
properties with a minimum pressure and flow at the customer’s communication pipe.
Minimum pressure in communication pipe at boundary of property to be serviced
based on Ofwat’s Guaranteed Standards Scheme (GSS) is 7 metres head with a
flow of 9 litres per minute.
In normal operational circumstances Minimum Pressure at a hydrant or nodal point
on the system shall be 15 mH or 1.5 Bar
Maximum Design Pressure (MDP) which is equal to Design Pressure plus allowance
for surge, shall not exceed Pressure Nominal (PN) which is the pressure rating of the
lowest rated component in the system.
SLP Designers shall clearly state where a component has been used below the
company’s standard pressure rating of 10 Bar to allow standard System Test
Pressures (STP) to be adjusted on site.

Velocity
Minimum peak time velocities in all in all Pipes shall reach XX msˉ¹
Maximum velocity in mains shall not exceed XX msˉ¹
Maximum velocity in services shall not exceed XX msˉ¹
Velocities where calculated shall be done so using the Hazen Williams Equation.

Calculating Headloss through the distribution mains network
For newly designed and constructed local distribution mains headloss per XXm shall
not exceed XXmH, target values shall be between Xm/XXXXm and Xm/XXXXm
Headloss should be calculated using the Hazen Williams Equation.

Pressure Drop through Fittings
[The Adopting Water Company may wish to detail pressure drop through fittings in
this section]

Topography
Above Ordnance Datum (AOD) shall be the preferred scale when highlighting level
changes on the design drawing.
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The effect of increased altitudes on a site shall be taken in to consideration by the
SLP Designer when low source pressures have been identified by the Adopting
Water Company.
The finished floor level (ffL) of the highest connection shall for the purposes of the
design serve as the additional loss of head when ensuring the reference level of
service.

Selection of Materials for Contaminated Ground
The selection of Material for use in contaminated ground shall be in accordance with
page 11 , paragraph 9.4 (c) above and additionally [The Adopting Water Company
may specify herein any additional protective measures or considerations they require
to be complied with for determining material selection in contaminated land]

Mains Design Principles including permissible Materials
General Principles in designing mains shall be that they;
·
·
·
·
·

Minimise whole lifecycle costs and impact on the environment
Deliver minimum standards of service to customers
Ensure security of supply so far as reasonably practicable
Ensure continuing water quality
Allow for safe and flexible operation of control points and surface assets

Design Accreditation for Non-Contestable Work
[Adopting Water Company may publish a policy on non-contestable design activity
carried out by SLPs e.g. design of off-site work, self-approval of designs, design of
reinforcement work]

Routing and Positioning Principles
[Adopting Water Company may add to the minimum guidance below]
Water mains shall be laid within an adopted highway, a street, or a dedicated service
strip in accordance with NJUG requirements unless otherwise accepted by the
Adopting Water Company whose preferred routing and positioning of mains and
services to be installed in such circumstances shall incorporate into the design by
the SLP Designer.
[The Adopting Water Company may insert relevant criteria herein]
Mains shall be laid in shared drives when categorised as a street (See Section 16.6
for conditions) where there are more than XX plots being serviced from that street
that shall require service connections and the furthest property is more / not more
than XXm from the adopted highway.
Mains design shall be such that the minimum depth and separation requirements of
NJUG 2 can be met.
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Mains are to be laid on the side of the road where the housing density is higher to
minimise the number of service pipe crossings.
Duel mains shall be used in the design as a last resort, usually where road
construction prohibits utility apparatus at normal depths. E.g. Shallow drains,
permeable paving systems.
Security of supply may be increased by linking in mains when there is a significant
number of properties being serviced through a single pipe, provision for flushing in
these cases must be made by designing washouts located within 3 way valve
arrangements or between in line valves.
To reduce the likelihood of water quality issues from lack of turnover mains that are
to an end hydrant (dead leg) shall not extended more than 2m past the last service
connection.
Mains routes shall minimise road crossings and reduce short radius bends.
Mains shall maintain minimum proximity to buildings and structures as specified by
the Adopting Water Company in the table below:
Nominal Pipe Size mm

Min Proximity required (m) from centre line of
main
< 149
XX
150-449
XX
450-749
XX
> 750
XX
Table 11.1 Minimum strip width required for varying pipe diameters
Designers shall refer to Volume 4: NJUG Guidelines for the Planning, Installation &
Maintenance of Utility Apparatus in Proximity to Trees when selecting route in
proximity to existing trees and if necessary shall highlight any Tree Protection Orders
on the design drawing.

Depth of Mains
In the absence of Adopting Water Company requirements stated under, the design
shall show depths in verges, footpaths and carriageways at minimum cover of
750mm as per NJUG Volume 2.
Adopting Water Company preferred installation depth (cover to crown of pipe) shall
be [900mm].
In all open fields a minimum depth of 1100mm shall be shown on the design.
For all PE mains the maximum wall deflection when buried shall not exceed 12%,
and relative to such a maximum depth of 2000mm shall be stated in the design.

Water Quality Considerations
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SLP Designers shall ensure that the design provides for a turnover of water within a
maximum of X days of mains commissioning of any new main in order to protect the
water quality in the Adopting Water Company’s existing mains distribution network
(i.e. to prevent stagnation and deterioration of water quality)..
Wherever possible main spine roads of larger developments shall be serviced with
ring mains to keep pressures across the site more uniform and the SLP Designer
shall consult with the Adopting Water Company any requirement such.
Wherever possible designs shall make provision for additional feeds into new
developments to increase security of supply and appropriate valving shall be
incorporated into the design to suit. In no instances shall a design introduce the
potential for any flow reversal being able to cause discolouration of water supplies.
Sites where infrastructure is laid in advance of turnover shall either have artificial
load by way of cross connection into the live system or shall have a flushing
programme denoted on the design, to be carried out by the SLP.

Mains Fittings
[Adopting Water Company shall publish guidance on regularity of fittings (e.g.
washouts) and standard assemblies (e.g. 3-valve set-ups)]
Valves, washouts, hydrants, etc. should, as far as is practicable be located in the
footpath or verge for both access and safety reasons and to mitigate the effect of
traffic, surface water and silting in chambers.
Where no other option is available and mains fittings must be sited in trafficked areas
the design shall in no circumstances place them in parking bays or behind any
locked access gates.

Controlling Valves and valve operation
[Adopting Water Company shall publish preferences with regard to valve direction.
This can be a simple company-wide statement as below or, if more than one valve
direction within the company, take the form of a map or table]
Valve closing directions within the Adopting Water Company area are XX and all
new valves to be installed by an SLP shall be XXXX closing
[All existing valves on the Adopting Water Company’s mains distribution network
shall be operated by [Adopting Water Company to publish herein its policy on valve
operations by third parties].

Washout Hydrants
[Adopting Water Company to publish preference with regard to washout valve type]

Air Valves
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Air valves should be installed at high points along the network where there is a risk
of air locking. The location is to be agreed at design stage.

District Metered Areas (“DMA”) and Boundary Valves
District meter locations shall be agreed with the Adopting Water Company. If no
information is available, then as a rule new DMAs in the design shall not exceed
XXXX domestic properties in size. See also page 9, paragraph 8.4.
Shut valves will need to be installed if a development site is fed by two separate
DMAs via two source of water connections. In this instance their requirement and
location shall be agreed at the design stage with the Adopting Water Company.

Thrust Restraint and Anchorage
[Adopting Water Company may publish guidance on thrust restraint and anchorage]

Puddle Flanges
[Adopting Water Company may publish guidance on puddle flanges]

Self-Anchoring Joints
[Adopting Water Company may publish guidance on self-anchoring joints]

Site Conditions and Ground Bearing Capacities
[Adopting Water Company may publish guidance on site conditions and ground
bearing capacities]

Thrust Blocks
[Adopting Water Company may publish guidance on thrust blocks]

Ground Anchorage
[Adopting Water Company may publish guidance on ground anchorage]

Mains Jointing
[Adopting Water Company may publish guidance on mains jointing]

Sustainable Drainage Systems (SuDS) Considerations
SLP Designers shall ensure relative to the final installation of water mains and
services that any Sustainable Underground Drainage system ((“SUDs”) shall not be
installed above, underneath, or adjacent to the final position of mains and services.
The location of any proposed SUDS and also permeable surfaces proposed for a
development are to be clearly marked on the Pre-construction Phase Plan.
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[Adopting Water Company may publish a more detailed policy with regard to the
location of clean water assets to SuDS]

Double Spade Valves
In order to facilitate piece through connections on site, a double spade valve may be
used as an option / alternative to the use of back to back washouts relative to the
commissioning of mains.
[Adopting Water Company may publish guidance on the use of double spade valves
as an innovative solution]

Rights of Access
Mains shall wherever possible be routed in publicly adopted highways and
maintained highways or streets as defined in NRSWA Section 48 (1) and amended
under the Traffic Management Act (TMA) 2004, these shall not normally require
rights of access. Examples of situations where mains are to be laid in a street are:
·
·
·

An adopted street on land which is owned by a Local Authority.
A street on land which is owned by the developer and which may or may not
be adopted in the future but serves more than one property.
A street on land which is in joint third party ownership.

The section 38 Drawing shall be used to highlight any main installed in third party
land, which is not a street and that may require land rights to be obtained and a legal
notice to be issued, in these instances the Adopting Water Company’s legal team shall
establish the right of access and shall normally require an easement from the land
owner. Examples of situations where mains are not to be laid in a street are:
·
·

Industrial and commercial development where land is wholly one by a singular
3rd Party.
Site access is through a third party’s land that does not form part of the
development.

In cases requiring mains to be laid in land not defined as a street all such
permissions and rights of access shall be identified before the design is approved.
In the process of designing it may be necessary to obtain other consents for works;
these consents include;
·
·
·
·
·

Local Highways by way of Section 50 Agreements
Other Adopting Utilities where we are laying within an existing easement
Environmental Agencies and Waterways Authorities
Rail and Transport Network Operators
Historical Societies and National Heritage Agencies

All such Servitudes, easements, wayleaves, planning permission required for water
mains and land for the siting of equipment shall be obtained prior to commencement
of works.
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Service Pipe Design
The Service Pipe conveys water from the distribution main to the customer’s
property. It consists of 2 elements, as defined by Ofwat
(https://www.ofwat.gov.uk/households/supply-and-standards/supply-pipes );
·
·

Communication Pipe - From the water main to the boundary of the street in
which the main is laid.
Supply pipe – is that part of a service pipe which is not a communication
pipe. Commonly it is the part of the service pipe from the property boundary to
a stop tap inside the property.

Both parts of the service pipe shall be appropriately designed, and responsibility for
design approval typically rests with the party responsible for its maintenance (for
detail of who is responsible for maintenance please see the relevant Ofwat guidance
at https://www.ofwat.gov.uk/households/supply-and-standards/supply-pipes).
[Adopting Water Company to insert any requirements particular to the above]
Pipework within the property boundary shall be the client’s responsibility and shall
conform to the Water Regulations and requirements of the Adopting Water
Company.

Routing Positioning and Location
Service pipes shall only be laid through land which either form part of a street or to
which the property being served has permanent rights of access.
Service pipe routes in so far as reasonable practicable shall follow a straight route
perpendicular to the main and the property to which it services.
Service pipes shall generally be designed to connect to the nearest main to the
property.
Separate service pipes shall be provided to each house or building on the premises,
or to those different parts of a building on the premises which are separately
occupied by way of multiple supply pies.
Joint communication pipes may / may not be used to reduce road crossings however
each property must receive an individual supply pipe and meters (if applicable).
Service pipes shall be designed such that the requirements of NJUG Vol 2 are
maintained with respect to separation from other plant and utilities.
SLP Designers shall refer to Volume 4: NJUG Guidelines for the Planning,
Installation & Maintenance of Utility Apparatus in Proximity to Trees when selecting
routes in proximity to existing trees and if necessary shall highlight any Tree
Protection Orders on the design drawing.
[Adopting Water Company to insert any requirements particular to the above]
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Depth of Services
Service pipes shall be designed at a depth of ≥ XXXmm and ≤ XXXXmm from the
finished ground level (FGL)
Service pipes being designed outside this range to have special protective measures
vetted by the Approving Design Engineer.
[Adopting Water Company to insert any requirements particular to the above]

Sizing of Services
While service connections can only be designed to meet minimum standards at the
point of delivery every effort shall be made to ensure that all parts of the service pipe
are sized in accordance with industry standards.
Service pipes shall be sized to ensure velocity is ≤ X msˉ¹ and that total headloss is
≤ XmH
Services to standard domestic properties shall be minimum XXmm internal diameter
and capable of supplying the flow and pressure specified in 10.7.2.
[Adopting Water Company to insert any requirements particular to the above]

Location of Boundary Boxes
[Adopting Water Company shall publish policy or requirements on external boundary
boxes]

Supplies to Multi Occupancy Buildings
[Adopting Water Company shall publish policy on supplies to multi occupancy
buildings]

Services to Multi Story Buildings
Water Industry Act 1991 - Section 66 states that where the top most storeys in
building is greater than 10.5m below the draw off point the statutory undertaker may
require the developer to fit storage equal to twenty-four hours usage and adequate
pumping to reach the highest point.
[Adopting Water Company to insert any requirements particular to the above]

Additional Requirements for Supplies to Buildings Other Than
Domestic Dwellings
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When the developer’s flow rates are in question the SLP Designer shall check that
demand was calculated in accordance with BS EN 806.
The design shall include for back flow prevention; at least single check non return
valves.
Demand for process water shall be treated separately when designing the service.
The SLP Designer shall investigate any seasonal demand patterns when designing
the service.
[Adopting Water Company may publish any additional requirements for supply pipes]

Civil Engineering Considerations
General
[Adopting Water Company may publish any civil engineering considerations]
Where no references are available from the Adopting Water Company the general
specification for civil engineering components and material shall be that of the
document “Civil Engineering Specification for The Water Industry (CESWI) 7th
Edition which is available in the water technical library.

Tree Planting
Proposed Landscaping and trees or any other planting by the developer shall be
selected such that apparatus is not prejudiced or put at any risk by future growth.
The below figure shows the acceptable distance for various type of planting;
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Figure 13.1 – Minimum Proximities for Tree Planting near Water Mains

Marker Tape and Tracer Tape
[Adopting Water Company may publish a policy with regard to marker tape / tracing
mesh]

Indicator Posts and Marker Plates
[Adopting Water Company may publish a policy with regard to indicator posts /
marker plates]

Chambers and Covers
Chambers shall be designed of appropriate size to allow operation of the mains or
service fittings, see general arrangement drawings.
Covers shall be designed to be capable of withstanding all potential loads placed
upon them and shall comply with BS EN 124 (carriageway) or BS EN 125 (other
locations).
[Adopting Water Company should publish general arrangement drawings detailing
standard assemblies, chamber size, covers]

Bedding and Backfill
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Materials used for bedding shall conform to WIS 4-08-02 "Specification for bedding
and side fill materials for buried pipelines” and material for backfill shall be to HAUC
standards.

Ducts
All ducting shall be blue, twin-wall rigid duct with smooth internal bore, corrugated
external bore and compliant to BS EN 14741:2006.
Where ducts are designed to be laid under major roads or obstructions they shall be
shown to extend beyond the road to ease installation of mains and future and
inspection.
Ducts shall be sized in accordance with to the table below:
Pipe Size OD (mm) Road Crossing Duct Size ID (mm)

Table 13.1 Road crossing duct size summary
Service pipe ducting where extending into building to form part of the service entry
must facilitate the installation of insulation to Adopting Water Company standards and
may need to be XXmm.

Metering Requirements
Standard Domestic Metering for Individual Dwellings
[Adopting Water Company should publish domestic metering policy and additionally
any part of such relevant to the Sector Guidance and specifically any requirement for
a Local Practice (See Sector Guidance paragraph 4.7.1.1) and paragraph 17 under.
The Adopting Water Authority publishes its meter type, supplier, or manufacturer
details under and in line with Stage 7 of the National Procedures (See Note 7.0) and
Company Charging Arrangements]
[Approving Water Company inserts details of permissible meters herein]

Multi Occupancy Buildings
[Adopting Water Company should publish multi occupancy metering policy including
standard layouts and assemblies for the range of permitted scenarios, where
applicable in addition to detail included in 14.1]
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Water for Firefighting
Fire and Rescue Service (FRS) Consultation
Pursuit to Section 43 (1) of the Fire and Rescue Services Act 2004 a plan showing
adoptable washouts shall be sent to the FRS for consultation purposes, along with
this plan shall be a location plan and a covering letter.
The FRS contacts for the Adopting Water Company area are listed in the table
below:
FRS

Tel Number

Water Office
Contact

Email

Table 15.1 FRS contact information within Adopting Water Company area
The FRS shall have the statutory period, 42 calendar days, to respond with their
requirements in respect of adopting hydrants for firefighting.
Hydrants to be adopted shall be then marked on the drawing.

Location and Flow from Hydrants
Ordinarily, water companies do not design distribution networks for firefighting
purposes. It should be expected that flow from fire hydrants would be in line with
minimum standards on the water distribution network.
[Adopting Water Company may add further comment]

Dedicated Fire Mains
Dedicated fire mains shall be designed and constructed in accordance with Water Supply
(Water Fittings) Regulations 1999 and fitted with backflow prevention, spiral
wrapping and appropriate marker tape.
[Adopting Water Company may publish further guidance on dedicated fire main
requirements]

Fire Sprinkler Systems
In the absence of any information from the Adopting Water Company, SLP
Designers shall refer developers to the polices within the building regulation when
requests for sprinklers are being made, these documents, “Document B (Fire Safety)
–Volume 1: Dwellings and Volume 2: Buildings other than Dwelling houses”, can be
found at http://www.planningportal.gov.uk/buildingregulations/
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Wet Pipe System and Dry Pipe Systems
It is recommended that the SLP Designer seeks advice from a specialist provider of
sprinkler systems where one is required.
[Adopting Water Company may wish to provide advice]

Domestic Fire Sprinklers
It is recommended that the SLP Designer seeks advice from a specialist provider of
sprinkler systems where one is required.
[Adopting Water Company may wish to provide advice]

Fire Sprinklers for Multi Occupancy, Industrial and Commercial
Buildings
It is recommended that the SLP Designer seeks advice from a specialist provider of
sprinkler systems where one is required.
[Adopting Water Company may wish to provide advice]

Drawing Standards
General
The SLP Designer may check with the Adopting Water Company whether they have
templates available for design drawings or if minimum drawings standards are
available for SLPs to use in design activities.
Design drawings shall show all asset locations size and specification in a clear and
unambiguous format. Should enlargements, blow ups or schematics be required
these shall be incorporated within the design submission.
Design drawings or supplementary information shall clearly show, but not be limited
to showing;
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Details of off-site main showing point of connection
AOD at POC and highest point of the site including contours if requested
Line of proposed water mains, including position of sluice valves, washouts,
hydrants, air valves and any other fittings required
Material and size of each main
Depth of each main
Mains to be constructed by the SLP and mains to be constructed by the
Adopting Water Company (contestable / non-contestable)
Details of any new off-site mains
Individual numbered plots
Location of service pipes, showing size of service pipe if above 25mm
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·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Service entry points
Location of boundary boxes, manifold boxes and other meter chambers
Details of type of service connection for each plot, i.e., wall box, boundary
box, manifold
Hydrants adoptable by the FRS
Location and size of any ducts
Special crossing or engineering difficulties
Areas of contamination where protective pipework is required
Future demand or developments
Significant environmental and H&S hazards
A drawing title block with scheme details
Ordnance Survey Coordinates and industry recognised scale for the drawing
North point
Site boundary
Roads/highways (adopted or proposed for adoption)
Change in ground level
Site stages and forecast date of completion of the work
Service strips, wayleaves and easements
Design risk assessment
Contestable / Non-contestable works annotated

Drawing Legend
The Adopting Water Company may provide a design template in dwg format. Should
this not be available the SLP may use their own.
The drawing legend should contain:
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

SLP contact details
Developer contact details
Company carrying out the design (if different to above)
SLP Designer name
CAD operator name
Site name
Site address
O/S Coordinates
Industry recognised scale for the drawing
Drawing / version number
Adopting Water Company reference number
Approval status ie:
o Proposed design (not for construction)
o Water Company approved design (not for construction)
o Approved for Construction)
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Mains Commissioning
[To enable the commissioning of new assets to take place the Adopting Water
Company must provide their flushing, super chlorination and sampling requirements
including minimum training requirements for samplers e.g. as per the Water Supply
(Water Quality) Regulations 2016 certification under ISO/IEC 17024 may be
deemed appropriate for any employee not employed solely for routine sampling.]
A compliant pressure test should be carried out which demonstrates the main to be
free of air and leakage. Certificates shall be provided by the SLP to the Adopting
Water Company confirming a compliant pressure test.
The developer is responsible for ensuring that all required permits and agreements
are in place and for identifying where water can be flushed to and for disposal of
flushed water and whether water is required to be de-chlorinated first.
Before flushing into a public combined or surface water sewer the developer shall
contact the local wastewater company.
[Adopting Water Company inserts details of any additional specific commissioning
requirements and links to Water UK Technical Guidance Notes and any detailed
arrangement drawings referring]

Adopting Water Company Key Contacts
[Adopting Water Company may provide a table or other method of listing key
contacts for their Approving Design Engineers and points of escalation]

Local Practices
By reference to the Sector Guidance in Relation to the Adoption of Self-Laid Assets
by Water Companies in England, the Adopting Water Company may insert under a
permitted local practice as set out in said document (see chapter 4.7, paragraph
4.7.5.1). Any local practices stated under shall use the exact terminology and
paragraph references which are published as in the following paragraphs in the
Sector Guidance document:·
·
·
·

4.7.1.1 pertaining to meter pairing or commissioning
4.7.1.2 pertaining to the timing of the generation of plot reference numbers
4.7.1.3 pertaining to Adopting Water Company design service offerings
4.7.1.4 pertaining to a design self-certification scheme that may be offered by
the Adopting Water Company

Appendices to This Document
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[Adopting Water Company may insert appendices into this document and reference
them under. i.e. standard arrangement drawings, meter layout and positioning etc. to
help explain or better detail related guidance provided in this document]
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Appendix E - Minimum Information
The following tables set out the minimum information required for the typical self-lay journey
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Stage 1A – Pre-planning enquiry
This stage is intended to support the early engagement between water companies and developers necessary to plan new capacity ahead of need.
Information provided by Customer
Submit Pre-planning enquiry, including
confirmation of development parameters:
As a minimum:
1. defined site boundary*
2. expected site usage/quantity and types
of buildings proposed.
3. Permanent source of water supply
Target Date
4. If the customer has a preference,
indicate the preferred point of
connection to the existing network

Information provided by Water company

Comments / standard required
The pre-planning enquiry will rely on
detail about the development.
*If available the GA of site should be
in CAD format unmarked and
controlled Ref;, Rev;, Date;

Acknowledge receipt of complete / incomplete application.
Provide water company reference and nominated contact to
support future communication
Pre-planning enquiry report:
1. be based on the expected development parameters
2. indicate the nearest point on the existing network of an
equivalent size or larger (if the customer has not indicated a
preferred point of connection)
3. recommend an alternative or technically preferred point(s)
of connection (if one is evident at this early stage). If the
report highlights multiple options, the rationale for any
recommended option should be provided.
4. indicate how the water company will review any technical
constraints and minimize the impact on development
programme.
5. specify the validity period of Pre-planning Report
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Information produced at this stage
will be as rough as the information
which it is based.
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Stage 1C – Point of Connection Enquiry (“POC”)
This stage is designed to confirm the point(s) on the existing network where a connection can be made
Information provided by Customer
Submit POC enquiry:
As a minimum:
1. defined site boundary and main incoming access /
utility routes*
2. Any preferred connection point identified by the SLP
in accordance with the water company Design and
Construction Standards
3. expected site water consumption
4. Estimate of the quantity and types of buildings
proposed within the first 5, 10, 15 years.
5. Planning status and reference number for the site
6. Land registry reference number for the site
7. Permanent source of water supply Target Date

Information provided by Water company

Comments / standard required
The POC enquiry will rely on detail
about the development.
*If available the GA of site should be
in CAD format unmarked and
controlled Ref;, Rev;, Date;

If available at this stage:
a. pre remediation SI report
b. post remediation SI report
c. environmental risk assessment (including any pipe
material requirements)
d. boundaries of adjacent land ownerships, and any
access roads under private/third party ownership
e. Details for lead designer for the development (copy
of F10) and Main contractor/developers project
health and safety plan
Acknowledge receipt of complete /
incomplete application. Provide water
company reference and nominated contact
to support future communication
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Provide POC report including:
1. Confirmation that point of connection is
viable based on information provided by
the Customer
2. If known, Status of land at the point of
connection (i.e. adopted highway, third
party).
3. Any special engineering difficulty which
may be associated with the existing
mains at the point of connection eg. Slip
lined, rehabilitated main or previously
pipe bursted etc.
4. Overview of any network reinforcement
or diversion work that the water
company may carry out in order to make
sufficient load/flow available at the point
of connection.
5. If known, details of any risks in the area
including trunk mains, rising mains or
other plant present giving rise to SED or
easement exclusions etc.
6. Definition contestable / non-contestable
works in line with water companies
prevailing Annual Contestability
Summary
7. Specify the validity period

Quantities and / or Quotation in accordance
with water companies Charging
Arrangements
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If status of land at proposed POC is
third party or unknown, or an SED
identified, the water company must
offer an alternate point of
connection.
The extent of contestable work can
be shown on drawings, or in a
quotation / quantities document
POC reports produced at this stage
will be as rough as the information
which they are based upon.

Water company’s POC reports
should be compatible with their
published Charging Arrangements,
and provide sufficient information
to allow a reasonable estimate to be
derived by the Customer / Water
Company
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Stage 2 – Design New Mains
Customer chooses to commission water company to carry out contestable design work
Information provided by Customer

Information provided by Water company

Design request, including confirmation of
development parameters:
1. Most recent GA of site in CAD format
unmarked and controlled Ref;, Rev;,
Date;
2. Where applicable - Pre-remediation SI
report
3. Where applicable - Post remediation SI
report
4. Environmental risk assessment
5. Prescribed pipe type
6. Legal easement drawing (CAD and PDF)
7. List of affected landowners and their
appointed legal representatives
8. Permanent source of water supply
Target Date:
9. Updated project plan and five-year
build profile
10. Temp water supply required date
Confirmation of lead designer for the
development (copy of F10) and Main
contractor/developers project health and
safety plan

Comments / standard required
Design work will rely on detail about the
development. The relevant detail may have been
supplied in earlier stages. Customer either reconfirms the parameters provided earlier, or
updates to suit their latest proposals.

Required under CDM 2015

Acknowledge receipt of complete /
incomplete application. Provide water
company reference and nominated contact
to support future communication
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Completed technical design

Quantities and / or Quotation

Define contestable / non-contestable
works

Technical design will be provided as indicated in the
water companies Charging Arrangements, and
should be sufficiently developed to allow the lead
designer to coordinate with other utilities and if
appropriate instruct the works to progress to Stage
3 (Mains Construction)
Water company’s designs should be compatible
with their published Charging Arrangements, and
provide enough information to allow a reasonable
estimate to be derived by the Customer / Water
Company
The extent of contestable work can be shown on
drawings, or in a quotation / quantities document

Customer chooses to carry out their own contestable design work and submit for approval (not self-certify)
Information provided by Customer
Design approval request including design of
proposed water assets that is coordinated
with development proposals. Applications
for design approval should include the
following:
1. Most recent GA of site in CAD format
unmarked and controlled Ref;, Rev;,
Date;
2. Pre-remediation SI report
3. Post remediation SI report
4. Environmental risk assessment
5. Prescribed pipe type
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Comments / standard required
Water companies will review the design to confirm
compliance with its requirements and ensure that
the assets can be accessed / maintained in the long
term.
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6. Water network design drawing (CAD
and PDF)
7. Legal easement drawing (CAD and PDF)
8. List of affected landowners and their
appointed legal representatives
9. Copy F10 notification
10. Main contractor/developers project
health and safety plan
11. Updated project plan 1st water dates
and five years production
12. Temp water supply required date:
13. Permanent source of water supply
Target date
Confirmation of lead designer for the
development (copy of F10) and Main
contractor/developers project health and
safety plan
Fire authority confirmation, or evidence
that a consultation request has been made
(see note 2.3 in the procedures).

Required under CDM 2015

For safety reasons the fire authority must be
consulted on new mains proposals (see note 2.3 in
the procedures,
Acknowledge receipt of complete /
incomplete application. Provide water
company reference, and nominated
contact to support future communication
If application is acceptable provide a
Design approval. If unacceptable provide a
Design rejection with an iitemized list of
rejection grounds
Fully define contestable / non-contestable
works. Outline of any network risks which
may affect SoW connection timing or
method.
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The water company will assess the design and
confirm if the water asset design meets its technical
specification.
The extent of contestable work can be shown on
drawings, or in a quotation / quantities document.
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Stage 3 – Review design/execute adoption agreement
Customer to review design and confirm scope of work
Information provided by Customer

Information provided by Water company

Hold a valid design approval or draft
adoption agreement.

Comments / standard required
Some companies may issue a draft agreement
during Stage 2 which will be a standard model
adoption agreement. However as provided for
under the Code the developer or SLP may seek a
project specific adoption agreement on amended
terms
Plot references will typically be provided to the
customer during stage 7 but water companies are
permitted to vary the timing.

Review the Final mains design and confirm
the scope of work to be delivered by all
parties
Agree Source of Water Target Date
Confirm final fire authority requirements
** by email

Only applies where the Fire and Rescue Service has
expressed a viewpoint.
Receive draft agreement or request for an
adoption agreement.
Review customers proposed allocation of
non-contestable work and provide a draft
or revised Adoption Agreement
If required progress detailed design of noncontestable works and programme any
necessary, Network Reinforcement
Provide any remaining information,
including confirming dates for source of
water availability
If necessary, create plot references
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Stage 4 – Construct Water Mains
Customer chooses to commission water company to carry out contestable design work
Information provided by Customer

Information provided by Water company

Comments / standard required
All main laying works are notified under
whereabouts to allow witness and audit by the
water company at its discretion
All sampling and pressure testing works are notified
under whereabouts to allow witness and audit by
the water company at its discretion
When carrying out Bacteriological test please
provide UKAS ref. number

Prepare method statements and risk
assessments documents
Progress provision of any accredited works.
Update weekly whereabouts
Construct water main in accordance with
final design and adoption agreement
Bacteriological test results from an
approved laboratory clearly indicating date
and time of sampling and sample ** by
email
Pressure test results with, where
appropriate third-party verification of data
logger output ** by email
Submit reasonably required agreed
construction records (accredited work) by
email
Submit latest development Programme by
email
Remedy any defects
Progress provision of any works such as
designing and installing a new branch
connection, advise customer of date **via
email
Any changes made to the above should be
made in accordance with the agreement
and where possible with customer consent
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Carry out coordination and compliance
visits to support design coordination and
alignment with adoption agreement
Confirm availability of water for flushing
and testing
Review provided information and carry out
final site audit if required
Review Development programme and if
necessary, define a flushing programme
Company issue rejection as defect would
have to be remedied **by email
Company issue approval on the condition
that the minor defects are remedied **by
email
Company issues approval **by email
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If major outstanding defect site cannot move
forward to connection
If minor outstanding defect site can move forward
to connection
Site to be in line with the Code of Practice and the
Water Company’s Local practice if applicable
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Stage 5A – Connect Mains (low risk connection of routine inline connection)
Information provided by Customer

Information provided by Water company

Provide as laid detail of mains to be
connected by the piece up water
connection
Prepare method statements and risk
assessments documents

Comply with CDM and HSE requirements

All main laying works will have been notified under
the requirements of Section 3 to allow the water
company to undertake ongoing inspection and
audit at its discretion.
All sampling and pressure testing works are notified
under whereabouts to allow witness and audit by
the water company at its discretion

Bacteriological test results from an
approved laboratory clearly indicating date
and time of sampling and sample ** by
email
Pressure test results with, where
appropriate third-party verification of data
logger output ** by email
Proposed date for works and responsibility
for delivery contact and relevant
procedures for connection to be followed
Provide weekly whereabouts ** by email

Water Companies may authorise a connection using
a safe control of operations process
As built records for final connection required only
(Stage 4 as built records supplied)
The water company is under no obligation to adopt
the new water distribution system or allow the
connection of the new water mains and
communication pipes unless appropriate evidence
of compliance is provided
Flushing may be necessary if likely demand on the
new main is insufficient to maintain a suitable level
of turnover. The Water Company and Customer
agree the anticipated programme and activities
prior to consenting the mains connection.

Works (connection) completion
notification issued by SLO to Water
company within 48 hours of connection.

Submit construction records (accredited
work) and photographs ** by email
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Review application and supporting
documents to determine how SLP could
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evidence competency for activities that lie
outside of WIRS scope. Set out any
requirements regarding connection
method, standby resources, or materials
etc. Set out any additional terms or costs
that would apply.
If no agreement is reached add this work
to the water company scope as a variation
to the agreement. Proceed as “High Risk”
connection in Stage 4.
Water company issues clearance to
proceed subject to identification of Team
Leader and authorised person supervising
works. **by email
Water Company acknowledges receipt and
continuation of clearance to proceed
Water Company confirm network status
and logs work underway. Advises internal
colleagues.
Works completion notification
acknowledged by water company. By
default, this notification is statement that
mains identified at 3 are now vested in the
water company, unless a specific identified
condition precedent has not been met
Update Asset records internally

© Water UK 2019
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Stage 5B – Connect Mains (medium risk connection)
Customer chooses to commission water company to carry out contestable design work
Information provided by Customer
Provide as laid detail of mains to be
connected by the piece up water
connection ** PDF by email
Prepare method statements and risk
assessments documents
Bacteriological test results from an
approved laboratory clearly indicating
date and time of sampling and sample
** by email
Pressure test results with, where
appropriate third-party verification of
data logger output ** by email
Proposed date for works and responsibility
for delivery contact and relevant
procedures for connection to be followed

Provide weekly whereabouts ** by email

Customer confirms to water company 24
hours prior to scheduled piece up
connection that works are going ahead as
per scheduled date ** by email/phone call

© Water UK 2019

Information provided by Water company

Comments / standard required
Comply with CDM and HSE requirements
In accordance with the procedures document,
connection dates will be agreed between the SLP
and water company in advance (stage 5)
Subject to the above, Water companies will be
aware of the connection having been made, either:
(1) by being notified of a completed SLP connection,
or (2) the water company were onsite whilst the
connection works were carried out by the SLP
Water Companies may authorise a connection using
a safe control of operations process
As built records for final connection required only
(Stage 4 as built records supplied)
The water company is under no obligation to adopt
the new water distribution system or allow the
connection of the new water mains and
communication pipes unless appropriate evidence
of compliance is provided
Flushing may be necessary if likely demand on the
new main is insufficient to maintain a suitable level
of turnover. The Water Company and Customer
agree the anticipated programme and activities
prior to consenting the mains connection.
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Works (connection) completion
notification issued by SLO to Water
company within 48 hours of connection.
Submit construction records (accredited
work) and photographs ** by email

© Water UK 2019

Review application and supporting
documents to determine how SLP could
evidence competency for activities that lie
outside of WIRS scope. Set out any
requirements regarding connection
method, standby resources, or materials
etc. Set out any additional terms or costs
that would apply.
If no agreement is reached add this work
to the water company scope as a variation
to the agreement. Proceed as “High Risk”
connection in Stage 4.
Water company issues clearance to
proceed subject to identification of Team
Leader and authorised person supervising
works. **by email
Water Company acknowledges receipt and
continuation of clearance to proceed
Water Company confirm network status
and logs work underway. Advises internal
colleagues.
Works completion notification
acknowledged by water company. By
default, this notification is statement that
mains identified at 3 are now vested in the
water company, unless a specific identified
condition precedent has not been met
Update Asset records internally
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Stage 6 – Vest new mains and correct any defects
Information provided by Customer

If designed by SLP – Notify Fire & Rescue
authority of connected hydrants

Customer to provide proof of notifying Fire
& Rescue ** by email
Customer to await receipt of certificate
before making service connections.

If appropriate Customer to submit Asset
Payment claim ** by email

Information provided by Water company

Comments / standard required
The vesting process legally transfers appropriately
constructed assets to the ownership of the water
company as part of the adoption process. Legal
transfer via vesting can only occur when a
Declaration is made by the water company. These
processes assume that will be done in writing by
the water company as a result of it becoming aware
that the conditions of the agreement have been
satisfied, and that the asset has entered service
successfully
The vesting process should start automatically once
the water company is aware of the connection
having been made during Stage 5.
Service connections can only be made to a vested
water main, and for this reason, the physical work
to make service connections follow the issuing of
the declaration of vesting.
Ensure that leakage and accidental damage is
responded to by the water company. If necessary,
ensure that suitable periodic flushing is carried
either by the water company, or if required in the
adoption agreement, the SLP, to maintain water
quality.

Customer to agree with Water company
schedule for remedial works and
timescales during maintenance period
Customer to confirm who is carrying out
the work

© Water UK 2019
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Customer to agree and determine costs
with water company
If customer carrying out remedial work,
and accidental damage occurs, inform
Water Company.
Water company confirm duration of
Maintenance period and the date
maintenance period has started **by email
Water Company to issue vesting certificate
Confirm final Asset Value (if required for an
Asset Payment)
Water company takes responsibility for the
operation and maintenance of the asset
and updates records
Any remedial works identified, notify
Customer and determine who is
responsible for remedial work. ** by email
Water company to provide list of remedial
works required ** by email
Any remedial works to be carried out by
water company to be invoiced to the
customer

© Water UK 2019
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Stage 7 – Make Service Connections
Information provided by Water company
SLP notifies water company with their
intention to connect a service pipe to a
vested main
Make payment or commit to making
payment later for the administration fees
associated with service connections
Update weekly whereabouts, and make
service connections
SLP fits meter and sends connection
notification to Water Company with
address, customer and meter details
Customer make payment within required
period
Customer to arrange joint site walk to
confirm that the final installation complies
with the adoption agreement

Comments / standard required
All service pipe works notified under whereabouts
to allow witness and audit by the water company at
its discretion

Invoice after completion or service
connection
Validate notification & provide SLP with
consent to progress connections
If not provided already allocate plot
references
Monitor development activity and
programme
Water Company to notify SLP if follow up
work is necessary at this stage or as part of
the final site walk
Water company verifies data received and
arranges any follow-on meter validation
© Water UK 2019
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Invoice raised for infrastructure charge if
not already done so
Water company raises invoice for any
defects arising with the customer works
that were corrected by the water company
Water company to join SLP on joint site
walk

© Water UK 2019
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Appendix F – Model Adoption Agreement
The following draft model agreement is proposed

Model Adoption Agreement (V6)
© Water UK 2019
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DATED

2019

MODEL WATER ADOPTION AGREEMENT
[WATER MAINS & ASSOCIATED INFRASTRUCTURE]

[WATER COMPANY]
-and[SELF LAY PROVIDER]
-and[DEVELOPER]
-and[OWNER]
-and[ADJOINING OWNER]

Model Adoption Agreement (V6)
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[Reference Number]:
TABLE OF CONTENTS

GENERAL CONDITIONS
SCHEDULE 1:

Connection Specification

SCHEDULE 2:

The SLP Programme (indicative water main phasing)

SCHEDULE 3:

Company Works (and Company Charge) (the
works to be carried out by the Company)

SCHEDULE 4:

Payments

SCHEDULE 5:

Dispute Resolution Procedure

Model Adoption Agreement (V6)
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THIS WATER ADOPTION AGREEMENT is made the [XXX] day of 2018.

BETWEEN
1.

[WATER COMPANY] Registered Number [xxx] a company registered in
England and Wales whose registered office is at [Address] (“the
Company”);

2.

[SELF LAY PROVIDER] Registered Number [xxx] a company
registered in England and Wales whose registered office is at (“the
SLP”);

3.

[DEVELOPER] being the Party responsible for the Development with
Registered Company Number [xxx] whose registered office is at
[Address] (“the Developer”);

4.

[None] whose registered office is at [None] (Company registration no.
[None]) (“the Owner”), being the owner of the Site (if not the Developer);

5.

[None] whose registered office is at [None] (Company registration no.
[None]) (“the Adjoining Owner”), being the owner of land adjoining the
Site, in which Self Lay Works are also to be undertaken;
each a "Party" and together the "Parties".

WHEREAS
A. The ‘Code for Adoption Agreements for water and sewerage companies
operating wholly or mainly in England’ issued by Ofwat as amended from
time to time, makes provision in relation to the terms and conditions of an
agreement between the Parties for the connection of a water main and
associated infrastructure to the Company Network in accordance with
section 51A Water Industry Act 1991 (“WIA” or the “Act”).
B. This Adoption Agreement, together with its Schedules and the Procedures
contained within the ‘Water Sector Guidance’ is in the form prescribed by
Ofwat in the Code for Adoption Agreements and is the only agreement
between the parties in respect of the Company Work and the SLP Works
and Developer Work.
C. The Company is a water company appointed under section 6 of the
WIA in whom the Self-Lay Works will vest.
D. The Company carries out the Company Works in accordance with its
obligations in Schedule 3.
Model Adoption Agreement (V6)
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E. The Developer carries out the Developer Works at the Site as set out in
Schedule 1 (Connection Specification).
F. The Developer has appointed the SLP to carry out the SLP Work, at the
Site, on its behalf as set out in Schedule 1 (Connection Specification).
G. The SLP is duly Accredited for the construction of mains and services
and/or routine mains connections.
H. The Developer and/or SLP as appropriate, wish to vest the Contestable
Assets in the Company.
I. The Company has agreed to Adopt the Contestable Assets upon their
satisfactory completion in accordance with this Agreement and the
achievement of certain conditions precedent to the connection.

Model Adoption Agreement (V6)
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GENERAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS
THE PARTIES agree as follows:

1

DEFINITIONS & INTERPRETATION

1.1

In this Agreement, the definitions and rules of interpretation shall have
the following meanings:
Accredited

at all times satisfying the requirements of WIRS
for persons carrying out the design and
construction of Self-Lay Works and “Accredited”
to carry out Self-Lay Works”, “Accredited”,
“Accreditation” the “Accreditation Scheme” and
other cognate expressions shall be construed
accordingly.
Accreditation shall be through W I RS and will
include accreditation in scopes relevant to the
Self-Lay Works as agreed with the Company,
which may include but is not limited to:
1. design;
2. all associated civil engineering works

including excavation,
pipe
laying,
backfilling and permanent reinstatement;
3. project

Act or WIA
Adjoining Land

Adjoining Owner
Adopted Assets
Adoption or
Adopted
Adoption Date

Model Adoption Agreement (V6)
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management (save that no
Company shall be obliged to enter an
adoption agreement with an SLP which is
solely accredited for project management
and does not hold accreditation in respect
of paragraph 2 above;
the Water Industry Act 1991 (as amended);
land, owned by a person other than the
Developer or the Owner of the Site, not being an
adopted highway, where part of the Company
Works or Self Lay Works are to be undertaken
which adjoins the Site, shown edged brown on
the Plan.
the owner of the Adjoining Land;
the
Self-Lay Works (or each Section) after
Adoption;
the point at which the Self-Lay Works or any
Section become vested in the Company under
section 179 of the Act;
the date s t a t e d on t h e D e c l a r a t i o n o f
V e s t i n g , which the Self-Lay Works or any
Section as set out in a D e c l a r a t i o n o f
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Agreement

Applicable Law

V e s t i n g a r e Adopted by the Company in
accordance with clause 9;
this Adoption Agreement, its Schedules and the
Procedures set out in the Water Sector Guidance
in force at the date of this Agreement;
all relevant, applicable, legislation, whether
primary or secondary, regulations or codes of
practice having the force of law, determinations
of any governmental authority (or other body
exercising similar functions), rulings of any UK
court applicable to this agreement and includes
amongst others:
Bribery Act 2010;
Criminal Finance Act 2017;
Construction (Design and Management)
Regulations (CDM);
§ Control of Pollution Act 1974;
§ Environmental Protection Act;
§ Fire and Rescue Services Act 2004;
§ General Data Protection Regulation 2016
and compliance with the law relating to
the use of personal data;
§ Health and Safety at Work Act 1974;
§ New Roads and Street Works Act 1991
(NRSWA), Regulations and Codes of
Practice;
§ public
safety
(including
signing,
pedestrian re-routing, barriers);
§ Traffic Management Act (and permit
schemes) 2004;
§ UK Modern Slavery Act 2015
§ Water
Supply
(Water
Fittings)
Regulations;
§ Water
Supply
(Water
Quality)
Regulations;
§ Waste Duty of Care Code of Practice;
the payment, if any, calculated in accordance
with each Company’s Developer Charging
Arrangements for new connection services;
the code which is binding on all water companies
entitled ‘Code for Adoption Agreements – For
water and sewerage companies operating wholly
or mainly in England’ published by Ofwat in
November 2017 as updated or amended;
the sum listed in Schedule 3 to be paid to the
Company in respect of the Company Works;
the design of the Self-Lay Works commissioned
by the (SLP/Developer) and produced by the
Company;
§
§
§

Asset Payment

Code for Adoption
Agreements or the
“Code”

Company Charge
Company Design

Model Adoption Agreement (V6)
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Company Works

Confidential
Information

Connection
Specification

Contestable Assets
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the items listed in Schedule 3 to be carried
out and completed by the Company. Where no
Company Works are to be undertaken, this shall
be specifically stated in Schedule 3;
all information (whether written, oral or in some
other form) disclosed to or obtained by one
party (whether directly or indirectly) from the
other (whether before or after the signing of this
Agreement), including all information relating to
that other’s business, operations, systems,
processes, products, trade secrets, know-how,
contracts (including but not limited to this
Agreement), finances, plans, strategies or
current, former or prospective clients, Clients,
partners or consultants (together with copies
made of any of the foregoing) and which
information is marked as being confidential or
might reasonably be assumed to be
confidential, but excluding information which is:
(a) available to the public other than because
of any breach of this Agreement;
(b) when it is supplied, already known to
whoever it is disclosed to in circumstances
in which they are not prevented from
disclosing it to others; or
(c) independently obtained by whoever it is
disclosed to in circumstances in which they
are not prevented from disclosing it to
others;
the design and technical requirements for the
Self-Lay Works, listed in Schedule 1 which shall
contain as a minimum, the following:
(i)
either the Company Design or the SLP
Design as appropriate;
(ii)
the Plan;
(iii)
Land Rights (including confirmation by
Developer
of
the
affected
landowner(s);
(iv)
A table clearly identifying which
elements of the Self-Lay Works are
Developer Works and SLP Works
respectively
and
allocating
responsibility for them;
those Self-Lay Works [ which are shown coloured
[ ] on the Plan] which will form part of the
Network upon Adoption but excluding works
which do not form part of, or are not necessary
to support the assets (e.g. excludes
reinstatement).
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Data Protection
Legislation

Day(s)

Declaration of
Vesting
Defect

Defects Correction
Period

Design &
Construction
Standards
Developer Works

Development
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all applicable data protection and privacy
legislation in force from time to time in the UK
including the General Data Protection Regulation
((EU) 2016/679), the Data Protection Act 2018,
the Privacy and Electronic Communications
Directive 2002/58/EC (as updated by Directive
2009/136/EC) and the Privacy and Electronic
Communications Regulations 2003 (SI 2003 No.
2426) and the guidance and codes of practice
issued by the relevant supervisory authority and
applicable to a party;
any working day other than a Saturday or
Sunday, or Christmas Day, Good Friday or any
day which is a bank holiday in England and
Wales under the Banking and Financial Dealings
Act 1971;
certificate conf irm in g the da te of Ad opt ion
b y t he Compan y a nd issued by the Company
pursuant to clause 11;
any defect including but not limited to: work not
constructed in accordance with the Connection
Specification, the Procedures and Design
Standards, faults caused by poor workmanship
or a flaw in the installed materials, damage to the
Self-Lay Works occurring on or before the
Adoption Date; any damage occurring during the
Defects Correction Period arising out of any
cause occurring prior to the Adoption Date, or
damage resulting from the rectification of defects
by the SLP and/or Developer;
the period commencing on the Adoption Date
and:
(i) with respect to Defects relating to
permanent reinstatement of the highway,
expiring on the second anniversary of the
Adoption Date); and
(ii) with respect to all other Defects, expiring
on the first anniversary of the Adoption
Date;
Those standards which are published annually
by the Company.
those parts of the Self-Lay Works listed in the
Connection Specification to be carried out and
completed by the Developer;
the Site on which a development will be carried
out by the Developer on which there are or will
be buildings which require connection with,
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Encumbrance

Force Majeure

and/or modification of, existing Water Mains in
accordance with the Plan in Schedule 1
(Connection Specification) and Schedule (3)
(Company Works);
any charge, lien, r e s t r i c t i o n , hire purchase
agreement, option, conditional sale or credit sale
agreement or any other interest or right of any
other person;
any act, event or circumstances beyond the
control of a Party including those which arises
from or are attributable to:
(a) a Network Emergency;
(b) fire, flood, explosion, earthquake, storm
or other natural disaster;
(c) civil commotion, hostilities (whether war
is declared or not), sabotage, terrorist
attack, chemical, biological or nuclear
contamination;

Good Industry
Practice

Insolvency Event

Intellectual
Property Rights
(IPR’s)

Land Rights
Model Adoption Agreement (V6)
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(d) compliance with any change in Applicable
Law;
the exercise of that degree of skill, diligence,
prudence and foresight which would reasonably
and ordinarily be expected from a skilled and
experienced contractor engaged in the same
type of undertaking under the same or similar
circumstances;
a Party ceasing to trade or having a receiver,
administrative receiver, administrator, trustee or
manager appointed over the whole or any
substantial part of its assets or undertaking, or
becoming insolvent or going into liquidation
(unless such liquidation is for the purposes of a
solvent reconstruction or amalgamation), or
making any arrangement or composition with
any class or all of its creditors generally or
otherwise being unable to meet its debts as they
fall due or taking or suffering any similar action
in consequence of debt;
copyright, patent, trademark, service marks,
design rights, registered designs, sui generis
rights, know-how, confidential information, trade
or business names or other similar rights
together with applications for any of the
foregoing;
rights, free from Encumbrances in, under or over
land for the construction, installation, operation,
Appendix F-10

Land Rights
Criteria

Levels of Service
(LoS)
Network

repair, inspection, maintenance, renewal or use
of the Self-Lay Works and/or the Company
Works or for access to them;
the reasonable criteria issued by the Company
on or before the date of this Agreement,
providing the Company’s requirements for Land
Rights;
the service levels set out in Stages 4,5,6, and 7
of the Procedures against which the Company is
measured;
the Company’s water supply assets comprising:
(i)

Network
Emergency

Network
Reinforcement
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any reservoirs and other places of water
storage and any treatment works
developed or maintained by the Company
for the purpose of compliance with its
duty under section 37 of the Act;
(ii)
any water mains and other pipes which it
is the Company’s duty to develop and
maintain by virtue of section 37 of the
Water Industry Act 1991;
(iii)
any pipes of the Company which are used
for the purposes of supplying water
outside the Water Undertaker’s area
pursuant to section 66A (8) of the Water
Industry Act 1991;
(iv)
those assets marked on a map of
waterworks pursuant to section 198 WIA;
in this context refers to:
(i) the Security and Emergency Measures
(Water and Sewerage Undertakers)
Direction 1998 (“SEMD”);
(ii) the Security and Emergency Measures
(Water Undertakers) Direction 2006;
(iii) advice and guidance issued under the
provisions of section 208 of the Water
Industry Act 1991 and/or the Civil
Contingencies Act 2004 or a national
security event; and
(iv) unplanned events and incidents to the
Network requiring a diversion of
Company resources including, drinking
water
quality
incidents,
pollution
incidents, flooding, droughts and burst
mains;
works (if any) requested by the Company to be
carried out by the SLP or the Developer as part of the
Self-Lay Works that are:
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NRSWA
Ofwat
Phasing
Programme

Plan

Point of
Connection

Premises

Procedures

Schedule(s)
Section

Self-Lay Works
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(a) changes to the Self-Lay Works for the
provision of water supply services in addition
to those for which the Developer and/or SLP
is proposing to construct the Self-Lay Works
where the Company considers that the works
are, or are likely, to be needed for such
purpose;
(b) to provide or modify such other water mains,
tanks, service reservoirs as is necessary in
consequence
of
the
SLP/Developer
proposed connections;
(c) additional works resulting from the
specification by the Company of an
alternative location for the Point of
Connection;
New Roads and Street Works Act 1991
The Water Services Regulation Authority;
the programme of works listed in Schedule 2
provided by the SLP to the Company for
indicative purposes only in accordance with
clause (6) of this Agreement and maintained,
updated and circulated by the SLP from time to
time;
the plan and such other drawings listed in the
Connection Specification, showing the Site, the
Adjoining Land and the layout of the Self-Lay
Works;
the point (or points) of connection to the Network
at which a supply of water can flow between the
Self-Lay Works and the Network as set out in
Schedule 1 (Connection Specification) of this
Agreement;
Buildings or parts of buildings and land within the
curtilage of those buildings to which the
Company provides or will provide (directly or
indirectly) a supply of water;
those procedures and Levels of Service (LoS)
contained within the Water Sector Guidance
setting out the processes, steps and measures
in relation to the services provided by each Party
to this Agreement;
reference to this Agreement includes the
Schedules to the Agreement;
any part of the Self-Lay Works identified as such
in Schedule 2 (The Programme) and in respect
of which a Declaration of Vesting is to be issued;
the construction of the Water Main required to
serve the Development on the Site together with
accessories as defined in the Act and the laying
of communication pipes and Service Pipe
Appendix F-12

Service Pipe

Site

SLP or Self Lay
Provider
SLP Design

SLP Works

Start Date

Statutory Consents

Street Works
Legislation

Vests or Vesting
Water Fittings
Regulations

Water Main
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connections to the Water Main, to be carried out
by the SLP and/or Developer, together with all
necessary works of reinstatement to the land or
to any street.
means so much of a pipe which is, or is to be,
connected with a water main for supplying water
from that main to any Premises as:
(a) is or is to be subject to water pressure from
that main; or
(b) would be so subject but for the closing of
some valve, and includes part of any service
pipe
the lands and other places shown edged green
on the Plan at, on, under, over or through which
the Self-Lay Works are to be constructed or
installed or work is to be carried out;
the duly Accredited Self Lay Provider;
a numbered design for the Self-Lay Works
which has been p r o d u c e d b y t h e S L P ( o r
its accredited subcontractor) and
submitted to the Company for acceptance.
those parts of the Self-Lay Works listed in the
Connection Specification, to be carried out by
the SLP;
the date agreed by the Parties in writing being
the date that the Self-Lay Works shall
commence;
all consents, licences, permissions and approval
of any kind required under any statute or
subordinate legislation including planning
permission and building regulation approval but
excluding any which are made or given under
Street Works Legislation;
New Roads and Street Works Act 1991
(“NRSWA”), Traffic Management Act 2004 and
any other Act governing the carrying out of
Street Works in a Street. (“Street”, “Street
Authority” and “Street Works” shall be defined
accordingly);
conferring ownership of the relevant assets on
the Company;
The Water Supply (Water Fittings) Regulations
1999 or any other regulations made by the
Secretary of State in accordance with section 74
of the Act;
the water main (including accessories as defined
in the Water Industry Act 1991) to be constructed
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Water Sector
Guidance

WIRS

by the SLP as part of the Self-Lay Works along
the route shown approximately on the Plan.
The document (as amended from time to time)
approved by Ofwat under paragraph 3.2.4 of the
Code in respect of the processes to be followed
by the Parties from the Point of Connection
application to the signing of the Water Adoption
Agreement;
the Water Industry Registration Scheme
operated by Lloyds Register EMEA on behalf of
Water UK and its members, which certifies the
competence of companies undertaking self-lay
works or such other scheme as replaces it from
time to time;

1.2

This Agreement as defined under Section 51A of the Act, sets out the entire
agreement and understanding between the Parties in relation to the
Adoption of the Self-Lay Works.

1.3

In the event of any conflict or ambiguity, the general conditions and
Schedules to this Adoption Agreement shall prevail over the Water Sector
Guidance.

1.4

If no details are shown for any of the Parties (other than the Company,
Developer and SLP who are mandatory) it shall be assumed there is no
such Party.

1.5

If more than one person is named as one of the Parties to this Agreement,
then any covenants, agreements, liabilities or statements made by that
Party shall be deemed to be made by those persons jointly and severally.

1.6

References to gender shall include either gender or a corporate identity
and the singular shall include the plural.

1.7

References to an Act of Parliament include any statutory modification or
re-enactment thereof for the time being in force and all regulations, orders
and codes of practice made under that Act of Parliament and any
modification or replacement thereof.

1.8

The Interpretation Act 1978 shall apply for the purposes of interpretation
of this Agreement as it applies to the interpretation of an Act of
Parliament.

2

COMMENCEMENT & DURATION

2.1

This Agreement begins on the date it is signed by the last Party to it.
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2.2

Unless terminated earlier in accordance with clause 20 (Termination), this
Agreement shall continue until the last of the Contestable Assets has been
Adopted and a Declaration of Vesting has been issued.

3

DESIGN OF THE SELF-LAY WORKS

3.1

Subject to clause 3.2, the Self-Lay Works shall be constructed in
accordance with either the Company Design or SLP Design as applicable,
as set out in the Connection Specification.

3.2

The design of the Self-Lay Works may only be changed or modified during
the term of this Agreement in accordance with the provisions of clause 19
(Variation).

4

WARRANTIES

4.1

Each Party warrants to the other Party that:
(a)
(b)

4.2

the persons entering into this Agreement on its behalf are duly
authorised to do so; and
that the Parties shall comply with all Applicable Law in force from
time to time.

The Parties further undertake and warrant that they will carry out the SelfLay Works and the Company Works on the terms set out in this Agreement
and in accordance with:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

Good Industry Practice;
the Connection Specification in Schedule 1;
Company Works in Schedule 3;
the Water Sector Guidance and Procedures including the Levels of
Service;
the applicable Statutory Consents; and
any applicable Design & Construction Standards.

4.3

Nothing in this Agreement shall imply any obligation on the Company to
ensure that the Self-Lay Works or any Section are properly constructed.

5.

LAND RIGHTS,
ACCESS

5.1

Where the Site is in the freehold ownership of a party named as Owner or
there is Adjoining Land, the Developer confirms and warrants that it has
carried out all necessary title investigations and that it, the Owner, and the
Adjoining Owner have sufficient, unencumbered right and title between
them such that the Water Main can be lawfully laid in accordance with this
Agreement. For the avoidance of doubt, the Company shall have no
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STATUTORY

CONSENTS

AND
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obligation to exercise its statutory powers in order to confer such right or
title in favour of the Developer.
5.2

The Developer, Owner, and Adjoining Owner grant to the Company an
unrestricted right of access to their land for any of the purposes set out in
this Agreement provided that:
(a)
(b)

(c)
(d)

they may direct the route of such access, ensuring that it is
reasonably suitable for those purposes;
they may impose reasonable conditions for the purposes of
protecting the health or safety of any person or the integrity of any
asset;
the Company will use reasonable endeavours to minimize damage
in exercising those rights;
those rights are exercised only to the extent that it is reasonable
and necessary to do so for the purposes of this Agreement and the
exercise of the Company’s statutory functions.

5.3

Where required by the Land Rights Criteria, the Developer and/or SLP
shall, at its or their own cost, grant (if competent to do so) or otherwise
apply for, negotiate and procure Land Rights in favour of the Company in
respect of the Self-Lay Works.

5.4

Where the Developer or SLP is unable to obtain any Land Right required
under clause 5.3, the Company may at its sole discretion elect to use its
statutory powers to obtain that Land Right under the Act. The Developer
and/or SLP shall pay the Company’s reasonable costs (including any
professional fees and disbursements) incurred in obtaining the same. For
the avoidance of doubt, this clause shall survive expiry or earlier
termination of this Agreement.

5.5

Where the Self-Lay Works require Statutory Consents, the SLP shall apply
for and obtain the same, and shall comply with all relevant legislative
requirements.

5.6

The Company shall only be required to apply for a Statutory Consent
where:
(a)
(b)

5.7

any Statutory Consent obtained by the SLP and/or Developer would
not be transferrable to the Company; or
the SLP does not have the legal authority or is otherwise
unable to obtain the same.

Where the Company is required to apply for a Statutory Consent under
clause 5.6, the SLP shall notify the Company and shall provide reasonable
assistance to the Company, in seeking to obtain the said Statutory
Consents. The SLP shall reimburse the Company’s reasonable costs
incurred (including reasonable professional fees and disbursements).
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5.8

The grant of such Land Rights, the rights of access set out in clause 5.2
and any Statutory Consents shall be completed at law (including any
necessary registrations with any competent authority) prior to and as a
condition of the Company:
(a)
carrying out a Connection;
(b)
carrying out the Company Works; and
(c)
issuing a Declaration of Vesting.

5.9

To the extent that the need for Land Rights and/or Statutory Consents
arises solely to achieve a Network Reinforcement, the Company shall be
liable for any reasonable additional costs incurred by the Developer or the
SLP as a direct consequence of such Network Reinforcement. In the event
that the Developer or SLP is unable to obtain any Land Right, Statutory
Consent, or other third party consent which is required solely to achieve a
Network Reinforcement, the Company shall assume responsibility for
obtaining such right or may, at its sole discretion but with the agreement of
the other Parties, vary the specification for the proposed Network
Reinforcement to remove the requirement to obtain such right.

6.

ADJOINING LAND

6.1

Where any part of the Self-Lay Works shall be constructed in Adjoining
Land then the Adjoining Owner shall be a party to this Agreement for the
sole purpose of acknowledging and consenting to the arrangements set
out in this Agreement between the Developer, SLP and Company and
agreeing to the covenants set out in clause 5.2. The Adjoining Owner shall
have no liability under this Agreement for the construction and future
maintenance or repair of the Self-Lay Works.

6.2

The Adjoining Owner hereby agrees and consents to the arrangements in
this Agreement relating to Adjoining Land and to the Adoption of the SelfLay Works and acknowledges that the Company shall be entitled to carry
out its statutory rights under the Act in respect of the Adjoining Land on or
after the Adoption Date.

7.

PHASING PROGRAMME & WEEKLY WHEREABOUTS REPORT

7.1

The SLP shall promptly supply the Company with an updated version of
the Indicative Phasing Programme set out in Schedule 2 of this Agreement
in the event of any material change to the timing or sequence of the SelfLay Works.

7.2

The SLP shall provide the Company with a ‘Weekly Whereabouts Report’
pursuant to Procedure Stages 4 and 7. The Report shall be submitted to
the Company no less than three (3) calendar days in advance of the work
commencing.

7.3

The Weekly Report shall contain the information as defined in the Minimum
Information section of the Water Sector Guidance.
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7.4

Failure to provide, adhere to, or update the Weekly Report may result in
an inspection request under clause 8.4 (c).

8.

INSPECTION

8.1

Prior to Adoption, the Developer, Owner and Adjoining Owner agree, and
the SLP shall procure, that the Company shall have access to the Self-Lay
Works and the Site, at all reasonable times prior to Adoption to inspect the
Self-Lay Works and all materials used or intended for use in the Self-Lay
Works.

8.2

After Adoption of the Self Lay Works or any Section, the provisions of
clause 13 (Defect Correction Period) shall apply.

8.3

The Company may for the purposes of verifying compliance with this
Agreement, upon reasonable notice in writing, request the SLP and/or
Developer to uncover or make openings in any part of the Self-Lay Works
for inspection. Such notice shall specify the grounds on which the request
has been made. If the SLP and/or Developer fail to comply with the
requirement, the Company may open-up the relevant part(s) of the SelfLay Works.

8.4

The Company shall pay all reasonable costs incurred by the SLP and/or
Developer in connection with such opening-up and reinstatement
(including reasonable administrative costs and substantiated, incidental
expenses) except where:
(a) inspection of the Self-Lay Works reveals any material non-compliance
with the requirements of this Agreement;
(b) the Self-Lay Works had commenced before the Start Date;
(c) the Company has issued a notice under clause 8.1 because it was
unable to inspect the works due to an SLP failure to comply with the
Weekly Whereabouts Report provisions in clause 7.

8.5

The SLP and/or Developer shall pay all reasonable costs incurred by the
Company under clause 8.4(a-c) in connection with such opening-up and
reinstatement (including reasonable administrative costs and
substantiated, incidental expenses) or in accordance with the Company’s
charges where such inspection charges are published in its Developer
Charging Arrangements.

9.

STREET
WORKS
LICENCE
(NRSWA)
AUTHORITY VESTING NOTIFICATION

9.1

In carrying out the Self-Lay Works in a highway maintainable, or a highway
which has been declared to be prospectively maintainable at the public
expense, the SLP shall:
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(a)

obtain a Street Works Licence under section 50 NRSWA in its own name
from the street authority for the street; and

(c)

comply fully with the requirements of the Street Works Legislation
regarding the supervision of the Self-Lay Works by a qualified supervisor
and the presence on site of a trained operative to the extent that such
provisions are for the time being in force.

9.2

The SLP shall, within (10) ten Days’ of the Adoption Date, notify the
highway authority that the Contestable Assets laid by the SLP under a
section 50 Licence have been Adopted by the Company such that the
highway authority may update its asset and inspection register.

10

CONNECTION

10.1 Subject to clause 10.2 below, the SLP and the Company shall, in
accordance with the Procedures, agree the date on which the Contestable
Assets or each Section are to be connected.
10.2 It shall be a precondition of Adoption and the Company shall not be obliged
to connect the Self-Lay Works to the Network unless and until:
(a)

all necessary, agreed Land Rights have been granted in favour of the
Company;

(b)

all necessary Statutory Consents are vested with the Company;

(c)

the Company has received those parts of the ‘as-laid’ plans as required by
Procedures Stages 4 and 5 in respect of the Contestable Assets to be
Adopted, complete with any associated equipment manuals, test and
specialist associated maintenance equipment; and

(d)

satisfactory results of pressure, bacteriological and chemical testing in
accordance with the Company’s Design & Construction Standards.

(e)

the SLP confirm and warrant that all necessary Intellectual Property Rights have
been acquired.

10.3 The SLP and/or the Developer shall prior to connection, supply to the
Company evidence of all the items required under clause 10.2. This
information may be provided to the Company electronic communication
including email.
11

ADOPTION AND DECLARATION OF VESTING

11.1 Provided that the SLP and/or Developer has complied in all respects with
the Procedures and with the terms of this Agreement, the Company shall,
within 1 Day of any connection of the Self-Lay Works or each Section of it,
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issue by email (or other electronic means), a dated Declaration of Vesting
to the SLP.
12

POST-ADOPTION

12.1 Following Adoption, the SLP, Developer and Company shall treat the
Adopted Self-Lay Works or Adopted Section in all respects as the property
of the Company and from that time as forming part of the Company’s
Network and comply with all procedures and rules issued by the Company
relating to work on, or near the Network.
12.2 With respect to the Adopted Self-Lay Works or Adopted Section, the SLP
shall, if requested to do so by the Company:
(a)

assign to the Company any warranties that the SLP has obtained in respect
to the Adopted Self-Lay Works or Adopted Assets; and/or

(b)

enforce any such warranties or other rights as the SLP may have in respect
to the Adopted Self-Lay Works or Adopted Section at the SLP’s cost.

12.3 In respect of service connections post Adoption:

13

(a)

the Developer warrants and confirms to the Company that the water
fittings within all buildings served by the Contestable Assets comply
fully with the Water Supply (Water Fitting) Regulations 1999;

(b)

in accordance with Procedures Stage 7 (Note 7.6), the SLP warrants
and confirms that it has satisfied itself that the minimum plumbing and
private supply pipes within all premises served by the Contestable
Assets comply, so far as it is reasonably able to ascertain, with the
Water Supply (Water Fitting) Regulations 1999. The SLP shall provide
the Company with a written statement, setting out the steps it has taken
to assure itself of that compliance.

DEFECTS CORRECTION PERIOD & DAMAGE TO ADOPTED
ASSETS

13.1 During the Defects Correction Period, the Company may on reasonable
suspicion of the existence of a Defect request that the SLP or Developer
search for that Defect, providing reasonable and substantiated grounds for
the request. Searching may include:
(a)

uncovering, dismantling, re-covering and re-erecting Adopted Self-Lay
Works;

(b)

providing materials and samples for tests and inspections done by the
Company;
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13.2 Where no Defect is found, the Company shall pay to the SLP or Developer
all reasonable costs incurred, arising from clause 13.1 including
reasonable administrative costs and substantiated, incidental expenses.
13.3 Where a Defect is identified by any Party, or any other matter which the
notifying Party reasonably believes does not comply with this Agreement
during the Defects Correction Period, it shall within (5) five Days of
becoming aware of the Defect give written notice specifying the nature of
the Defect to all Parties.
13.4 Neither the SLP nor the Developer shall undertake remedial work in
respect of any Defect to the Adopted Assets unless instructed otherwise
by the Company in accordance with clause 13.5.
13.5 On receipt of a written request from the Company, the SLP shall at no cost
to the Company, carry out any remedial works which the Company in
consultation with the SLP, reasonably consider to be necessary.
13.6 Where the Developer and/or the SLP has undertaken the remedial works
at the written request of the Company in accordance with clause 13.5, the
Defects Correction Period in respect of the relevant Section(s) will re-start
from the date of (re-connection of the Adopted Self-Lay Works) completion
of such remedial work.
13.7 The Developer and/or the SLP indemnify the Company for any reasonable
losses or costs suffered or incurred by the Company where it elects to
rectify a Defect arising during the Defect Correction Period, pursuant to this
clause 13 and shall, within (28) twenty-eight calendar days of receipt of an
invoice from the Company, reimburse all reasonable costs incurred by the
Company in fault repair, reinstatement or rectification of defects relating to,
or associated with, the Adopted Assets during the Defects Correction
Period.
13.8 Any damage, howsoever occurring to the Adopted Assets, which is not a
Defect shall be the responsibility of the Developer (except to the extent the
damage is caused or contributed to by the Company) until such time that
the CDM Regulations are no longer applicable to the Site. The Developer
indemnifies the Company against all reasonable losses and costs suffered
or incurred by the Company in connection with fault repair, reinstatement
or rectification of any damaged Adopted Asset.

13.9 Further, the Developer agrees and acknowledges that unless instructed
otherwise, in writing by the Company, work to repair damage to or reinstate
Adopted Assets may only be performed by the Company and that neither
the Developer, nor the SLP on its behalf, may undertake work to rectify
damage to Adopted Assets.
14. LIABILITIES
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14.1 The Parties shall not be liable for any breach of this Agreement caused
directly or indirectly by Force Majeure or by a Network Emergency.
14.2 Subject to clauses 14.3 and 14.4, each Party’s total liability for all matters
arising under or in connection with this Agreement and on termination,
including all legal costs, awards of interest and applicable VAT is limited to
(£5m) five million pounds sterling and applies in contract, tort, and statute.
14.3 Nothing in this Agreement shall operate to exclude or restrict a Party's
liability for:
(a)

death or personal injury;

(b)

fraud or any other matter if and to the extent that, under the law of England,
liability for it cannot be excluded, restricted or limited as against the other
Party in the context of this Agreement;

(c)

breaches of confidentiality in accordance with clause 27; and

(d)

breaches of Data Protection Laws in clause 28.

14.4 No Party is liable to the other (except where this Agreement provides for
an indemnity) for any of the following losses or damages, whether direct or
indirect, arising out of, or in connection with this Agreement:
(a) loss of actual or anticipated profits; or
(b) loss of revenue; or
(c) loss of use; or
(d) loss of contract; or
(e) loss of business opportunity; or
(f) loss of anticipated savings; or
(g) loss of goodwill; or
(h) injury to reputation.
15

PAYMENTS

15.1 In consideration of the performance of their respective obligations under
this Agreement, the Parties shall make any payments due in the amounts
and at the intervals as follows:
(a)

where any payments are due to be paid by the SLP to the Company, they
shall be made in accordance with the requirements of Schedule 3
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(Company Works and Charges). Charges for Company Works are fixed for
the first [12] twelve months of this Agreement and thereafter are subject to
change and shall be payable at the rate set out in the Company’s published
Charging Arrangements prevailing thereafter;
(b)

where any payments, including any Asset Payment where applicable, are
due to be paid by the Company to the Developer, they shall be paid in
accordance with the requirements of Schedule 4 (Payments).

15.2 Where appropriate, the SLP shall pay to the Company the charges for the
Company Works required in accordance with Schedule 3. The Parties
acknowledge that these charges are indicative only (i.e. current at the date
of signature of this Agreement) but shall be payable at the rate (as set out
in the Company’s Charging Arrangements) prevailing at the date of the
Declaration of Vesting of the Self-Lay Works or relevant section of them.
Unless stated otherwise, all payments are exclusive of VAT which shall be
added at the applicable rate.
15.3 Unless mutually agreed otherwise by the relevant Parties, all payments due
under this Agreement, shall be paid within (28) twenty-eight calendar days
of the date of any undisputed invoice or in the case of any Asset Payment,
within (28) twenty-eight calendar days of the date of the Declaration of
Vesting.
15.4 If a Party fails to pay an undisputed amount by the due date, interest may
be charged on the overdue amount from the due date up to the date of
actual payment, before and after judgment at the rate of 2.5% above the
Bank of England base rate. Interest shall accrue on a daily basis and be
compounded quarterly.
15.5 The Parties shall pay all amounts due under this Adoption Agreement
without set off or deduction, counterclaim or withholding.
16

FORCE MAJEURE

16.1 If any Party becomes unable to carry out its obligations under this
Agreement due to a circumstance of Force Majeure, this Agreement shall
remain in full force and effect except that all Parties’ obligations (other than
obligations as to payment) shall be suspended without liability for a period
equal to the circumstance of Force Majeure provided that:
(a) the suspension of performance is of no greater scope and of no longer
duration than is required by the Force Majeure;
(b) no obligations of either Party that arose before the Force Majeure
causing the suspension of performance are excused as a result of the
Force Majeure; and
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(c) the non-performing Party shall use all reasonable efforts to remedy its
inability to perform.
17

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

17.1 Insofar as the Intellectual Property Rights existing in respect of anything
used in or required for the Self-Lay Works or their operation, repair,
maintenance or replacement are the property of the Developer and/or the
SLP, the Parties respectively grant to the Company a royalty-free, nonexclusive and irrevocable licence to use, reproduce, modify, adapt and
translate any of the works, designs or inventions incorporated in anything
used or required as aforesaid for all purposes relating to the Network.
17.2 The Developer and/or SLP warrant that all necessary Intellectual Property
Rights will be acquired prior to Adoption.
17.3 The Developer and/or SLP shall indemnify the Company against all
reasonable losses, costs and expenses suffered or incurred by the
Company arising out of any claim by any third Party that the use by the
Company of the licensed intellectual property infringes that third Party’s
rights.
18

WAIVER

18.1 No act or omission of any Party shall by itself amount to a waiver of any right
or remedy unless expressly stated by that Party in writing nor shall any
reasonable delay in exercising any right or remedy by itself constitute a
waiver of that right or remedy.
18.2 No amendments to this Agreement shall have any effect whatsoever unless
made in writing and signed on behalf of all Parties.
19

VARIATION & NETWORK RE-INFORCEMENT

19.1 The Company may from time to time, by notice in writing, request the SLP
and/or Developer to undertake works or to modify the design, materials or
manner of construction of the Self-Lay Works in order to achieve a Network
Reinforcement. Upon receiving any such notice, the SLP shall provide a
reasonable price for the works (“Quotation”) or provide reasonable written
grounds for declining the request, such reply not to be unreasonably
withheld or delayed. The SLP shall, upon acceptance in writing of the
Quotation by the Company, make and implement the requested modification
to the Self-Lay Works on the basis set out in the Quotation and the Parties
shall continue to follow the relevant Procedures in respect of the Network
Reinforcement.
19.2 No Party shall make any variation to the Schedules of this Agreement
without the prior, written agreement of the all Parties and every significant
variation shall be annexed to this Agreement. Any change which requires
the re-issue of the Plan, or recalculation of the Asset Payment, if any, shall
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be considered a significant variation. Where any Party proposes a variation,
which for the purposes of this clause may include a Network Reinforcement,
they shall use reasonable endeavours to agree how to proceed, including
(where necessary) arranging to meet to discuss the potential variation,
visiting the Site and recalculating any payments under this Agreement.

20

TERMINATION OF AGREEMENT

20.1 This Agreement shall terminate upon the Self-Lay Works not being
commenced within (2) two years of the Start Date;
20.2 The Company may at its sole discretion terminate this Agreement:
(a) by written notice if either of the SLP or Developer is subject to an
Insolvency Event;
(b) if an SLP loses its WIRS Accreditation appropriate to the circumstances
of this Agreement.
20.3 Any Party may terminate this Agreement by giving the other written notice
if:
(a) the other materially breaches any term of this Agreement and it is not
possible to remedy that breach;
(b) the other materially breaches any term of this Agreement and it is
possible to remedy that breach, but the other fails to do so within (20)
twenty Days of being requested in writing to do so.
20.4 The Parties may, at any time, terminate this Agreement by mutual, written
consent.
20.5 Any Party may terminate this Agreement with immediate effect, on written
notice, in the event that another Party is in breach of the Bribery Act 2010.
21

SURVIVAL ON TERMINATION OR EXPIRY

21.1 Termination of this Agreement shall not affect any rights or obligations
which may have accrued prior to and including the date of such termination
and any provision of this Agreement that expressly or by implication is
intended to come into or continue in force on or after termination or expiry
of this agreement including clauses 5 (Land Rights), 13 (Defect
Correction Period) and 14 (Liability), shall remain in full force and effect.
22

DISPUTES

22.1 All questions, disputes, claims or differences which may arise at any time
in relation to this Agreement, shall be resolved in accordance with the
procedures set out in Schedule 5.
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22.2 Failing resolution of the dispute, claim or proceeding under this clause 22
and Schedule 5, the matter may be referred to the exclusive jurisdiction of
the English Courts.
23

NOTICES

For the purposes of this clause 23:
“Delivery Hours”

means 09:00 to 17:00 on a day which is not a Saturday or
Sunday or Christmas Day, Good Friday or any day
which is a bank holiday in England and Wales under
the Banking and Financial Dealings Act 1971.

23.1 All notices to be given to a Party under this Agreement shall be in writing
and shall be marked for the attention of the person authorised in this
Agreement.
23.2

Notices may be served:
(a) by hand (including courier) during Delivery Hours. If delivered by
hand outside Delivery Hours, notice will be treated as received at the
next start of Delivery Hours; or
(b) sent by first class pre-paid post or guaranteed next day delivery post
both with delivery confirmation or receipt (for example special
delivery) to the address. Notice will be treated as received on the
later of actual receipt and 9.00 am on the Day after posting if posted
on a Day, and on the later of actual receipt and 9.00 am on the second
Day after posting if not posted on a Day; or
(c) by email to the email address of the authorised person(s) for the Party
in this Agreement as notified by the Parties from time to time. Notice
by email will be treated as received during Delivery Hours on the Day
it is sent and if it is received outside of Delivery Hours, notice will be
treated as received at the next start of Delivery Hours.
Save that notice to terminate this Agreement and the formal
commencement of a legal dispute under clause 31 must be sent to
the registered address of the other Party or Parties and may not be
sent by email.

23.3 A Party may change the details recorded for it under this Agreement by
written notice to the other Parties in accordance with clause 23.1.
24

THIRD PARTY RIGHTS & ASSIGNMENT

24.1 Subject to section 51(A) 9 WIA, this Agreement is personal to the Parties
and no one other than the Parties to this Agreement shall have any right
to enforce any of its terms.
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24.2 No Party may assign or transfer the benefit or burden of this Agreement
without the written consent of the other Parties, such consent not to be
unreasonably withheld or delayed, but no consent shall be required to an
assignment or transfer which is necessary for the purposes of the solvent
reconstruction or amalgamation of any of the Parties, or upon the
appointment under section 6 of the Act of another person as the water
undertaker for the area including the Site.
25

SUB-CONTRACTING

25.1 Both the SLP and Developer may sub-contract any part of the Self-Lay
Works provided always that:
(i)

only appropriately Accredited sub-contractors (as defined in this
Agreement and in accordance with the Procedures, may be engaged in the
performance of the Self-Lay Works. The SLP shall remain liable at all times
for the acts and omissions of its sub-contractor and shall not be relieved of
any of its obligations under this Agreement; and

(ii)

the SLP and/or Developer inform the Company in writing, providing full
details of the sub-contractor, prior to the commencement of work by that
sub-contractor.

25.2 The SLP and Developer shall procure that any of their subcontractors
comply with the Applicable Law in the delivery of this Agreement.
26

RECORDS

26.1 The SLP shall produce and maintain adequate records with respect to the
laying of water mains and/or services in accordance with Applicable Law.
Such procedures and records shall be provided to the Company free of
charge on reasonable request.
27

CONFIDENTIALITY

27.1 Each party shall:
(a) keep confidential all Confidential Information of the other party which it
receives in connection with this Agreement;
(b) not copy or reproduce any part of it without the prior written approval
of the other party, except as strictly necessary for the performance of
its obligations under this Agreement;
(c) apply to it no lesser security measures and degree of care than those
which it takes in protecting its own Confidential Information and in any
event no less than that which a reasonable person or business would
take in protecting its own confidential information;
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(d) only use such Confidential Information as strictly necessary for the
performance of, or exercise of its rights under, this Agreement;
(e) subject to clause 27.2, not disclose such Confidential Information to
any third party (other than its professional advisers, officers,
employees, agents, contractors and sub-contractors on a ‘need to
know’ basis as strictly required for the purposes of this Agreement and
subject to each such person being bound by an obligation of
confidentiality equivalent to this clause 27); and
(f) promptly, upon request and, in any event, upon termination of this
Agreement (for whatever reason), return to the other party all materials
(in whatever form) incorporating, embodying or recording any such
Confidential Information in its possession or control and, if requested
by the other party, certify in writing that it has done so.
27.2 Either party may disclose the other’s Confidential Information to the extent
required by law or by any court, tribunal, Regulator or other authority with
competent jurisdiction to order its disclosure (but only to the extent of such
requirement).
28

DATA PROTECTION

28.1 For the purposes of this clause 28, “controller”, “personal data”,
“processing” and "appropriate technical and organisational measures"
shall have the meanings given to them in the Data Protection Legislation.
28.2 The Parties acknowledge that processing of personal data may be required
for the administration and performance of this Agreement and that Data
Protection Legislation applies to such processing.
28.3. Personal Data received by a party under this Agreement shall be used for
the administration and performance of this Agreement and not for any
further purposes, unless the receiving party has legitimate grounds as a
controller under Data Protection Legislation and the processing complies
with Data Protection Legislation. Such further purposes may include water
company customer experience surveys.
28.4 Each party shall implement appropriate technical and organisational
measures to keep the Personal Data secure and prevent unauthorised or
unlawful processing and accidental loss, destruction or damage.
29

ENTIRE AGREEMENT

29.1 This Agreement constitutes the entire agreement between the Parties
and supersedes any previous agreement or arrangements between the
Parties in respect of the subject matter of this Agreement.
30.

COUNTERPARTS
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30.1 This Agreement may be entered into in the form of two or more
counterparts, each executed by one or more of the Parties but, taken
together, executed by all and, provided that all the Parties so enter into this
Agreement, each of the executed counterparts, when duly exchanged and
delivered, will be deemed to be an original, but, taken together, they will
constitute one instrument.
31.

GOVERNING LAW

31.1 This Agreement shall be governed by and constructed in accordance with
the laws of England.
31.2 The Parties irrevocably agree that the courts of England shall have
exclusive jurisdiction to settle any dispute which may arise out of, or in
connection with this Agreement.

Signed by:
Name:
Role:
For and on behalf of:

[Company]

Date of signature:

Signed by:
Name:
Role:
For and on behalf of:

[SLP]

Date of signature:

[INSERT Further Signatures Here]
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SCHEDULE 1
CONNECTION SPECIFICATION
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SCHEDULE 2
THE SLP PHASING PROGRAMME
(indicative water main phasing)
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SCHEDULE 3
COMPANY WORKS & COMPANY CHARGE
(the works to be carried out by the Company)
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SCHEDULE 4
PAYMENTS
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SCHEDULE 5
DISPUTES RESOLUTION PROCEDURE
Name

Company

(1) Representative
(2) Senior
Representative

SLP

(1) Representative
(2) Senior
Representative

Position

Email/Phone

Developer (1) Representative
(2) Senior
Representative

1. General Principles
1.1

Paragraph references are to references in this Schedule unless stated
otherwise.

1.2

The procedure set out in this Schedule (the “Dispute Resolution
Procedure”) shall apply to any dispute, claim or difference (“Dispute”)
between the Parties arising out of or relating to this Agreement.

1.3

This Dispute Resolution Procedure sets out the intention of the Parties
to act in a collaborative manner and in a spirit of partnership in seeking
to resolve disputes at the earliest stage possible.

1.4

Unless otherwise agreed, all negotiations connected with the Dispute
shall be in confidence and without prejudice to the rights of the Parties
in any future proceedings. If at any point the Parties reach agreement
on the resolution of a Dispute or any part of a Dispute, it shall be set
out in writing and signed by the authorised representatives of both
Parties. Such resolution shall from that point on be binding on the
Parties and may be referred to as evidence of their agreement.

1.5

Changes to the details of the Parties authorised representatives must
be notified, in writing to all Parties within 48 hours of any change taking
effect.
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2. Notice
2.1

If a Dispute arises, the Party who wishes to raise it (“the Claiming
Party”) must give notice (“a Dispute Notice”) to the other Party or
Parties (“the Responding Party”) as soon as reasonably possible after
becoming aware of the circumstances giving rise to the Dispute.

2.2

The Dispute Notice must specify in reasonable detail:
(a) the relevant facts giving rise to the Dispute;
(b) any contractual obligation or other applicable legal duty which the
Claiming Party asserts has been or will be breached; and
(c) the remedy or action requested by the Claiming Party.

3. Negotiation
3.1

If a Dispute arises between the Parties at any time, such Dispute shall
first be referred to the Parties’ Representatives named in this Schedule.
The Parties’ Representatives shall meet without prejudice within 5
Days’ of receipt of the Dispute Notice by the Responding Party and they
shall attempt in good faith to resolve such Dispute.

3.2

Any decision jointly made by the Representatives shall be final and
binding unless the Parties otherwise agree, once it has been recorded
in writing and signed by each Representative in accordance with
paragraph 1.4.

3.3

Subject to paragraph 3.1, if the Representatives have failed to resolve
any Dispute within 10 Days’ of receipt of the Dispute Notice by the
Responding Party, the dispute shall be referred to the Parties’ Senior
Representatives who shall within 5 Days’ of the Dispute being referred
to them, meet without prejudice and attempt in good faith to resolve
such Dispute.

3.4

Any decision jointly made by the Senior Representatives shall be final
and binding unless the Parties otherwise agree, once it has been
recorded in writing and signed by each Senior Representative in
accordance with paragraph 1.4.

4. Mediation
4.1

If the Dispute cannot be resolved by negotiation, the Dispute shall be
referred to Mediation pursuant to the procedure set out below unless
any Party, acting reasonably, considers that the Dispute is not suitable
for mediation.

Model Adoption Agreement (V6)
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4.2

For the avoidance of doubt, nothing in this Schedule shall be taken to
exclude or limit the rights of any Party to make such applications
(including but not limited to applications as to costs) as it sees fit in any
proceedings, relating to the conduct of the other Party and in particular,
any decision made under paragraph 4.1 above.

4.3

The procedure for mediation and consequential provisions relating to
mediation are as follows:
(a) a neutral mediator (“the Mediator”) shall be chosen by agreement
between the Parties or, if they are unable to agree upon a Mediator
within 10 Days after a request from one Party to the other or if the
Mediator agreed upon is unable or unwilling to act, either Party
may apply to the Centre for Effective Dispute Resolution and
Mediation (CEDR) to appoint a Mediator and the mediation shall
be conducted in accordance with the rules and procedures of the
CEDR. If the CEDR is unable or unwilling to nominate a Mediator
then any Party may (subject to obtaining the consent of the
other(s)) approach an alternative reputable mediation body;
(b) the Parties shall within 10 Days of the Mediator’s appointment
meet with the Mediator to discuss and agree a programme for the
exchange of all relevant information and the procedure to be
adopted for the mediation. Either Party may ask the Mediator to
give guidance on a suitable programme for information exchange
and/or mediation procedure.

4.4

If Mediation fails to achieve a resolution of the dispute or any part of it,
any Party may ask the Mediator to provide a non-binding but
informative opinion in writing. Such an opinion shall be provided on a
without prejudice basis and shall not be used in evidence in any
proceedings relating to the Dispute without the prior written consent of
the other(s).
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Appendix G1 – Levels of Service (“LoS”)
Level of Service
Measure

POC (Stage 1C) – Water
Company – SLPM – 1/1
– Initial Application
review

Proposed SLA & criteria

Notes

Redress
Category 1 or 2

7 calendar days from date of
receipt of a completed
application form with all
relevant information filled in.
Confirm application form is
complete.

This is a start stop
metric. Every time
missing information
is identified and
then sent back to
the customer, the
clock would stop
and then start again
when the missing
information is
submitted.

Category 1

POC (Stage 1C) – Water
14 calendar days to review
Company – SLPM – 1/2
POC proposal and validate
– Review POC proposal

Category 1

Design New Mains
(Stage 2) – Water
Company – SLPM 2/2a – Review Design
Application

Within 5 calendar days of
receipt, review application
with clear expectation of
what is provided

The SLA will reset
each time the
application is sent
back to the SLP for
incomplete
information.

Category 1

Design New Mains
(Stage 2) – Water
Company – SLPM 2/2b – Provide design

Current SLA of 23/37 calendar
days depending on the
complexity (<500 ‘noncomplex’ or >500 ‘complex’)
to continue

Where within water
companies remit,
will complete within
SLA

Category 1

Design New Mains
(Stage 2) – Water
Company – SLPM –
S2/1a – Review
approval application

Review application with clear
expectation of what is
provided within 5 days of
receipt.

The SLA will reset
each time.

Category 1

Where within water
companies remit,
will complete within
SLA. If external, like
railway bridges, etc.
will not be able to
meet deadline. The
SLA will reset each
time the application
is sent back to the
SLP for incomplete
information.

Category 1

Design New Mains
(Stage 2) – Water
Company – SLPM 2/1b – Provide design
approval.

9/16 days depending on the
complexity (<500 ‘noncomplex’ or >500 ‘complex’)
to continue

Review design/execute
adoption agreement
(Stage 3) – Water
Company – SLPM –

Issue Model Adoption
Agreement within 7 calendar
days of receiving a request for
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S3/1 – Review/revise
adoption agreement

Review design/execute
adoption agreement
(Stage 3) – Water
Company – SLPM –
S3/2 – Agree mains
connection date

Water Mains (Stage 4 –
Part 1) – Self Lay
Provider – SLPM –
S4/1 – Provide sample
results and submit
construction records

Connect Mains – Low
Risk (Stage 5A) – Water
Company – SLPM –
S5A/1 – Review
application and agree
connection date

Connect Mains – Low
Risk (Stage 5A) – Self
Lay Provider – SLPM –
S5A/2 – Complete
connection and
provide required
information to the
Water Company

Vest New Mains (Stage
6) – Water Company –
SLPM – S6/1 – Issue
vesting certificate

Vest New Mains (Stage
6) – Water Company –
SLPM – S6/2 –confirm
final asset value (if
© Water UK 2019

one or a revision to the scope
of work in an earlier draft.

Right day metric – Agree the
date with the SLP.

Water company
performance
measured on a right
day basis as shown
in Stage 4. This
interval is also
subject to a
maximum SLA
of 28 days unless
the customer agrees
otherwise.

SLP must provide required
evidence no later than 5 days
after chlorination and no later
than 9 days before Mains
Connections date

7 calendar days to review the
application, agreeing the
connection date with SLP and
issue authorisation

The SLP must provide this
information to the water
company within 1 working
day of completing the
connection.
Once each section of main(s)
have successfully entered
service, declare the mains
assets vested. Vesting
certificate should be issued
within 1 working day of
notification of the connection
been made.
Confirm asset value within 7
calendar days of receiving the
as-built drawings and build
profile.

Category 2

N/A

Water company to
reconfirm date with
SLP. 7 days to
review the
application in its
entirety – all
information must be
submitted at the
same time, not days
apart.

N/A

Records for final
connection work
are required at this
stage.

N/A

Category 2

Category 2
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required for an asset
payment claim)

Vest New Mains (Stage
6) – Water Company –
SLPM – S6/3 – final
asset payment made

Asset payment will be made
once final records and
information has been
submitted to water company.
Water Company to make final
asset payment within 28
calendar days of receiving a
valid invoice.

N/A

Issue consent, plot reference
Make Service
Connections (Stage 7 –
Part 2) – Water
Company – SLPM –
S7/1 – Validate
notification and
provide consent to
progress with
connection

information, and costing
details within 5 calendar days
commencing on the day
following written notification
Category 1

of connection call-off by the
SLP.
Process payment for admin
fees.

Make Service
Connections (Stage 7 –
Part 2) – Self Lay
Provider – SLPM – S7/2
– SLP to notify Water
Company that the
connection is made
Make Service
Connections (Stage 7 –
Part 2) – Water
Company – SLPM –
S7/3 – Install ‘screw in’
meter and record
details
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The SLP must provide this
information to the water
company within 1 working
day of completing the
connection for NHH and 5
calendar days for HH. The
data which needs to be
provided is specified in the
Minimum Information
If requested, Water Company
technician visits site to ‘screw
in’ meter and records meter
details (where applicable).
The SLA for this metric should
be defined by those
companies which offer this
service.

N/A

All companies
offering a screw-in
meter fitting service
must measure their
performance using
this metric.

Category 1
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Appendix G2 –Reporting Requirements
Process/Document
Name

Description

Document outlining services and/or
works that can be provided either by
the relevant Water or Sewerage
Company or by an alternative
provider.
A set of metrics produced to measure
Levels of Service
Water Company and Customer service
levels.
Where there is a deviation from the
national procedures, the Water
Company will publish their local
practice/s and an annual report
setting out any agreed deviations
from the Sectoral Guidance or the
Model Adoption Agreements, for the
preceding twelve month period (from
Local Practices
1 April – 31 March). The annual report
must, as a minimum, include details of
the number of deviation agreements
entered into under paragraphs 5.1.2
and 5.2.2 of this Code; the nature and
categories of deviations agreed; and
any other detail as may be specified
by Ofwat from time to time.
Water Company to publish their
connection options process so the
Customer can make an informed
choice about who they could get to
Connections Options provide the new connections services
they require, for example where they
need to use the local Water Company
or Sewerage Company and where
they can use an alternative provider.
Process flowcharts (Stages 1 – 7) for
Procedures
mains and services
The minimum information
Minimum
requirements of each party at each
Information Form
stage of each procedure, and which
(model form)
may include template forms if
necessary.
Company Design and Construction
Standards, setting out a water
Company Design
company’s design principles,
and Construction
permissible materials, construction
Standards
standards etc. in a standard format
using the Template Design and
Annual
Contestability
Summary (ACS)
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Location of
Publication

Frequency of
Publication

Water Company
website and
Water UK or a
central website

Minimum
annually

Water UK or a
central website

Minimum
quarterly

Water Company
website

Minimum
annually

Water Company
website

Minimum
annually

Water Company
website

Minimum
annually

Water Company
website

Minimum
annually
Minimum
annually

Water Company
website
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Redress
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Construction Standards as a
framework
All Water Companies will publish a
version of Redress report using their
own template

Water Company
website

Minimum
Annually
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Appendix H – Terms of Reference for the Panel
The following terms of reference will apply to the Panel
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WATER SECTOR GUIDANCE PANEL
TERMS OF REFERENCE
V2 7 December 2018
1.

INTRODUCTION
This document sets out the Terms of Reference for the panel (the Panel) established to
consider Change Proposals to the Water Sector Guidance and the Model Water Adoption
Agreement under the Ofwat Code for Adoption Agreements, August 2018 as that code may
be revised from time to time (the Code).

2.

DEFINITIONS
In these Terms of Reference, the following definitions apply in addition to those definitions
included elsewhere in these Terms of Reference:
(a)

Business Day means a day on which banks are ordinarily open for business in
England, not being a Saturday or Sunday;

(b)

Change Proposal means proposed change to the Water Sector Guidance or
the Model Adoption Agreement;

(c)

Contestable means services and/or works that can be provided either by the
relevant Water Company or by an alternative provider. This may include works
outside the physical boundary of the Development site;

(d)

Customer means a customer of a Water Company’s developer services at any
point in the process to adopt infrastructure from the point of application for
an adoption agreement to the completion of that agreement. This does not
include the End-User Customer but includes Developers and Self-Lay
Providers;

(e)

Developer means any person or company which is responsible for a
Development;

(f)

Development means premises on which there are buildings, or on which there
will be buildings when proposals made by any person for the erection of any
buildings are carried out, and which require connection with, or modification
of, existing water or sewerage infrastructure;

(g)

Eligible SLP Customer means a Customer whose name appears on the list
maintained by Lloyds Register of Self-Lay Providers or any replacement list
considered by the Secretariat to contain substantially all Self-Lay Providers

(h)

End User Customer means the owner or occupier of premises who receives a
supply of water or sewerage services from a relevant Water Company or
Licensed Retailer. For the purposes of these Terms of Reference, this does not
include Developers, Self-lay Providers or Licensed Retailers.

(i)

Implementation Date means the date on which the Sector Guidance comes
into effect;
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(j)

Independent means not involved or interested in the provision of water
and/or sewerage services to consumers in England and Wales in any manner
whatsoever (including, without limitation, as an officer or employee of,
consultant to or investor in a Water Company, Licensed Retailer or otherwise
involved in the provision of water and/or sewerage services to consumers in
England and Wales, other than (i) as a consumer or (ii) as a person appointed
under these Terms of Reference);

(k)

Licensed Retailer means a holder of a water supply licence with a retail
authorisation under sections 17A and 17BA Water Industry Act 1991 (WIA
1991);

(l)

Member means a member of the Panel appointed in accordance with these
Terms of Reference and being a natural person;

(m)

Model Agreement means the Model Water Adoption Agreement approved by
Ofwat in accordance with the Code;

(n)

Operational Terms means the detailed operational procedures applying to
the Panel and which may be changed from time to time by the Panel subject
to compliance with these Terms;

(o)

Panel Nomination Meeting means a meeting convened by the Secretariat
under clause 6 for the purposes of selecting Members;

(p)

Secretariat means the one or more individuals engaged by the Panel to
provide administrative support to its activities;

(q)

Self-lay Provider or SLP means an entity that is engaged in the construction
of Contestable infrastructure on behalf of a Developer;

(r)

Water Adoption Agreement means an agreement under section 51A WIA
1991 for the construction of water infrastructure by a Customer, and the
transfer of ownership of the assets to a relevant Water Company;

(s)

Water Company means a company holding an appointment under the WIA
1991 to provide water services;

(t)

Website means the website established by the Panel for the purpose of
publicising these terms of reference and the work of the Panel;

(u)

Guidance means the water sector guidance approved by Ofwat under
paragraph 3.2.4 of the Code.

In these Terms of Reference:
(a) Words denoting persons include individuals and bodies corporate, partnerships,
unincorporated associations and other bodies;
(b) References to ‘writing’ or ‘written’ includes emails;
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(c) References to the Code or any other document are to the Code or that document
as amended, replaced or extended from time to time in accordance with the
requirements of the Code or that document (as the case may be);
(d) A reference to any body is: (i) if that body (statutory or otherwise) is replaced by
another organisation, deemed to refer to that replacement organisation; and (ii) if
that body (statutory or otherwise) ceases to exist, deemed to refer to that
organisation which most substantially serves the same purposes as the original body;
(e) A reference to a statute or statutory provision must, unless otherwise stated, be
construed as including: (i) a reference to any orders, regulations and subordinate
legislation (as defined by section 21(1) of the Interpretation Act 1978) made from time
to time under the statute or statutory provision; and (ii) a reference to that statute,
statutory provision or subordinate legislation as may be modified or replaced from
time to time;
(f) References to a person must, except where the context requires otherwise, include
its successors in title and permitted assignees;
(g) Any words or expressions used in the WIA 1991 or Water Act 2014 have, unless
the contrary intention appears, the same meaning when used in these Terms of
Reference; and
(h) The words 'other', 'includes', 'including' and 'for example' do not limit the
generality of any preceding words, and any words which follow them must not be
construed as being limited in scope to the same class as the preceding words where a
wider construction is possible.
3.

FUNCTION OF THE PANEL

3.1

The function of the Panel is to consider Change Proposals to the Guidance and the Model
Agreement and to make recommendations to Ofwat concerning such proposals in accordance
with the requirements of the Code.

3.2

In carrying out that function, the primary aim of the Panel shall be to promote practices and
procedures that contribute to the timely construction of water assets that comply with the
Guidance and allow Water Companies to fulfil their statutory duty of effectually draining their
area of operation.

3.3

The decision on whether to accept any Change Proposal shall be for Ofwat to make in
accordance with the Code.

3.4

In carrying out its functions the Panel shall:
3.4.1
take into account the Code’s purposes, as set out in paragraph 1.2.2 of the Code,
including, in particular, the purpose of enabling effective competition in the provision of new
connections; and
3.4.2
where possible, encourage the removal of local practices where this can be shown to
be of benefit to Customers.
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4.

DUTIES OF THE PANEL

4.1

The Panel shall have the duty to:4.1.1

arrange for the election of Members;

4.1.2

develop a budget for its activities in accordance with clause 8;

4.1.3

obtain insurance in respect of such liabilities relating to its activities as it shall consider
appropriate;

4.1.4

arrange for the publication via a website of its proceedings, including all Change
Proposals, deliberations of the Panel and decisions on Change Proposals.

5.

POWERS OF THE PANEL

5.1

The Panel shall have the power to:
5.1.1
5.1.2
5.1.3
5.1.4

appoint, remunerate and remove the Secretariat and set out the working procedures,
roles and responsibilities of the Secretariat;
appoint, remunerate and remove any professional advisers
constitute working groups from among its members to which it may delegate any of its
duties and powers under these terms of reference;
do anything else reasonably necessary for or incidental to the discharge of its function.

6.

SECRETARIAT

6.1

The Secretariat shall carry out the functions allocated to it under these terms of reference
and its overriding objective shall be to ensure that the Panel operates effectively in
accordance with these terms of reference.

6.2

The Panel may from time to time adopt a more comprehensive set of rules governing the
constitution and role of the Secretariat.

7.

APPOINTMENT OF CHAIRPERSON

7.1

The first chairperson of the Panel shall be appointed by Water UK and subsequent
chairpersons shall be appointed by the Panel.

7.2

In all cases, the appointment shall be advertised publicly in The Guardian or a similar
publication and Water UK, for the first appointment, and the Secretariat in respect of
subsequent appointments, shall arrange for a shortlist of suitably qualified candidates to be
interviewed by a panel of Water Companies and Customers. Water UK or the Secretariat, as
the case may be, shall use all reasonable endeavours to secure a balanced appointment
panel between Water Companies and Customers.

7.3

The person selected as Chairperson shall be the person who in the reasonable opinion of the
selection panel best fulfils the following criteria:

6.3.1

demonstrable chairing skills;
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8.

6.3.2

independence,

6.3.3

understanding of or ability quickly to understand the objectives of the Code and
Panel.

MEMBERSHIP OF THE PANEL

Composition

8.1

The Panel shall consist of ten Members, comprising five nominated by Water Companies and
five nominated by Customers.

8.2

Of the five Members nominated by Customers, three shall be nominated by Self-Lay Providers
(Self-Lay Members) and two by Developers (Developer Members).

8.3

In an advisory capacity only and without voting rights, a representative from Water Industry
Recognition Scheme (or any additional or replacement sector-recognised accreditation
scheme) shall be invited to join the Panel. Such person shall be the “Scheme Representative”.

8.4

Observers may from time to time be invited to attend meetings of the Panel as the Panel may
determine and subject to such conditions as to speaking as may be determined by the Panel.

8.5

The election and removal of Members shall be dealt with in accordance with the rules set out
below.

8.6

The Secretariat shall fix the date of each Panel Nomination Meeting and shall give each Water
Company and each such Customer not less than twenty (20) Business Days’ notice in writing
of the date of such meeting. A Panel Nomination Meeting shall be held no later than [1 May
2019] and no later than 1 May in every second year following that date.

8.7

For the purpose of consultation under clause 8.6, the Secretariat shall communicate direct
with Water Companies, Eligible Self-Lay Providers and Developers and for the purposes of
consultation with Developers, its consultation shall be both direct with those Developers
whose contact details it possesses, via the Panel’s website and via such trade associations
considered to be representative of Developers.

8.8

Each Water Company and each Customer may send one suitably authorised representative to
attend each Panel Nomination Meeting in person wherever possible. Where a Water Company
or Customer has no suitably authorised representative who is available to attend the Panel
Nomination Meeting in person, it shall arrange for a suitably authorised representative to
participate in the Panel Nomination Meeting by way of a conference telephone call providing
such representative is able to speak to each of the others and to be heard by each of the
others simultaneously. In such circumstances, the Water Company or Customer (as relevant)
shall provide the Secretariat with notice in writing confirming that no suitably authorised
representative is available to attend the Panel Nomination Meeting in person, such notice to
be received not less than forty-eight (48) hours before the stated commencement time for
the Panel Nomination Meeting.

8.9

Each Water Company and each Customer shall be entitled, by notice to the Secretariat given
no earlier than fifteen (15) Business Days before the date of and not later than five (5) Business
Days before the stated commencement time of the Panel Nomination Meeting, to nominate
one (1) individual to be a Member.
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8.10

Individuals nominated pursuant to clause 8.9 shall be employed by a Water Company or
Customer as the case may be, and shall have the requisite skills and experience to fulfil the
role of Member.

8.11

Nominations made under this clause 8 shall contain the name, address, date of birth and
details of the relevant skills and experience of the nominated individual. For such nomination
to be valid it must be in writing and must be accompanied by a written statement from the
nominated individual stating that he or she is aware of the nomination and would be prepared
to serve as a Member if elected.

8.12

The Secretariat shall circulate to each Water Company and Customer a list of the names of all
of the individuals nominated to serve as Members and a voting paper no later than seventytwo (72) hours before the stated commencement time for the Panel Nomination Meeting;

8.13

Where any person is participating in the Panel Nomination Meeting by way of a conference
telephone call and the number of nominated individuals exceeds the number of Water
Company or Customer Members to be elected for the following two-yearly period, as the case
may be, that person’s vote shall only be counted if he or she shall have completed the voting
paper and returned the voting paper to the Secretariat by email no later than one (1) hour in
advance of the stated commencement time for the Panel Nomination Meeting (with the
original to follow in the post);

8.14

Any authorised representative of a Water Company or Customer, as the case may be, who is
participating in the Panel Nomination Meeting by way of a conference call shall only be
entitled to take part in the Panel Nomination Meeting where that person has submitted his or
her voting paper to the Secretariat in accordance with clause 8.13.

8.15

If the number of individuals nominated to serve as Water Company, SLP or Developer
Members equals the number of Water Company, SLP or Developer Members to be elected for
the following two-yearly period, as the case may be, then those individuals shall duly become
the Members for the following two-yearly period.

8.16

If the number of individuals nominated to serve as in any category of Member exceeds the
number to be elected for the following two-yearly period the Secretariat shall arrange for
those present at the Panel Nomination Meeting to undertake a written voting procedure,
under which potential Members in each of the three categories of potential Members shall
only be voted upon by companies within the respective category.

8.17

The procedure, which shall take into account the votes submitted under clause 8.13, shall be
that the five nominees from Water Companies attracting the most votes from Water
Companies, the three nominees from SLP Customers attracting the most votes from SLP
Customers and the two nominees from Developer Customers attracting the most votes from
Developer Customers shall be elected to be Members.

8.18

If the operation of the above procedure fails to secure the election of sufficient Members in
any or all of the three categories of Member, the Secretariat shall convene a further Panel
Nomination Meeting following the above procedures to the extent reasonably possible with
a view to securing the election of further representatives of Water Companies or Customers
as the case may be so that the Panel is constituted as required under clauses 8.1 and 8.2.
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8.19

Panel Members appointed in accordance with this clause 6 shall be appointed for a fixed term
not exceeding two (2) years and shall be eligible for re-appointment following expiry of their
initial or any subsequent term.

8.20

A person shall cease to hold office as a Panel Member if:
(a) he or she resigns office by notice delivered to the Secretariat; or
(b) the Panel resolves that he or she should cease to hold office; or
(c) they are, for any reason or change of circumstance, no longer able to act in accordance
with the requirements of clause 8.26;
and upon any person ceasing to hold office as a Member a new Member shall be elected as
appropriate in accordance with this clause 8. Once elected a new Member shall take office
with immediate effect.

8.21

The circumstances in which the Panel may resolve that a person shall cease to hold office
include where:
8.21.1 he or she shall cease to be employed by a Water Company or Customer as the case
may be;
8.21.2 he or she is absent for more than three meetings in any twelve month period (unless
prevented from attending on any occasion by exceptional circumstances);
8.21.3 he or she acts in a way that would or would be likely to bring the Panel or the operation
of the Sector Guidance into disrepute or otherwise affect adversely the reputation of
the Panel.

8.22

Members may by writing to the Chairperson appoint an alternate person to represent them
at up to two meetings of the Panel in any calendar year.

8.23

Such alternates may attend and exercise and discharge all the functions, powers and duties of
his/her appointor at the relevant meeting or meetings of the Panel.

8.24

Members may by notice in writing to the chair of the Panel remove or replace their then
nominated alternate.

8.25

References in these terms of reference to a Member shall be construed as including a
reference to that Member’s alternate.

Role of Members
8.26

A person appointed as a Member, when acting in that capacity:
(a) shall act impartially, in the best interests of the market as a whole and shall be guided by
the aim set out in clause 3.2;
(b) shall not be representative of and shall act without regard to the particular interests of the
body or person by whom he or she was nominated to be a Member.
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8.27

A person shall not be elected as a Member unless he or she shall have first confirmed in writing
to the Secretariat that they agree to act as a Member in accordance with and acknowledges
the requirements of clause 8.26 and have provided to the Secretariat a letter from their
employer agreeing that they may act as a Member and that the requirements in this clause
shall prevail over his duties as an employee

8.28

A person elected as a Member shall notify the Secretariat in writing where they cease to be
employed by the employer by whom they were employed at the date of their appointment or
any change of role which impacts on their ability to act in accordance with clause 8.26.
Fees and Expenses

8.29

The Chairperson shall be entitled to reasonable remuneration for their services on or in
connection with the Panel. For the avoidance of doubt, no other Members shall be entitled to
remuneration for their services on or in connection with the Panel.

8.30

Each Member and the Chairperson shall be entitled to all documented travelling and other
expenses properly incurred by him or her in connection with his or her attendance at a
meeting of the Panel or otherwise in connection with the discharge of his or her duties as a
Member or Chairperson as the case may be.

8.31

Any remuneration to be paid in accordance with clauses 8.29 and 8.30 above shall be paid by
Water UK.

9.

BUDGET
The budget for the Panel shall be prepared for the first year of its operation by Water UK and
for subsequent years shall be proposed by the Panel, acting on the advice of the Secretariat,
no less than 90 days before the date on which Water UK decides on its budget. Currently,
therefore, a budget proposal would need to be submitted by no later than 31 December in
each year.

10.

OPERATION OF THE PANEL
Chairing arrangements

10.1

The role of the Chairperson shall be to secure that the Panel operates in accordance with the
requirements of the Code and these Terms of Reference.

10.2

The Chairperson shall not have a vote on any matter.

10.3

If the Chairperson is unable to attend a meeting a deputy chairperson shall be appointed to
chair the meeting in question by majority vote of those present at the meeting of the Panel.
Such person shall not have a vote at such meeting save in the case of a tied vote.
Overriding Objective

10.4

The Panel shall, at all times, act in an independent, impartial and transparent manner, and in
accordance with the Code. The Panel shall do all such things as the Panel considers necessary
for acting in such manner.

10.5

Unless otherwise decided by the Panel, all meetings shall be open to the public.
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10.6

The Secretariat shall arrange for all meetings to be advertised on the Website on or
immediately after the day on which any meeting is convened.
Convening meetings

10.7

Any meeting of the Panel shall be convened by the Secretariat in one of the following ways:
10.7.1 by giving notice to each Member and any alternate appointed in accordance with
clause 8.19, setting out the date, time and place of the meeting and (unless the Panel
has otherwise decided) giving at least 20 (20) Business Days’ notice of the meeting
and accompanied by an agenda and such supporting papers as are necessary. A copy
of such notice and papers shall also be sent to the Scheme Representative;
10.7.2 where the Secretariat with the agreement of the Chairperson is of the reasonable
opinion that an urgent meeting is required to consider any Change Proposal, (and the
business of that meeting is capable of being transacted in accordance with clause
[quorum etc]), the notice period required in clause 10.7.1 shall be waived

10.8

With the consent of all Members and the Chairperson the requirements of clause 10.7.1 may
be waived or modified,

10.9

Meetings shall be convened no less than once every six months, and unless otherwise agreed
by the Panel, shall be convened every two months during the first year in which the Panel is
in operation.

10.10 A meeting of the Panel may consist of a conference between Members who are not all in one
place, but who are able to speak to each of the others and to be heard by each of the others
simultaneously. A Member taking part in such a conference or telephone call shall be deemed
to be present in person at the meeting and shall be entitled to vote and be counted in the
quorum accordingly. In this case there is no requirement that the Members are in England or
Wales as the case may be.
10.11 Where a Member has an interest, direct or indirect, in any actual or proposed matter which
conflicts with the interests of the Panel or where a Member becomes aware that an entity for
which he or she works or provides services (or an affiliate of such an entity) has such an
interest, that Member shall declare such conflict to the Panel. The fact that a Member works
for a Water Company or Customer shall not, by itself, constitute a conflict required to be
declared to the Panel under this clause.
10.12 The Panel shall, in the event of any conflict of interest being declared by a Member at a
meeting of the Panel, decide the most appropriate course of action and in doing so, will be
guided by the purposes of the Code.
Decision making
10.13 No business shall be transacted at any meeting of the Panel unless a quorum is present at the
meeting. The quorum for a meeting shall be six Members, including no less than two
appointees from Water Companies, two from SLP Customers and one from Developer
Customers, each of whom must be entitled to vote at that meeting.
10.14 Each Member shall be entitled to attend, and to speak and vote at, every meeting of the Panel.
10.15 At any meeting of the Panel any matter to be decided shall be put to a vote of Members upon
the request of any Member.
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10.16 Any matter to be decided by a vote shall be decided by:
(a) a unanimous vote of those votes cast at the meeting by Panel Members (and an abstention
shall not be counted as a cast vote); or
(b) being voted for by a Qualifying Majority.
10.17 For the purposes of clause 10.16, a "Qualifying Majority" shall be not less than a majority of
votes cast either in person or in writing provided that such majority includes at least one
person from each category of Member.
10.18 A resolution in writing signed by or on behalf of all of the Members entitled to vote in respect
of the matter which is the subject of the resolution shall be valid and effectual as if it had been
passed at a duly convened and quorate meeting of the Panel and such an instrument may
consist of several instruments in like form each signed by or on behalf of one or more of the
Members.
Procedures
10.19 At its meetings, the Panel shall consider what necessary or beneficial changes are needed to
the Sector Guidance and Model Adoption Agreement in response to any written Change
Proposals that it receives and make recommendations to Ofwat in accordance with the
requirements of the Code.
10.20 Prior to considering any Change Proposal at a meeting, and other than in a case of urgency as
certified by the Chairperson, the Panel shall at least 15 Business Days ahead of such meeting:
10.20.1 have published the same on the Website
10.20.2 have notified such interested parties as it considers appropriate of the Change
Proposal, including Customers, Water Companies and other interested parties the
Panel may reasonably seek guidance from such as the Drinking Water Inspectorate
and the Environment Agency.
10.21 At its meetings, the Panel shall take into account comments received pursuant to such
publication and notification.
10.22 The Panel shall assess all Change Proposals in terms of: (i) the need for the change, for
example, is it a service improvement or is it needed to address a particular issue; (ii)
consistency with the principles and objectives of the Code, and any relevant statutory or
regulatory requirements; and (iii) the impact of the change (be it positive and/or negative) on
Customers and on Water Companies.
10.23

In considering how to deal with any Change Proposals, the Panel shall:
10.23.1 consider how much notice Customers and Water Companies may reasonably require
to be able to meet any new requirements, which may not be less than 20 Business
Days;
10.23.2 ensure that changes do not have retrospective effect;
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10.23.3 have regard to Information Notices, orders and determinations issued by Ofwat, and
consider whether consequential amendments to the Water Sector Guidance and
Model Adoption Agreement are required as a result.
10.24 Minutes of meetings of the Panel shall be taken and published on the Website within one
calendar month of the relevant meeting.
10.25 Only the Chairperson shall comment publicly on deliberations and decisions of the Panel.
10.26 The Panel may from time to time set out requirements that Change Proposals must meet with
a view to ensuring that it has adequate information to allow proper consideration of the
content of such Change Proposals.

11.

CONTENT OF RECOMMENDATIONS

11.1

Each recommendation shall set out in writing the following:
11.1.1 what the recommended change is and the area that the recommended change will
affect;
11.1.2 whether the change has been assessed in terms of whether, and if so, how the
change has been assessed in terms of meeting the requirements set out in paragraph 3.9.1
(b) of the Code;
11.1.3 whether interested parties including Customers have been consulted, providing
examples to evidence this;
11.1.4 whether changes should or should not be made to the Water Sector Guidance or the
Model Adoption Agreement and the reasons why changes should or should not be made;
11.1.5 a suggestion of when recommended changes should be effective from;
11.1.6 whether the recommendation reflects consensus of opinion of panel members.

11.2

Where the recommendation does not reflect consensus of opinion the panel must set out
the differing views of its members and the reasons for following one view over an alternative
view. If the Scheme Representative does not agree with a recommendation, the views of the
Scheme Representative must also be set out.

12

SUBMISSION OF RECOMMENDATIONS

12.1

All recommendations shall be submitted to Ofwat no later than three calendar months after
the relevant Change Proposal has been published under paragraph 10.20.1.

12.2

All such submitted recommendations shall also be published by the Panel on the Website.

12.3

The Panel shall also publish on the Website details of all changes approved by Ofwat
pursuant to the Code.
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13

AMENDMENTS TO THESE TERMS OF REFERENCE

The Panel may, subject to the consent of Ofwat, propose amendments to these Terms of Reference
from time to time where necessary or desirable for the purposes of fulfilling its functions under the
Code.
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